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In Memoriam:
Fauneil J. Rinn, 1926-1995

A

LMOST everyone around here has his or her favorite Fanny Rinn
story, and this is ours about our predecessor as editor of San Jose
Studies, who died November 24th, in Monterey. It involves her dog
Caesar, a wonderful spaniel of pampered appearance and flowing locks that
contrasted sharply with Fanny's own disdain for unnecessary personal
glamour. Sometime after the transition from Fanny's editorship, we arrived
at the journal's office one weekend to find her hard at work- not an
unusual occurrence for those first weeks and even months. Rather than
crowd one another in the cramped space available, Fanny suggested we
leave her alone for an hour, and take Caesar for a walk around the campus,
assuring us the dog would be no trouble at all.
Caesar had been good-humoredly walking us for a pleasant half-hour
when, suddenly, a skateboarder rode by and the spaniel took off after him,
dragging us along by the leash, snarling, and otherwise indicating an
intention of doing this skateboarder bodily harm, especially in the vicinity
of his ankles. With some difficulty, we brought the dog under control, made
our apologies ("Didn't you see the 'No Skateboarding on Campus' sign?"),
and returned Caesar to the office. Far from being surprised at the antics of
the dog, however, Fanny merely cocked an eyebrow, explained that
skateboarders were the particular bane of Caesar's existence (or vice versa),
and seemed to regard us with the marked surprise, we suppose, due anyone
who would naively believe it when a dog is described as being "no trouble
at all."
That story has been much in our minds ever since, because soon
afterwards the institutional support which made San Jose Studies possible
began to erode, and the journal became an indirect victim (and now
casualty) of the years of budget cuts suffered by the university and the state.
In our conversations about the journal's financial plight, Fanny would often
give us that same look (even over the phone), and now, with the appearance
of this final issue of San Jose Studies, we feel a little as though we had
taken her journal out for a walk and been blindsided by some lurking
bureaucratic skateboarder that Fanny herself would have anticipated and
overcome.
4

But the demise of a journal is nothing compared to the death of
someone like Fanny Rinn. We had thought to begin this issue with a brief
history of San Jose Studies, as well as a memorial for Fanny, but quickly
recognized that remembering her alone would serve both ends more
eloquently. Let us only mention the fine work and dedication of the
founding editor of the journal, Arlene Okerlund, and her successor, Selma
Burkom, acknowledge those (whose names appear on the masthead of this
and previous issues) without whose efforts and support twenty-one years of
San Jose Studies would never have seen the light of day, and thank all our
subscribers, especially the Guarantors, Benefactors, and Patrons (whose
names appear at the end of the issue).
We have asked two others to share their thoughts on the passing of
Fanny Rinn: 0. C. (Clint) Williams, who served Fanny as poetry editor and
chair of the journal's Committee of Trustees, and Robert Wexelblatt, a
professor at Boston University whose essays, fiction, and poetry appeared
in many of the issues during Fanny's tenure as editor. This final issue of
San Jose Studies is dedicated to Fanny's memory. Bye.
The Editors
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I

N every group of people-especially in every academic faculty-there
are a few individuals who sparkle. These sparklers make that professional group of widely diverse human beings more socially cohesive,
certainly more friendly, more accepting of each other, more respectful of
quite different personalities than one's own. Such things as these are of
particular importance in a faculty that is a republic made up of such petty
principalities as schools, programs, departments-and the rival factions in
each.
Such a sparkler was Fanny Rinn. Perhaps it is significant that she
was a political scientist.
I first met Fanny back in the early days of the Humanities Program at
San Jose State. We had just moved into the Faculty Building on its floating
boat of concrete. These were also the early days of the feminist movement,
and Fanny, as you probably know, was a staunch feminist. In fact, Fanny
sought me out, for I had never really talked to her before.
Fanny came into my office, introduced herself, and attacked me for
my male bias. Then she asked me to lunch. We went to a small and
uncrowded cafe not far from campus. There, at a small table, we talked for
over an hour. I told her my experiences and reasons for preferring an allmale faculty in Humanities. We both acknowledged the causes of our
attitudes, and the lunch ended with us as friends. Of course, Fanny
prevailed, and the male homogeneity of the Humanities Program was later
breached.
Much later, I came to know Fanny better, and to admire and value
her more fully, when she became the third editor of San Jose Studies. She
was an ideal editor who did not have to be persuaded to take the job. She
wanted it-for Fanny had worked hard as a professional journalist for some
years on the east coast. Publishing fascinated her- and I soon found we
shared the same ambitions for San Jose Studies, chief of which was to make
the jomnal both nationally and internationally recognized and accepted as a
publication for scholars and educated general readers.
Fanny was indeed a sparkler, whether as a campus presence, a
friend, or a political scientist. And each of us as individuals and collectively
as a faculty is the poorer for the absence ofFanny Rinn and of the light that
surrounded her.
0. C. Williams
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Fanueil Rinn at the memorial plaque commemorating her
namesake, Peter Fanueil, in Independence Hall, which he
built and later gave to the town of Boston.
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HERE must be scores of writers who cherished a relationship with
Fanny Rinn akin to my own, people who never met her in the flesh
or heard her voice, never patted her faithful Caesar's head or smiled
back at what I'll bet was her stunning smile, all welcome and wisdom. Our
relationship is apparently defined by negatives; we knew her only as an
editor. But ... some editor, some only!
I first encountered Fanny Rinn in a letter of August 2, 1985, a month
after she took up the editorship of San Jose Studies. This letter acknowledged my submission of an essay, pointedly requested a second copy for
the referees, informed me how long I'd have to wait for a verdict ifl didn't
supply it, and upbraided me for neglecting to include a SASE in the likely
event of rejection. The next day I got a postcard on which she had
scribbled, "I just found your SASE! Thanks!"
There you have it. Fanny was at once the most and least professional
of editors, and easily the most endearing. She couldn't help it; it was her
nature to humanize, even the sort of correspondence that is generally as
brittle as a tongue depressor. She was lavish with exclamation points,
bursting with encouragement; she was constantly expressing interest in,
asking after. We wrote back and forth over that first essay and, before it
was published, became pals and colleagues. For all her charming fluttering
(she was fond of sending back my letters with tiny ripostes and happy faces
7

in their margins), Fanny could express the ferrous opmwns of a sage
schoolmarm. "Cut out very. Your kindly editor believes that, mostly, very
weakens rather than strengthens. In this case, close is close and very doesn't
make it closer. To tell the truth, I hate very." I haven't dared to use very
since; in fact, I now automatically strike it out on my students' essays.
Fanny Rinn was an editor who actually edited, who amended rather
than just sticking her thumb up or down. She loved to care and, I suspect,
she cared to love. She could give but she could also take. In fact, what
really brought us together over that fust essay was her suggestion that I had
not adequately explained whom I was writing about. I had written about
Franz Kafka. Fanny suggested that I introduce him as an "Austrian poet and
novelist." Unable to imagine where she got this astonishing and misleading
description or why San Jose Studies' readers wouldn't have heard of Kafka,
I politely replied that this would be like calling Shakespeare a "European
lyricist and playwright." After that it was first names for Fanny and me.
Our correspondence extended over the next eight years, usually in
connection with business, though not always. In the well-founded
expectation that I would be interested, she shared details about her life, her
friends, her beloved pet. I can't believe that I am alone in saying that,
without quite knowing now, I began to think of Fanny as a maternal figure.
Even at a distance of three thousand miles, she nurtured, instructed, bucked
up. And she could tease with a mother' s grace: "One of my local editors is a
chemist. He corrected your 'petrie plates' to 'petri.' If he's wrong, we'll
take away his lab license."
As I say, I never met Fanny. Oddly enough, though, two of my
colleagues did meet her at conferences decades apart. She had the identical
effect on both. Each told me how kind she was to them and how
exceptionally bright. Fanny had made them feel she appreciated them, took
pleasure in their ideas, their company and accomplishments. These two
young men, uncertain of their work, insecure in their careers, felt larger
because of her. Genuine sweetness and authentic perspicacity are rarely
found together, especially in academic life, where people tend to oscillate
between expressing cynicism in a context of idealism and vice versa. But
Fanny was all of a piece and inspirational because she was able to look
clearly at the worst with unfailing cheerfulness, to see people for what they
are yet never neglect to point out the best in them. Her mind was broad, her
spirit unshakably positive, her scope always widening. Who would suspect
that her buoyant and insightful last paper on the film Much Ado about
Nothing had been written by a political scientist, much less a gravely ill
one?
In the last note I had from her, Fanny assured me that she was going
to recover. By then she surely knew otherwise but, aware of my concern,
chose to spare me. In every relation, every role, and in both senses, Fauneil
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J. Rinn was a profoundly thoughtful human being. Folks like me, people
she edited and improved, have now lost her twice.
After the death of a famous rabbi, one of his pupils was asked what
had been most important to his teacher. The student reflected briefly then
replied, "Whatever he happened to be doing at the moment." Though I
knew her only from her words, that's how I think it was with Fanny Rinn.
Robert Wexelblatt
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The Making of a Candidate:
A Personal Memoir

E

Ken Yeager

VER since I can remember, I knew I was gay. I also knew that I
could never be openly gay in my hometown of Riverside, California,
and that I would have to leave as soon as I could. The first time I left
was when I was sixteen and ran away from home. I'd had a huge battle with
my father over using the family car, which resulted in my going to L.A. for
eight days, via the Greyhound bus. I slept in the courtyard of the Free
Episcopal church in Hollywood, and got a temporary job passing out flyers
on the street for a shoe sale. I returned home no worse for the wear. From
that point on, my parents let me do whatever I wanted. I had worn them
down.
Perhaps this independent streak first began to grow when, two weeks
after starting the seventh grade, I ran for class president and won. I don't
know what possessed me to run or, to be more accurate, what possessed my
mother to encourage me to run. Surely it was her idea since I had never
been so much as a room monitor in elementary school. I remember sitting
around the kitchen table with my family making campaign buttons out of
construction paper and writing clever political slogans that Mom made up
as we went along. Holding office gave me a great deal of confidence and
helped me establish my own identity.
My mother, while never a political activist, always had a sense of
fairness and high moral standards. It was from her that I inherited my
interest in politics. She was against war, poverty, bigotry, and racism, and,
by the time I was a teenager, I was against these things, too. After joining
the school newspaper staff in the eighth grade, I wrote editorials against the
Vietnam war and in support of the student protests. In the ninth grade, I was
named editor and elected student-body president. Looking back, I have no
idea where I found the wherewithal to do either, much Jess both. As a
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teenager, I was on automatic pilot, full of energy and free of the self-doubts
that plague me as an adult.
From my father I inherited my work habits and work ethic. He runs a
heavy construction company in Riverside, which is sixty miles southeast of
Los Angeles. He is highly competent and successful at what he does.
Throughout my childhood, I would see him leave for work in the morning
and come home late in the day, six days a week. He never complained,
seldom was cross, and was practically never home. Observing him, I
learned that for any endeavor to succeed you must devote a large amount of
time and energy to it. That is why by the time I was twelve I was willing to
put in extra hours on school projects like student government and the
newspaper.
The summer between my junior and senior years I lived in San Francisco for a month, where I rented a room in the upper Haight for $12.50 a
week. I was so focused on internal issues that I met virtually no one,
choosing to spend my time alone, reading and writing.
One hot, smoggy day in 1971 I finally left Riverside for good, driving four hundred miles to San Jose State University. Friends assumed I
would major in political science, but I knew the conflict between the
intensity of my political beliefs and the realities of what I could accomplish
in the world would cause me too much anguish. Instead, I decided to major
in English, with the intent of becoming a journalist.
Looking back on why I had to leave and what I missed out on, I
wonder if the radical right realizes how their lies about homosexuality can
alienate a child from his or her family, causing gay and lesbian youth to
leave their hometowns in greater numbers than non-gay teenagers. Our
absence means we do not have the opportunity to get to know our parents,
siblings, and nieces and nephews as well as we would had the climate
allowed us to stay.
~

~

~

After a year at college, I discovered that I was as opinionated about
my English courses as I was about politics. As someone who saw himself as
a writer in the tradition of Thomas Wolfe and Sinclair Lewis, I had strong
beliefs about American literature, few of which coincided with those of my
English professors.
In my own hot-headed fashion that always caused more harm to me
than to anyone else, I decided that rather than compromise myself to
achieve good grades, I would change majors. First I switched to psychology, but found I disagreed with those professors more than I did with the
ones in the English department. Next, I turned to math where, for some
unknown reason, I excelled. Everything was fine until I took physics and
immediately realized I was out of my element. It wasn't until I was a junior
11

that I enrolled in my first political science class. It felt so natural that I
wondered why I had fought against the inevitable for so long.
It was my good fortune that San Jose State had (and still does have)
an excellent political science department, particularly when it comes to the
study of local governrnent. This is because one of the country's top names
in urban politics, Terry Christensen, teaches there. Terry had been at SJSU
for several years before I arrived. It was through his patronage that, in my
senior year, I did an internship at San Jose City Hall for a councilwoman
with whom I would have a long association, Susanne Wilson. I remember
planting myself in her office and, in order to prove myself, almost
demanding that she give me as much work as was available.
Until the City Hall internship, I was miserable at SJSU. I had no
friends and knew only one gay person. I moved out of the dorms as a
sophomore and lived by myself in a .dilapidated studio apartment near
campus. When I wasn't studying or busing tables at the Student Union, I
was alone, reading American writers and writing in my journal. After I
became involved in politics, I started to come out of my shell.
During my fmal semester I worked on Councilwoman Wilson's
reelection campaign as her precinct coordinator. This meant I was
responsible for the field operations in San Jose's 600 precincts, which are
geographical boundaries containing 300 to 500 registered voters. As coordinator, it was my duty to try to find people who would walk precincts
and distribute literature door to door. It was an overwhelming job for a
twenty-two-year-old who had never worked on a political campaign before,
but I lived and breathed the campaign, barely attending my classes.
Through the job, I met people with whom I still have contact nearly two
decades later, many of whom helped me when I myself decided to run for
public office.
The years between college graduation, in 1976, and when I came out
publicly as a gay man, in 1984, were filled with politics. I served as a press
secretary to San Jose Congressman Don Edwards, worked as a legislative
aide for county Supervisor Rod Diridon and later for Susie Wilson when
she became a county supervisor, and managed numerous campaigns. During
this time, I had a brief, passionate romance with Dan DiVittorio, a talented
graphic artist who lived across the street from my apartment.
Throughout this period, I was resolved to be a behind-the-scenes
person. It never once occurred to me that I would run for public office.
How could I run? I was gay. Except for Harvey Milk, there were no openly
gay politicians. Also, there was an anti-gay backlash sweeping the country.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, gay civil rights laws were being repealed
across the country, starting in Dade County, Florida. In this homophobic
atmosphere, the best I could do was to be in the background. In most cases,
I worked for women candidates because I felt that having women in
12

leadership would begin to change the rigid roles that society dictated for
men and women.
I remember once listening to a speech I had written for Susie and
noticing the young girls in the audience. I thought that by seeing her in a
position of power, they might realize they could be anyone they wanted to
be. I was never more proud of Susie or of myself than at that moment because I felt that we were making a difference in young people's lives. The
need to break down barriers-be they for women, gays and lesbians, or any
minority group member-is why I'm involved in politics.
In 1982, I was hired to run the campaign for Congressman Edwards'
reelection. After the campaign, he asked if I wanted to work in his D .C.
office. After telling him I was gay (something he had no problem with), I
said yes, under the condition that I would be his press secretary. He agreed,
and off I went to Washington, believing my rapid ascent in national politics
had begun.
Don Edwards was the type of congressman who is so solid, capable,
and knowledgeable that he would do fine regardless of who his staff members are, including me. But that didn' t matter. I could write a press release
as well as the best of them and had a good eye for what reporters considered news. I woke up early, read the Washington Post and New York Times
while listening to the morning news shows. By the time I went into the
office, I was caught up on current events.
After a year, I decided Washington wasn't for me. I figured if I
worked like a dog for years, I might one day be able to rise to a position of
moderate authority. Even then, I knew my being gay would always restrict
how high I could move in the government. Believing that I could bring
about greater change from the bottom up rather than from the top down, I
came back to San Jose, knowing that if I wanted to live the same fast-paced
life I had experienced in Washington, I would have to create it for myself.
When I returned in 1984, San Jose was still reeling from the 1980
repeal- even before they went into effect-of city and county ordinances
which would have given gays and lesbians protection in housing and
employment. In a mean-spirited and homophobic campaign, the fundamentalists defeated us badly at the voting booth by a three-to-one margin,
thereby reversing the meager gains gays and lesbians had achieved in San
Jose.
It was in this political and moral devastation that Alister McAlister, a
local state assemblyman, advocated in a San Jose Mercury News editorial
that a new state bill forbidding discrimination against gays and lesbians not
be signed by the governor because it would give the "wrongful" practice of
homosexuality legal, social, and political legitimacy. So prevalent was the
anti-gay rhetoric that it probably never occurred to him that there would be
any outc1y against his views.
13

I was angry that an elected official thought I had forfeited my civil
rights simply because I was gay. I realized that if I was to have any rights in
San Jose, I'd have to fight for them. I decided to challenge the assemblyman, using his weapon of choice: an editorial in the Mercury News .
There was one small glitch. I wasn't completely out. My by-line in
the Mere meant I would come out to the newspaper's entire Bay Area
readership. I knew that the publicity might cause me problems. I wondered
if my political friends would distance themselves because I was too out, or
if I would ever be hired to manage another political campaign.
I told Congressman Edwards of my plans, realizing he might not
think it a plus to have a press secretary who was openly gay. To my
knowledge, there was only one openly gay legislative aide in the entire
county. But he didn't bat an eye. He said, "Do it." And I did.
The day my editorial appeared in 1984 was a momentous one for
me. Personally, I no longer had to keep two identities, one straight, one gay.
I could start meeting more gays and lesbians. I had hopes of becoming well
adjusted, even happy. Politically, I would be free to resurrect the gay
movement in San Jose. Inspired by the success of David Mixner with a
group called MECLA- Municipal Elections Committee of Los Angeles-!
co-founded the Bay Area Municipal Elections Committee (BA YMEC) with
Wiggsy Sivertsen, a professor and counsellor at San Jose State University.
At first, Wiggsy and I thought of operating only in Santa Clara
County where San Jose is located; however, Mixner had a vision of a
statewide network of political action groups, so we added San Mateo and
Santa Cruz counties to our sphere of influence. Two of the original
BAYMEC board members were John Laird, an openly gay councilmember
in Santa Cruz, and Rich Gordon, who later was elected to the San Mateo
County Board of Education.
It was important from the outset that BA YMEC be professional.
Wiggsy, who is one of the most dynamic and articulate people I have ever
met, did the speaking, helped plan strategy, and used her impressive
network of friends to open doors and raise money. Moreover, she made sure
that lesbians were welcomed into BAYMEC, an accomplishment of which
not all gay organizations can boast. My friend, Dan, designed the logo and
did the graphics.
My role was more behind the scenes, doing all the work that keeps
an organization going. I am a much better writer than speaker, so I wrote
the brochures and newsletters, as well as did the media work. I also brought
campaign and fundraising skills to the group, skills I employed again as
manager of the local Stop LaRouche/AIDS Quarantine campaigns. Together, Wiggsy and I walked the corridors of city halls, county buildings,
and boards of education, lobbying our elected officials on numerous issues
and serving on a variety of task forces and committees.
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For six years, I served as BAYMEC's treasurer, keeping track of
each dollar we raised. I still remember the contributions we received from
the first solicitation, and the second, and the third. I remember the names of
the people to whom I wrote notes thanking them for their support. I recall
the first candidate endorsements, the first fundraiser, the first speaker's
forum. It was an exhilarating time.
Wiggsy and I made a good team. Each of us brought something to
the relationship that the other lacked. I believe I provided Wiggsy with
discipline and organization, and she gave me confidence and assertiveness.
We often joke that we should have gotten married, given how much time
we spend with each other. It is remarkable to us both that after all these
years we have never grown bored or impatient with each other.
To me, the access BA YMEC has to all South Bay elected officials
indicates to our contributors that their donations over the years have paid
high dividends. Many PACs give money to politicians, but few are on a
first-name basis with all the recipients. We have an excellent working
relationship with almost all locally elected officials, and can count on them
to support fairness and equity for gays and lesbians.
BAYMEC did more than satisfy my need to do gay politics; it
fulfilled an emotional need to connect to people. BAYMEC provided me a
conduit to the gay community that I could never get through gay bars. As
BAYMEC grew, I was like a proud parent who became more outwardly
focused once a reason to exist beyond himself was found.
By 1985, I had grown tired of being a congressional aide. I didn't
want to wake up one day and find myself being an unemployed political
hack. I was always interested in education, and I knew Stanford's School of
Education had a well-regarded education studies department. I met with
Professor Myra Strober, who said I could tailor my own master's program. I
applied and was accepted. When I finished my master's degree, I was
accepted into the Ph.D. program with a full scholarship.
Right before I entered grad school, I met a wonderful man with
whom I would spend the next five years, Paul Morrell. In addition to his
many other talents, he is a computer wizard. By 1986 BA YMEC had grown
too large to operate out of a shoe box, and he brought us into the computer
age by putting the database on my IBM. We spewed out fundraising letters,
political alert notices, and campaign updates with lightning speed.
The years of graduate school were hectic. First there was school:
going to class, doing research, and studying. Myra had grant money to
study child care; consequently, much of my research was on family issues,
child care, and public attitudes toward women and children. Second, I was
as busy as ever with politics, running BA YMEC, chairing the county's
AIDS task force, and managing two regional campaigns against Lyndon
LaRouche's AIDS quarantine initiatives. Third, Paul and I had moved in
together, and I had our relationship and home life to attend to.
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My relationship with Paul ended eight months before I graduated.
Much of the reason for the break up was because of my inability to deal
with changes in my own and in Paul's life. The separation was the most
emotionally difficult period of my life. I was so overwhelmed with guilt
that I literally hyperventilated for a year.
In November, 1990, after I turned in my dissertation, I traveled to
Atlanta with a friend, Ira Greene, who is a dermatologist. He was attending
a conference, and he invited me to go along. In the hotel room, he noticed a
blemish on the back of my right upper arm and asked how long I had had it.
I said I wasn't sure, but that I thought it was a big freckle . He expressed
concern and said that I should have a biopsy done as soon as we returned .
As he suspected, I had a form of skin cancer called malignant
melanoma, which is believed to be caused when a cell is damaged by ultraviolet rays, usually when a person is a child. For reasons oncologists do not
fully understand, this genetically-altered cell can then evolve, often many
years later, into melanoma. If removed early, the cancer is not fatal, but it is
deadly if allowed to spread. In December, 1990, I had the operation to
remove the tumor. It has been more than five years since the diagnosis, and
my doctor is optimistic that the melanoma will not reappear.
This episode with melanoma was not my first confrontation with a
health crisis. I had taken the HIV-antibody test in 1986 when a friend of
mine learned he was HIV positive. I thought that if he had the virus, then I
could, too . While waiting two weeks for the results, I could think of little
else except my own mortality. My days were full of anxiety and soul
searching. Although the trauma ended when I learned I was HIV negative, I
know my psyche was altered in immeasurable ways by coming face-to-face
with my own death for the first time. Perhaps this is why I was not as
paralyzed by the melanoma diagnosis as I might have been otherwise.
This is not to say the cancer had no affect on me. It did. If I was
going to die, I reasoned, I wanted to do two things . First, because I had
started long-distance running in 1989 when I stopped smoking, I wanted to
run a marathon. Second, I wanted to run for public office. Over the next
two years, I accomplished both.
Would I have run for office without the cloud of death over me? I
don't know. I might have put it off, waiting for a better time that never
would have come.

:It:

:It:

:It:

In San Jose, as in many cities in Western states, there is a multitude
of school districts. Many of these are separate K-8 and 9-12, each with
itsown independently elected school board. The elementary school district
in which I lived had severe probl ems, and I contemplated running for the
board. Although I knew I could do a good job, there were political liabilities
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that couldn't be ignored, such as the fact that I didn't have kids. Also, I
knew it would be difficult to be an advocate for gay issues at the elementary
school level. I envisioned friends and voters thinking to themselves, "It
makes no sense that he is running for this office"- an observation that too
many candidates miss. The irony was that at Stanford I studied children and
family issues, and wrote my dissertation on the politics of child care. In this
respect, I was as much an expert on educational issues as anyone in the
community.
A political office that is often overlooked by candidates locally and
throughout the state is that of community college trustee. In California,
community college trustees have real power, making policy on issues
dealing with curriculum, vocational education, affirmative action, collective
bargaining, and so on. In the community college district where I live-the
San Jose/Evergreen Community College District-there are two colleges
with a combined student population of 25,000 and an operating budget of
$70 million.
Gay people need to be elected to all levels of government- federal,
state, city, and school- but the fact is most lesbians and gays won't be
running for high-profile seats like mayor or state assembly. Rather, like me,
they will run in low-profile races. Because the stakes are not as high for a
low-profile seat-and, as a result, it attracts less money and interest-there
are fewer resources available. This means that there are not enough funds to
hire a campaign consulting firm or a full-time manager. Consequently,
candidates must either know about campaigns or know where to get the
information.
As soon as I had the idea of running for college board, I knew the
position was the right office at the right time. There were five reasons why
it was a perfect fit.
First, I had paid my dues. For almost twenty years, I helped elect
scores of people to office. I donated hundreds of dollars of my own money
to candidates, political organizations, and minority groups. Through my
work with BA YMEC, I helped hundreds of other candidates with
endorsements and contributions. I joined marches and testified at hearings
in support of other groups' causes. I worked to build coalitions with
women's groups, unions, Democratic Party groups, Hispanic groups, Asian
groups, and African American groups. I knew the political players, and they
knew me.
Second, I was a good match for the district. In my college board
district, trustees are elected from specific geographical areas rather than atlarge, making the campaign less costly and easier to manage. This allowed
me, as a gay candidate, to run a competitive campaign. Although my area
contained 110,000 people, 42,000 of whom were registered voters, within
its boundaries was the older section of San Jose. This was where I had lived
for most of my adult life and it had a high concentration of liberal
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Democrats and gay people. Also, there was no incumbent, which meant I
could spend my time establishing my credibility rather than attacking a
sitting politician.
Third, I had the credentials, both academically and professionally.
Because of my Ph.D. in education and my M.A. in sociology, I knew a
great deal about educational policy and educational organizations.
Professionally, I was teaching at San Jose State, where I was hired after I
finished my dissertation. This gave me classroom experience at the college
level and added to my credibility as a candidate. It also provided me with
an image that I could use in my literature. The main photo was of me
lecturing to students in a classroom, to reinforce the message that I was an
educator and knowledgeable about higher education. I never allowed myself
to be defined as the "gay" candidate, which could have happened if I had
not promoted myself as the candidate who was a San Jose State professor.
Fourth, I knew how to run campaigns. I had completed some work
for Roger Lee and Carol Beddo, Inc., a national campaign consulting firm
that was located in San Jose until it folded in 1994. I met both Carol and
Roger while I was an undergraduate, long before they became political
operatives. Their specialty was direct mail, and they were among the best in
the business. When I started working for them, it had been eight years since
I had run a campaign and the profession had become more sophisticated.
Through managing school bond campaigns and overseeing the production
of mail pieces for congressional candidates across the country, I had learned
the latest techniques in campaign management. I used much of this
knowledge in my own campaign.
Fifth, I would be the first openly gay person ever elected to public
office in Santa Clara County, a relatively liberal area with a population of
two million people. I knew it was important for qualified gays and lesbians
to run for office so voters would know that gays and lesbians can represent
the interests of the entire community. I felt that given my skills,
connections, and resolve, I would be a strong candidate.
For all these reasons, I felt confident about my decision to run for
the college board, so I did not feel a compunction to call people to solicit
their advice on whether to enter the race. My main concern was whether I
would be a good candidate and how well I would interact with voters. From
past experience, I knew I was a good campaign manager, but I was unsure if
I had what it takes to be the person on center stage.
I was aware that it would be difficult knowing how to balance my
gayness and my qualifications for the job. It was fortunate that anybody
who knew me in San Jose was aware I was gay because I had been quoted
in the newspaper and had appeared on local television so often. Setting
aside the gay issue, I was a candidate like anybody else. When Carol and
Roger were designing my brochure, they saw my being gay as a non-issue
because I was already out. Thus, they assumed my gayness would either be
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a big problem or no problem. If it was a big problem, then we would deal
with it when it came up; otherwise it was to be down-played.
It will be difficult to know how much emphasis can be safely placed
on gay issues in a campaign until there is a larger body of experience by
which to gauge the public's reaction. A previous candidate in San Jose had
been criticized by some gay leaders for not being gay enough in his
campaign materials, yet candidates from a minority group cannot place
undue weight on their background lest they be pegged as special-interest
candidates. This would be certain defeat not only for any gay candidate, but
for any Hispanic, African American, or Asian American unless, of course,
they lived in a district where that group is in the majority.
Being around politicians and political strategists, I knew that some of
the most important maneuvering in campaigns occurs before candidates file
for the race. Some politicians try to scare off opponents by raising a lot of
money early or by getting key endorsements. Other politicians try to keep
potential candidates from running by persuading them that it would not be
in their best interest to do so. These tactics had not escaped my attention.
Initially, I heard that a powerful county supervisor and the director
of a well-established community-based organization were looking for a
minority candidate. While many minorities lived in the area where I was
running, their numbers were not large enough to make it a "minority" seat.
To try to discourage their recruitment efforts, I called some well-positioned
people and asked if they would talk to the supervisor and the director. I
don't know whether it was because of my lobbying or because no viable
candidate surfaced, but the result was that no well-known minority
candidate filed papers. That left the field wide open.
When the filing period closed, there were six of us running, all men.
It was fortunate for me that no women had entered the race because women
candidates were expected to do well in the 1992 election. One candidate
had a Spanish surname, which would.help him in Hispanic neighborhoods.
Only one of my opponents, Richard Hobbs, had strong community ties, and
he proved to be my main competitor. He was a lawyer and a former ESL
teacher at the community colleges.
After consulting with my political friends, I finalized the campaign
strategy and budget. Once I was able to form a mental picture of the entire
campaign from start to finish, my stress level went down. The campaign
was no longer a nebulous concept, but a series of tasks that needed to be
completed, one by one, day by day.
The budget was set at $15,000, although I had no idea if I would be
able to raise that amount. I loaned the campaign $500 to do initial printing
of literature. Fortunately, money came in steadily, mostly from people I had
known over the years. Without these prior contacts, I never would have
found two hundred people to donate between $25 and $100. At first, it was
hard to ask for money, but I knew that if I didn't have the grit to do it, then
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I was no good to myself or the issues I represented. Furthermore, as my
campaign coordinator kept telling me, people won't give what they don't
have. Amazingly, the more I asked for money, the easier it became.
Endorsements from elected officials and community leaders are
crucial in any race, but even more so in low-profile ones where voters have
not heard of the candidates. Because of the work I had done with many
politicians on a variety of issues, securing endorsements wasn't hard. All I
did was pick up the phone and talk to the person or his or her top aide. I
usually got an answer the same day. My long list of endorsements helped to
establish my credibility early, to raise funds, to get volunteers, and to win
the support of other organizations.
The main strategy for the campaign was to contact voters through the
mail. There was a total of three mailings: a four-page brochure, a personalized letter, and a jumbo postcard, all of which were to be mailed the final
week. Selection of which voters would receive the pieces would be
determined by Doug Winslow, a long-time friend who owns a political
database management company that handles lists of registered voters.
The second way that voters would be contacted was through a field
and volunteer operation. The field operation included walking precincts,
putting up signs on supporters' lawns, and passing out literature. The
volunteer operation mainly consisted of addressing envelopes. All the work
was run out of my garage, which the previous homeowner had turned into a
recreation room, complete with astroturf, telephone, bathroom, and sink.
Volunteers were there Monday through Friday from 6 to 10 p.m. and all
day Saturday and Sunday writing names of voters on envelopes. On average
there were five people working in the garage each day. One regular, Arlene
Rusche, often would bring her 14-year-old daughter because she felt it was
part of her responsibility as a parent to teach her how government worked.
Most of the volunteers were people I had known from my work with
BAYMEC.
The volunteer operation was the one aspect of the campaign with
which I had the least involvement. For one thing, I was too busy raising
money and meeting people, and for another I was not good at handling
volunteers. I was blessed to have my good friend, Leslee Hamilton, as my
campaign coordinator. She had worked for many years as the canvassing
supervisor for a political organization and knew how to deal with different
personality types. Throughout the campaign I never once had to worry
about whether the volunteers were happy or had enough to do. There was
no sniping, no backstabbing, no rebelliousness, a feat few political campaigns-gay or straight-can claim.
Leslee served as my main sounding board, responding to my
questions about everything from campaign strategy to what tie looked best.
Candidates can say and do some stupid things solely as a result of not
running an idea by someone first. If possible, I wanted to minimize making
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mistakes, so whenever I was in doubt about something, I asked her. An
extra bonus is that we got along well, and we continue to enjoy each other's
company.
One of the primary volunteer efforts was to do neighbor-to-neighbor
letters, a strategy I learned from Carol and Roger. These were one-page
letters that detailed my qualifications and goals targeted by neighborhood. I
broke down my area into 16 different neighborhoods, then asked a friend
living in each one if I could use his or her name. Next, our computer
programmer, Lee Sauer, printed the person's name and address on a
letterhead. Each letter was the same except that the first line differed by
neighborhood. Then, volunteers hand-addressed the envelopes. One
glorious night, the last of 12,000 letters was folded, sealed, stamped, and
ready to go. They were mailed six days before the election and arrived in
people's mailboxes the next day.
As it turned out, the neighbor-to-neighbor letters were enormously
effective. People must have read them because when I was walking
precincts many people said, "I got a letter from someone down the street
telling me about you."
Another successful aspect of the campaign was the lawn and street
signs. Dan did the graphics for the signs, and people said they were the
most eloquent and effective signs they had seen in San Jose. The colors we
chose were lavender and white-lavender being the color identified with
gay pride. About 150 people agreed to put signs on their lawns, which was
a high number for any campaign. Even the mayor of San Jose, Susan
Hammer, put out a sign in front of her house. In addition, I put up 500 street
signs on telephone polls, fences, and atop traffic signs. Every now and then
I would be driving and see a wave of lavender with my name on it and
think, "You're really out there with being gay, Ken." Sometimes this would
make me nervous, believing I could be a victim of a hate crime. Only once
since I was elected has my house been a target of a poorly executed toilet
paper and egg attack.
The campaign was a three-month endurance race, not unlike a
marathon. In the afternoons when I came back from teaching, I would either
write thank-you letters, answer a group's questionnaire, or run errands.
There were always two or three events to attend in the evenings. Late at
night, I would grade papers or prepare my lectures for the next day.
I met many interesting gay men during the campaign, but I had
neither the desire nor the inclination to date. Besides, I was too tired. As
much as it would have been nice to snuggle up with someone at night, I
knew what a luxUiy it was not to wony about anyone else's schedule or
needs. It was all I could do to keep my mind and body together.
Not that the oppmtunity presented itself very often. When I would
go to the gay bars to pass out literature, instead of people being receptive, I
remember how everyone looked at me suspiciously as I went up to them
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and said, "Hi, I'm Ken Yeager." It wasn't until I followed with the line,
''I'm an openly gay candidate running for the college board," that they
understood why they were being solicited. I always came home with a
handful of names of people who would donate money, put up a lawn sign,
or volunteer time.
In addition to attending almost every straight function in San Jose for
the three months of the campaign, I attended every gay and lesbian social
and political event, be it gay bingo, a service of the Metropolitan
Community Church, a drag show, a beer bust, or a potluck. The only time I
felt out of place was when I went to a gay bathhouse. Everyone was
friendly, but because I was wearing a shirt and pants while the patrons wore
towels, I felt like an intruder. Although I was invited back, I declined the
offer.
As a child, I had a severe stuttering problem and I didn't talk much
until I began to overcome the speech impediment in the fourth grade. As I
grew older, I became more comfortable with writing than with speaking. As
a consequence, I had never been a good public speaker. However, giving
speeches is part of the job description for a politician, so I had to learn how
to give an effective political speech. By asking friends what they thought of
my talks, I learned what I needed to include, namely information on the
community colleges, on the duties of a trustee, and on my work in the gay
community. People told me that I needed to say more about who I was, so I
included personal background. Through this process I discovered what most
politicians already know: A good speaker isn't born, he or she is made. It
wasn't until well into the second month of the campaign that I got the
stump speech memorized so I wouldn't panic when I stood in front of a
group.
Even though I became physically exhausted near the end of the
campaign, I was never emotionally drained. As the candidate, I was the
center of attention. People were putting on fundraisers for me, donating
money, and singing my praises. These activities would always revive my
spirits.
Throughout the campaign I was continually inspired by the actions
of others. I know it took courage for some people to put up a lawn sign for a
candidate that neighbors might know was gay. Often these were older men
who led closeted lives and whom I met only because friends invited them to
a fundraising party at their home. Sometimes one person in a couple wanted
to put up a sign but the other one didn't, fearing what people might say.
Eventually the sign went up because they were willing to do their small part
to help me win. I'm sure there were other acts of bravery which involved
people coming out, most of which I will never know about.
One disappointment I experienced in the campaign was the failure of
the progressive community to see the value in electing a qualified gay
candidate. Because my main opponent, Richard Hobbs, had been involved
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in union politics, several organizations and individuals endorsed us both.
From my perspective, they failed to see the impm1ance of doing a single
endorsement of an openly gay man over a liberal heterosexual male. All
things being equal, it was time that the gay community had representation,
much as women and other minority groups now do.
One group which failed to understand this was a local woman's
group. As I mentioned at their candidates' forum, for almost 20 years I had
worked to get women candidates elected to office, and I had attended many
of their events over the years. In my role with BAYMEC, I made sure that
we built coalitions with women's groups and that we endorsed women
candidates because it increased diversity among elected officials. Moreover,
my efforts helped a group of women that is often overlooked: lesbians. I
added that I had done considerable research on women and family issues at
Stanford. Despite this, the group dual-endorsed Hobbs and me, because
they said that Hobbs was good on women's issues, too.
One warm October day, while hurriedly driving around from one
meeting to the next, I saw a persimmon tree weighed down with fruit. There
had been such a tree in the backyard of the house that Paul and I lived in,
and seeing the ripe persimmons brought on a wave of melancholy. I felt sad
and lonely. I wondered if I put too much energy into my professional life
and not enough in my personal life which, at that moment, seemed empty
and unfulfilled.
Finally, election day came. In the morning, there was nothing more
to write, deliver, stamp, or seal, so I went jogging. Later, I heard on the
radio that George Bush also went running. I laughed, amused that electionday jogging was the only thing that Bush and I had in common. I then went
to vote.
Around 8 p.m. volunteers started showing up in the garage to
participate in a combined victory celebration and volunteer appreciation
party. We ate pizza and drank beer, and gave out gag gifts. There was a
feeling of pride for the work we had done and sadness that it was about to
be over.
The first results that came in were the absentee voters. I had sent all
absentee voters a special mailing that they received prior to getting their
absentee ballots. I assumed that none of the other candidates had thought of
this, so I wasn't surprised that I did well with these voters. I was more
worried about the votes in precincts on the East Side where Hobbs and the
candidate with the Spanish surname might do better. Around 10 p.m. we all
headed to the Democratic victory party in downtown San Jose. We still did
not have enough information to know who would be the top vote-getter.
It wasn't until after midnight that I knew I had won, racking up 40.5
percent of the vote-a phenomenal percentage given that six people were in
the race. Everyone was flabbergasted. One explanation for the landslide
was that many people knew me from two decades of community work.
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Because it was a low-profile race, the opinion of these people carried much
weight with their spouses and friends. The lawn signs, the three pieces of
mail, and the precinct walking all helped me to win with an impressive
total.
I was not ready for all the attention I received afterwards. As the first
openly gay elected person in Santa Clara County, I was interviewed by
radio and television stations, although not by the local newspaper, which I
thought would be the only coverage I would get. I received many calls and
letters from friends congratulating me. One friend in the East called to say
he heard about my victory on CNN. Flowers arrived. The only time since
then that I was happier was a month later when I was sworn in as a trustee.
A picture taken of me at the ceremony captured the widest smile physically
possible.

My first six months as a trustee of the San Jose/Evergreen
Community College District were a whirlwind of activity. I put in many
extra hours, just as I had done with all my activities beginning with junior
high school. It seemed that every other day there was a meeting to attend. I
view these meetings as opportunities because the more people I get to
know, the more information I gain about the district, and the better able I
am to bring about meaningful change through understanding the issues and
building coalitions with groups and board members.
As a result of my efforts, I believe significant progress has been
made in a relatively short time, demonstrating why it is important to elect
lesbians and gays to office. Achievements continue to be made, but here is
the record for the first six months:

Academic Issues
My top campaign issue was to raise standards so students get the
quality education needed to compete for well-paying jobs. As a way to
begin tackling this critical issue, I convinced the board of trustees to
establish and appoint me to chair the Committee on Academic Excellence
and Comprehensiveness. The committee was charged with evaluating the
district's academic standing and determining what can be done to raise
standards.
Another of my campaign issues was to have the college district work
with high schools and San Jose State University to create a unified
educational system. At my urging, the board made this a priority and
instructed the chancellor to arrange meetings with K-12 districts and San
Jose State.
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Districtwide Issues
The current library system is inadequate and inefficient. Card
catalogs are still used, all books must be checked in and out by hand, and
there is no on-line computer linkage with other libraries. I successfully
advocated the allocation of monies to install a library automation system
similar to the one at San Jose State, which will bring the libraries into the
modem age.
I was appointed one of two trustees to serve on the district's audit
committee. This position has given me an increased understanding of how
the district spends its funds.
The district has no recycling program. Cans, bottles, and newspapers
are thrown away, not recycled. This is deplorable, and I have requested a
report on ways that we can improve. Moreover, I have asked that we begin
to use recycled paper for our catalogues.
Human Rights Issues
I convinced the Board of Trustees to vote to have the district divest
nearly $2 million dollars from Bank of America because of its financial
support of the Boy Scouts of America, an organization that openly
discriminates against gays.
I directed the personnel department to research the cost of offering
domestic partnership benefits to employees.
Wiggsy and I conducted an in-service program for district faculty
and staff on issues of concern to lesbian and gay students.
At my request, the Santa Clara County Public Health Department is
doing free HIV testing on the campuses.

One night shortly after the campaign I dreamed that I was on a panel
with other elected officeholders. As I listened to the speakers drone on
about themselves, I worried that I would be equally boring. When it was my
tum to speak, in a weary voice I said that I wanted to talk about the
personal side of my candidacy. I stated that one reason I ran was to save
myself from the depression I saw encroaching upon my life. When I was
younger, I wanted to make a difference in the world, but my life had not
turned out as I had hoped. I felt as if I had not accomplished enough, and I
was scared that I would never amount to anything. With my victory I was
given a second chance to discover my talents and build a better world for all
people. We politicians are too full of ourselves, I said. We should consider
our positions as a gift and be grateful for the opportunity. When I woke up,
I felt I had put the election into its proper perspective, one which I hope I
will never lose.
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Investment in Apartheid:
United States-South African
Economic Relations, 1948-63

W

Benjamin Kline

ITH the achievement of free elections in South Africa, the
necessity of reviewing past policies and developing new
guidelines for the future of United States-South Africa relations
has never been more crucial. Although the U.S. will seek to maintain and
nourish its ties with a black majority government, it will be hampered by
the historical baggage of more than four decades. Beginning in 1948, U.S.
economic investments in South Africa and the U.S. government's efforts to
protect these interests created the perception among many observers that the
United States was a major supporter of the white minority. There is
certainly merit in this argument. In particular, the crucial period from 1948
to 1963 witnessed the formation of a relationship based on economic, social
and political issues which would become the core of United States-South
African collaboration. An investigation of these years supports the
contention that economic rather than moral priorities motivated relations
between these two nations.
The increase of United States investment and involvement in South
Africa from 1948 to 1963 coincided with the Nationalist Party's
establishment of apartheid. Following World War II, the growth and
expansion of United States economic investment in South Africa led to the
United States becoming (behind Britain) the second largest foreign investor
by the 1960s. The dilemma for the United States government became one of
how to demonstrate its support for racial equality while avoiding any
actions which might destabilize the South African economy.
Although rich in minerals, South Africa had for decades neglected
the development of manufacturing industries in preference to the
exploitation of its gold and diamonds. With the conclusion of the Second
World War, South Africa began to express an economic optimism which
attracted foreign investors. Subsequently, the United States dominated the
depleted post-war economies of Western Europe and began searching for
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new lands for exploitation and profit. By the end of 1947, it appeared to
many that South Africa represented a prime area for United States
investment. A particular attraction to United States financial circles, leery
of the bankrupt Europeans, was the fact that South Africa was a hard money
country with ample means of her own to pay cash and supply the collateral
for the extension of credit on a commercial rather than an altruistic basis.
Other aspects also made South Africa attractive to foreign investors,
according to a report published in Forbes in 1947: (1) South Africa had a
strong dollar exchange position based on an annual gold output of $400
million; (2) local industries were available for subcontracting and supplying
raw materials; (3) the South African government helped American as well
as British firms get started; (4) skilled workers were beginning to come in
from Britain and the European continent; and (5) the market within the
Union and the rest of southern Africa was growing ("South Africa Attracts
U.S. Investors" 19).
On May 26, 1948, the National Party achieved political control of
South Africa and began to organize and consolidate its power. It
immediately turned its attention toward social and political problems related
to race, subsequently creating the basis for the apartheid system it
eventually established. The Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act, in 1949,
made all future marriages between whites and members of other groups
illegal. In the following year, the Population Registration Act assigned
everybody to a specific racial group, and a stiffening of the Immorality Act
made extramarital intercourse a more serious offense if indulged in across
racial lines. The Group Areas Bill (1950) enabled the government to
institute a policy of segregation by proclaiming certain residential and
business areas reserved for particular races. A Land Tenure Advisory
Board, consisting of white officials, was given the power to set aside areas
for the sole ownership or occupation of specific races. Aided by the
Suppression of Communism Act, passed in 1950, the government also
began to move against multi-racial trade unions, and particularly their
Communists members. Sixteen mixed-race unions attempted to resist this
pressure by creating a South African Federation of Trade Unions, but they
could not effectively oppose the new ministerial powers. By 1956, over
fifty union officials were banned, and by 1957, all unions were compelled
to segregate their membership (Davenport 258, 265).
The Nationalists' victory and its repercussions were not initially
apparent in the United States. The New York Times did voice concern about
the "increasingly rigid policies of repression" in South Africa in 1949
("Concern Over South Africa" 28), and a year later criticized the
development of the Group Areas Act and the increase of apartheid
legislation ("Premier in Pretoria to Push Segregation" 6). Still, the primary
basis for interaction in the 1940s was not social criticism but the growing
economic ties. Lend-lease debt had been settled for $100 million in 1947
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and the South Africans agreed to buy $1,400,000 worth of remaining lendlease equipment ("South Africa Scans Debt" 3; "South Africa Concessions
Denied" 4). The existence of raw materials, a cheap labor force and an
advanced economic system attracted numerous companies from the United
States and convinced them of the profitability of investing in South Africa.
In 1946, the New York Times concluded that the U.S. business community
was prepared to become a "permanent" and important participant in the
South African economy, citing Ford, General Motors, Goodyear, and Firestone as the latest companies to increase their investments in that country
("South Africa Glad of New U.S. Plants" 38). Fmthermore, United States
exports to South Africa increased from a pre-war high of $66 million to
$230 rllillion in 1946 and by 1948 had risen to $300 million ("South Africa
Eyes U.S." 13; "South Africa Asks for Better Trade" 14). The imbalance of
trade became so severe that Pretoria attempted to offset it in 1948 by
borrowing $10 million from the International Monetary Fund and devaluing
its currency ("$1 0,000,000 Loan For South Africa" 20; "Africa Gets Loan
Offer" 24).
The South African economy was further bolstered by the
government's successful efforts to obtain foreign capital. This led to
investment by United States companies, including the establishment of $20
million in revolving credit in 1950 with eight banks-Bank of America,
National City Bank of New York, Central Hanover Bank and Trust
Company, Bankers Trust Company, Chemical Bank and Trust Company,
New York Trust Company, Bank of Manhattan, Company, and First
National Bank of Chicago ("World Bank and U.S. Group" 1). In addition,
the South African government accepted a substantial loan of $50 million
from the World Bank on January 23, 1951 for electrical power and transportation facilities which, for the same purpose, was supplemented in the
following year by a loan of $19.6 million from the Export-Import Bank
("Capetown Seeking Better Gold Price" 41). Apparently, these investors
had chosen to consider South Africa' s "security" over its "character" in
making their decisions and were not inhibited by the relevant question
posed in The Nation, "Have they not heard that it [South Africa] is pursuing
a savage racialist policy and depriving its eight million native and Indian
citizens of all rights- political, social, and economic?" Or its warning that
if the "police-state" methods used by Pretoria to enforce apartheid
continued it was likely that "a tragic upheaval in South Africa seems likely"
("The Shape of Things" 98).
While the economic ties between the two nations grew, the Truman
administration avoided or attempted to downplay the issue of apartheid in
South Africa. President Truman was particularly sensitive to the need to
keep as many nations as possible contributing to the United States efforts in
Korea which he, despite the overbalance of U.S. involvement, wished to
appear a United Nations operation. He made this clear in July, 1951, when
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he made a point of thanking the "gallant fighting men of the other countries
who defended the cause of the United Nations in battle during 1950,"
identifying, among others, the Union of South Africa (U.S. Department of
State 29).
Still, this stand did not apply to the controversy over South West
Africa, in which the United States found common ground with those who
criticized South Africa on the principle that the "rule of law among nations"
was at stake (Lake 62). South West Africa had been turned over to the
South Africa to be administered as a class "C" mandate under the general
guidance of the League ofNations in 1920. By 1946, although it continued
to govern the territory, South Africa had failed to convince the United
Nations that it should be allowed to annex South West Africa. In 1950, the
World Court issued an advisory opinion on South West Africa stating that,
although South Africa did not have to put it under a trusteeship of the
United Nations, it was still bound by the original terms of the mandate
(Barber 76-7). It could not change the international status of the territory
without United Nations agreement. Pretoria responded on 13 July that it
was not bound by this opinion. Despite this opposition, South Africa
continued to consider its position in South West Africa as permanent,
arguing that the League of Nations mandate had lapsed and the
responsibility for governing the territory had devolved to it. Subsequently,
the South West Africa Amendment Act of 1949 was passed by the South
African government, providing for six representatives elected by the white
inhabitants of South West Africa to sit in the Union's House of Assembly
(Barber 79).
In 1952, thirteen Asian and Arab nations proposed that the General
Assembly consider the basic issue of South Africa's racial situation.
Furthermore, the United States government was being warned by business
interests that apartheid was not only creating an unstable economic situation
in South Africa, but would "hurt the prestige of the West in the United
Nations and give comfort to Communists everywhere" ("South Africa
Heads for Civil Violence" 172). Despite this pressure and their verbal
attacks on apartheid, delegates from the United States voted with the
minority on October 17, 1952 against placing the issue on the agenda. The
final vote was forty-one for, ten against, and eight abstentions ("South
Africans in Warning" 4; "Malan's Foes Win Early U.N. Hearing" 3). As
Business Week observed, Washington had chosen to "hedge" its stand on
apartheid, "side-tracking the issue" by questioning whether the U.N. was
"competent to handle a problem like this" ("International Outlook" 161).
The United States joined Britain, the Netherlands, and Australia in vainly
trying to delay consideration of the matter in the Special Political
Committee. On December 5, the United States abstained in the General
Assembly on a resolution calling on South Africa to abandon apartheid and
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established a commission to study the racial situation in South Africa. In
protesting the resolution, Charles A. Sprague argued:
Note that the purpose must be to promote and
encourage the realization of human rights and
fundamental freedoms. Every proposal must be
squared with that intent. Resolutions should not be
provocative nor such as would excite adverse
nationalist reaction. Rather they must follow the path
of accommodation through negotiation in the true spirit
of the Charter. (Lake 67)
Despite this argument, the resolution passed thirty-five to seventeen, with
seven abstentions.
While its policies met criticism in the United Nations, the South
Mrican government found few obstacles to the implementation of the vague
apartheid program it had begun to envision in the late 1940s. The
dominance of the Afrikaners had been furthered by the incorporation of
South West Africa into the Union, adding six new seats to their slim
majority in Parliament. In the general election of April, 1953, the
Nationalists increased their majority. They won ninety-four seats while the
United Party won only four. Subsequently, their program of apartheid
turned out to be a significant political tool to use against the United Party.
In essence, it gave the illusion of answering the racial questions which had
concerned an increasing number of white South Africans.
The justification offered by academic apologists for the policy of
apartheid was that because Africans and Europeans were two different
"races" they could never function equally in one political state without
producing either injustice to the African or the decline of white power.
Whites, it was claimed, did not dare allow Africans political rights because
western civilization would then be swallowed by Bantu culture. On the
other hand, if Africans were working in white-controlled industries, it
would appear unjust not to grant them civil rights. Moreover, it was argued,
the African, like the Afrikaner, was entitled to develop his own language
and culture. As long as he remained part of the white state, he would
become an imitation European instead of a good African. In the white state,
he would not enjoy equality or attain positions of trust, power, and
responsibility, as if he were in his own country. The conclusion drawn,
therefore, was that Africans should have their own homeland, territory that
they could call their own where they could attain the highest positions of
which they were capable. The existing Reserves, augmented by more land
to the extent of 7.23 million morgen, would constitute these homeland areas
for Africans. If they were to leave their homeland to work for whites, they
would do so as temporary migrant laborers and could not expect civil or
political rights in white areas. They would, in effect, be visiting white South
Africa, knowing that they must return to their own country. These
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apologists also concluded that the Reserves had to be rehabilitated, and that
South Africa had to accept responsibility, financial and otherwise, for
helping Africans to industrialize the Reserves since, according to them,
Africans had not yet reached a stage where they could entirely govern
themselves (Marquard 163).
The Eisenhower Administration
During most of the Eisenhower administration, the United States
abstained from voting on resolutions concerning South Africa's racial
policies, usually agreeing with South Africa that the United Nations was
incompetent in dealing with domestic matters. Economic priorities
prevailed during this period and, in 1954, President Eisenhower told the
South African ambassador that the tremendous industrial development in
South Africa was strengthening that country and the rest of the world:
The good relations which so happily exist between our
two countries are a source of the greatest satisfaction
and encouragement to me, and I assure you that we
share with you the desire that the traditional ties of
friendship and understanding between us shall be
strengthened and maintained to our mutual benefit
(Lake 74).
Still, there were those in the American business sector who warned
that South Africa's apartheid system was creating an unstable situation for
foreign investors. In 1954, when Johannes Gerhardus Strijdom became
prime minister, Business Week asked whether the "Hitler-type race theories
and economics" of the South African government would "eventually set off
the all-out racial war that has been brewing in South Africa since the end of
World War II?"("South Africa: A Fanatic Rules" 104). Despite these
apprehensions, the United States government was reluctant to become
involved in any actions which might -endanger its relations with South
Africa and, in 1955, its delegation to the United Nations warned against
"ringing resolutions to correct overnight situations which have existed for
generations" ("U.S. Urges Caution" 12).
The United States government's cautious policy on apartheid was
soon brought under pressure by events from within the United States and
Africa. In 1954, the Supreme Court decision in Brown vs. Topeka Board of
Education marked the beginning of the dismantling of racial segregation in
the southern states and a milestone of the civil rights movement. Many
within the United States viewed the fight for racial equality and criticism of
apartheid as the same battle. The link between these two issues was given
international significance by the fear that, since the United States was the
chief customer for South Africa's gold and uranium, its position would be
compromised by its own racial problem, which had become "a favorite
target for the Communists" ("South Africa: A Fanatic Rules" 104). In
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response, the South African government argued that the two cases differed
significantly, primarily because South Africa's whites were fighting for the
survival of their culture while those of the United States were not.
Furthermore, the blacks of South Africa could not be compared with those
of the United States since the former were biologically one race (Bantu)
with a language and culture of their own while the latter had, through
generations, become American (Frederickson 135). This argument fit the
South African government's philosophy of apartheid but did little to
dissuade its critics in the United States. In addition to this domestic
pressure, the United States government's relationship with South Africa
was undermined by events occurring in Africa. Britain's granting of
independence to the Gold Coast, which became Ghana on 6 March, 1957,
initiated a withdrawal which would result in two-thirds of Africa becoming
free of colonialism by 1960. These changes dramatically affected the
United States' relationship with Africa, particularly in regard to its position
in the United Nations. In 1946, fifteen of the fifty members (less than a
third) of the United Nations represented either African or Asian nations, but
by 1965 the proportion had risen to seventy-three out of 125 (well over
halt) (Lapping 148).
Yet, despite the civil rights movement and the need to establish ties
with the emerging African nations, the relations between the United States
and South Africa were not immediately altered. United States businessmen
continued to view South Africa as a profitable investment. The attractions
for United States businesses which precipitated this confidence involved
numerous advantages, including cheap labor, raw materials, heavy
industrialization, and the belief that South Africa was in an excellent
position to exploit the untapped sales and marketing possibilities of Africa.
In 1956, foreign investment in South Africa was estimated at £1,394
million, with the United States second only to Britain (£864 million) with
£171 million ("Safeguarding Minorities Rights" 7). In 1957, Charles
Engelhard, Jr., chairman of Engelhard Industries, the biggest fabricator of
precious metals in the world, made a $3.5 million investment and became
the board chairman of a new South African empire with diverse investments
including twelve gold mines, thirteen newspapers, and some $20 million in
cash-total estimated worth, $500 million ("Enterprise: Safari in Finance"
86). In expressing his confidence in the South African economy, Engelhard
argued that, unlike many of the newly emerging African nations, South
Africa offered the further incentive of Pretoria' s encouragement of foreign
investment: "We've never found a more business-minded government
anywhere . . .. A foreign investor need never fear nationalism here" (Viker
1).

By 1959, Mr. E. Bojarski of the American Embassy in Pretoria,
referring to the latest statistics which showed that, of the $750 million
invested by the United States in Africa, roughly $350 million was invested
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in South Africa, argued that these figures, coupled with similar investments
by other foreign countries, indicated that "the western world saw South
Africa as a potential industrial hub" ("American Investment in South
Africa" 9). Subsequently, he welcomed the recent establishment by Burlington Mills, synthetic fibre producers, of a hosiery factory in Capetown
costing £500,000 (Ibid.). Fmthermore, Chase Manhattan Bank made a loan
of $10 million to South Africa on July 3, 1959 ("Chase Bank in African
Deal" 25), and another $8.5 million to the South African Development
Corporation on July 10 ("Chase Bank Lends to South Africa" 33). In
December, a new $40 million in revolving credit was announced by eleven
United States banks, replacing the old $20 million, to be used for "general
purchases" (McLaughlin 59). The growing involvement of United States
and other foreign investors convinced the Wall Street Journal by the end of
1959 that "a world-wide trend lies behind the march of investments to
countries such as South Africa (Vicker 1). Accordingly, economic ties
remained strong as U.S. expmts to South Africa rose from $249 million in
1958 to $427 million in 1960 ("U.S. Private Capital Estimated at $350
Million" 5).
The problem which faced the Eisenhower administration was how to
demonstrate to the African nations, and the growing civil rights movement
in the United States, its sincerity in criticizing apartheid without
endangering its relations with South Africa. This was not made any easier
when in July, 1957, a ten year agreement on peaceful use of atomic energy
was signed and the Atomic Energy Commission made available to South
Africa five hundred kilograms of twenty-percent enriched uranium for use
in reactors, research quantities of U-233, and plutonium (Lake 83).
The increasing importance of Africa to the United States became
apparent in 1958, when the State Department's Bureau of African Affairs
was created. In the same year, the Eisenhower administration agreed to vote
for a resolution in the United Nations which expressed "regret and concern"
over the South African situation but would not allow the word "condemn"
to be added to the resolution (Lake 72). U.S. delegate George Harrison
stated that although "every nation has the right to regulate its own internal
affairs," the United Nations "can legitimately call attention to policies of
member governments which appear to be inconsistent with obligations
under the Charter and earnestly to ask members to abide by undertakings
that they have accepted in signing the Cha1ter" (Ibid.). He fUither argued
that "an informal and sympathetic public opinion can serve to help a
member overcome a problem" (Ibid.) . However, a year later, Joseph C.
Satteithwaite, Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, argued that
the United States should withhold criticism of South Africa's racial problem
while its own needed so much improvement:
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The United States cannot ignore the serious dangers
inherent in any failure to meet the problem of
harmonious, just race relations in Africa's dependent
and independent territories. But the United States, in
view of its continuing domestic problems in the field
of race relations, must be in good conscience and with
appropriate humility, avoid attempting to suggest
specific solutions to any African territory. The
problems of the multi-racial states in Africa are
enormously complicated and permit no pat solution.
We must regard them with understanding, while at the
same time continuing, as in the past, to stand steadfast
in all international forums for the principle of nondiscrimination and racial equality throughout the
world. Then, insofar as we are able to set the good
example by solving our own race relations problem,
we will be better able to contribute to constructive and
moderate solutions of similar problems in Africa.
(Satterthwaite 4)
Thus, by arguing that the problem of race had not been solved by either
country the United States government felt justified in doing nothing about
apartheid.
While the United States seemed unprepared to take an active stand
against apartheid, resistance by South African blacks against the newly
instituted Bantu Authorities, Bantu education, and reference books for
African women had increased in the late 1950s. The African National
Congress (ANC), an African opposition group, was beginning to send
emissaries into the rural areas to coordinate opposition, though it did not at
this stage encourage violence. There were ugly scenes at Lady Selbourne,
Pretoria, in February, 1959, when police broke up a protest meeting of
African women. In June, there was serious rioting in Durban's African
townships, sparked off by tlu-ee rather more traditional irritants-low
wages, shack removals, and liquor raids. Feelings there exploded again in
January 1960, when nine policemen were murdered in a riot after a liquor
raid in Cato Manor. These demonstrations had the effect of damaging South
Africa's reputation overseas and encouraging foreign critics of apartheid to
initiate a series of movements to boycott South African exports. This
campaign was climaxed by the British Labor Party's support for a monthlong boycott of South African goods.
To offset this international criticism, a group of South African
businessmen set up the South African Foundation to "put over the positive
side of the South African picture," with Charles Engelhard-who promised
to use his connections in Washington-as their United States spokesman
(Hughes 12). In response to such pressures, the United States government
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chose to remain passive and, in 1960, voted against the key paragraph in a
United Nations resolution which included sanctions. The paragraph failed
to receive the necessary two-thirds majority, forty-two to thirty-four with
twenty-one abstentions (United Nations Yearbook 1960 142-50). When it
failed, its African and Asian sponsors withdrew the whole resolution. The
United States delegate argued that sanctions would damage the "welfare of
apartheid's unfortunate victims" (ibid.). On 15 March, 1960, Satterthwaite
told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that his government was
simply "not free to make gratuitous statements on the internal affairs of a
foreign country" (McKay 299).
On March 21, the Pan Aftricanist Congress (PAC), another leading
African opposition group, decided to hold massive demonstrations against
the pass laws. The police were soon faced with large numbers of Africans
handing in their reference books and demanding to be arrested. This posed
an impossible task for the police since the jails could not hold all of the
violators, and the government decided to arrest only the leaders. The
crowds who gathered in front of police stations, initially to protest
peacefully, became angered and clashes occurred. At Sharpeville, in the
Transvaal, sixty-nine Africans were killed and 180 injured when the police
opened fire on a crowd of demonstrators. The Sharpeville Incident was
immediately condemned throughout the world and was important in
focusing international concern on the policies of the South African
government. On March 22, the State Department issued a statement voicing
regret about the Sharpeville Incident:
The United States deplores violence in all forms and
hopes that the African people of South Africa will be
able to obtain redress for their legitimate grievances by
peaceful means. While the United States, as a matter of
practice, does not ordinarily comment on the internal
affairs of governments with which it enjoys normal
relations, it cannot help but regret the tragic loss of life
resulting from measures taken against demonstrators in
South Africa. ("Police Violence in South Africa" 1)
The next day the South African government formally protested this
statement ("U.S. Defends Statement" 8).
The African National Congress declared March 28 as a day of
mourning for the Sharpeville victims, asking people to stay home. Many
workers of all races obeyed the request. On the same day the government
introduced legislation to declare the ANC and the PAC illegal
organizations, and moved to control the situation in other ways before the
ban became operative on April 8. Beginning on March 30, a total of over
eighteen thousand people were detained under new emergency regulations.
Many of these were released after screening, but over five thousand were
convicted and sentenced for various offenses and others held for several
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months in custody. The atmosphere was further heightened on March 30,
when rioting broke out in several centers in reaction to the government
measures. The PAC staged protest marches in Durban and Cape Town. In
response to disruptions which resulted in seventy-two black deaths, the
South Africa government declared a state of emergency in eighty of the
country's three hundred magisterial districts. On April 1, the United States
voted for a Security Council resolution deploring the policies and actions of
the South African government and called on it to abandon apartheid.
Nonetheless, it maintained its view that the United Nations should not
interfere with the domestic policies of a member nation unless there was
danger to international peace and security.
Although Business Week reported on April 2, 1960, that "observers
in Johannesburg say even South African businessmen are seriously worried
now," most U.S. firms were willing to take a wait-and-see attitude in regard
to their nearly $500 million investment. Two of the leading United States
banks with investments in South Africa, Chase Manhattan Bank and First
National City Bank, reported that despite the disturbances nothing had
happened to disrupt their operations. Still, there were signs that the
instability in South Africa was beginning to undermine confidence in its
economic viability. Almost immediately following the news of British
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan's "Winds of Change" speech criticizing
South Africa's apartheid policy, in February, and the ensuing racial riots,
share values of mining and investment companies fell about $125 million.
Business Week reported in April that there had been a "nearly $1 billion ...
drop in Johannesburg market values since February" ("Racial Tension
Deepens Pessimism" 99).
The sharp fall of South African gold stocks precipitated by heavy
sell orders from Johannesburg and European financial centers was the
initial sign of weakening of foreign confidence. The only South African
firm listed on the New York Stock Exchange, American-South African
Investment Co., suffered a nineteen percent drop in its net asset value,
$46,277,000 to $37,512,000, during the period of racial unrest. However,
the Chairman of American-South African Investment Company, Charles W.
Engelhard, argued that this loss had been due to the drop of the price of
gold stocks, which constituted ninety percent of the companies investment,
and that none of the South African companies in which American-South
African Investment Company had an interest had been affected by the racial
situation. The attempt to show that foreign investments were secure
pervaded the U.S. business community. Jean H. Van Pragg, president of the
Diamond Manufactures Association, cautioned that, although the
continuance of racial strife in South Africa might cause a rise in diamond
prices, "no price changes are foreseen." A spokesman for General Motors
Corporation, which employed four thousand people in South Africa,
reported that, despite pressures in South Africa, "we assume that nothing is
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wrong" in regard to its interests. In a more defiant comment a spokesman
for Com Product Company stated that the disturbances in South Africa
"have not affected our operations there in the least" ("U.S. Firms in South
Africa" 6).
On April 9, there was an attempt to assassinate the prime minister,
Dr. Verwoerd, while he was opening the Rand Easter Show. He was shot in
the head and badly wounded by a white man who was later declared to be
mentally disturbed. Although Verwoerd survived the attack and continued
to lead South Africa, the incident, coming as close as it did to the civil
disorders, added to the general unrest in South Africa. The instability
caused even moderate United States critics, like the Wall Street Journal, to
argue that "the tide of African nationalism is running high and the demand
for full equality in political rights can hardly be postponed forever."
Furthermore, according to the Wall Street Journal, although there was little
a foreign country should do to interfere with the racial problems within
South Africa, the situation was likely "to remain hopeless until the
Afrikaners themselves realized that they are struggling against history"
("Foreign Demand Keeps Custom Copper Prices Up" 22).
The effect of this pessimistic view of South Africa's condition
initially made it difficult for the Union's businessmen to raise capital
overseas, attract skilled personnel, and convince foreign companies to enter
into joint ventures. These difficulties contributed to a decline in South
Africa's fmtunes and it suffered its worst foreign exchange crisis since
1930. Its gold and foreign exchange reserves had dropped $64 million in the
first seven weeks after the Sharpeville Incident, including a $20 million loss
by the first week of May, 1960, as foreigners withdrew their holdings from
the apparently unstable country ("Sidelights"). The New York Times
reported that South African businessmen "have been putting pressure on the
Government to make some concessions to the Negro population", to head
off fmther divestment that could bankrupt the country (Ibid.). Since 1951,
there had only been a net outflow of capital from the Union of just over
twenty million rand, but in the eighteen months prior to June 1961, a total
of R248 million left South Africa. The gold and foreign exchange reserves
fell from R315 million in January 1960, to R142 million in June 1961
(Davenport 287).
The Kennedy Administration
With the election of John F. Kennedy in 1960, the United States
initially increased its criticism of South Africa, although it refused to
endorse economic or military sanctions. Kennedy felt that as long as South
Africa's major trading partners declined to participate, the call for an
economic boycott would be meaningless. Still, South Africa was not a
priority to the Kennedy administration, pre-occupied with more important
threats to United States interests, including Cuba, Berlin, Indochina, and the
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Congo. Thus, following the uproar of the Sharpeville Incident, official
United States policy on private American investment in South Africa
remained neutral. Furthermore, foreign companies which were directly
involved in establishing and expanding plants in South Africa continued to
support the economy, making special efforts to protect their investments.
This was particularly true of U.S. companies, which provided a net inflow
of investment to South Africa for every year from 1961 to 1964.
With the crisis lessening, the South Africa government instituted a
series of economic measures in 1961 to shore up its economy. Having
broken its ties with the British Commonwealth and declared itself a
republic on May 31, 1961, South Africa attacked its economic deficiencies
by imposing new controls on imports to balance its payments. It blocked the
repatriation of distributed profits earned by foreign investors and imposed
tight controls on the export of capital in general. These tight policies soon
built up reserves of private capital inside the country and led to expansion
of economic activity and rising share prices as more and more public and
private investors were attracted to the stock market (Davenport 288). Still,
foreign investors had not panicked and in particular those businessmen from
the United States remained optimistic. This confidence was based on a very
pragmatic view, clearly expressed by one U.S. businessman who argued,
"Where else can you find a country with an excellent climate, nearly any
mineral you need, cheap coal, plenty of cheap labor, and a history of fiscal
soundness" (Gibson 12).
To aid South Africa's recovery and protect its $400 million investment, United States companies increased their investments .by $26 million
by the end of 1961 (Ibid.) . A group of U.S. financiers obtained a vital $500
million loan for the South African government from the International
Monetary Fund, World Bank and affiliates, Chase Manhattan and First
National City Banks, and other unidentified private sources, including ten
other United States banks ("U.S. Banks Support South Africa" 83). One of
those who played a key role in obtaining this loan was Charles Engelhard of
the United States, who was instrumental in setting up the South Africa
Foundation and the American South African Investment Corporation to
attract American capital back into South Africa. He was the largest single
investor in South Africa, with direct control of twenty-three major
enterprises and, through his chairmanship of Rand Mines, controlled many
gold, uranium, and other companies ("Harry Oppenheimer's Industrial
Africa" 3). Apparently the Kennedy administration saw no contradiction
between this private activity to encourage reinvestment and its own view
that it would not "cooperate with South Africa in ways which lend support
to apartheid" (Schlesinger 580). As Barbara Rogers has noted, this apparent
contradiction of government and corporate policy was "reminiscent of the
massive private United States investment in Nazi Germany in the 1930s
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while the governments of the world protested the Hitler regime"(Rogers
125).
New investors from the United States became involved in South
Africa in 1962, including Dow Chemical, Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical,
Firestone, Goodyear, and General Tire and Rubber Company ("U.S.
Company Will Help" 92). In the same year, U.S. companies earned $72
million in South Africa in profits, almost twice the average in other African
countries (Lake 89). As early as February, Business Week reported that
"South Mrica's economy looks as strong as ever," and cited the continued
growth of the country's gold, diamond, wool, fruit, and mineral industries
("South Africa: Holding Its Own" 94). The infusion of investments and
loans bolstered South Africa's economy and freed it from domestic and
foreign pressures to liberalize its racial policies. The restoration of stability
also enabled it to begin patching up its relations with the United States. In
June, 1962, an agreement was reached for the establishment of a U.S.
military space tracking station in South Africa. As part of the bargain, the
United States agreed to sell arms to South Africa for use against Communist
aggression, with the stipulation that arms which could be used to enforce
apartheid would be excluded (Schlesinger 581). This limitation was not
well defined and consequently became ineffective.
With its economic base secure, the National Party increased its
assault on the liberal elements in South Africa. The Defense Act was
amended in 1961 in order to handle more effectively the threat of internal
disorder. This was joined by the Suppression of Communism Act, which
was used to ban outspoken critics. A new Publications Control Board was
established in 1963 to prohibit the importation of works and films which
were deemed to be offensive or harmful to public morals or prejudicial to
state security and good order. The press, in an attempt to escape direct
governmental control, drew up its own code of conduct and established a
Press Board of Reference to deal with complaints of mis-reporting. The
South African Broadcasting Corporation, a public utility, caved in to the
pressure and changed its neutral political stance to a policy which was more
favorable to the actions of the government. By successive stages, authority
was granted to the police to detain suspects, without charging them for a
crime, under conditions of solitary confinement for single or successive
periods of twelve days (1962), ninety days (1963), and 180 days (1965),
then for an unlimited period if authorized by a judge (1970), and finally for
an unlimited period even without judicial authorization (1976). Sabotage
and teiTorism were defined as statutory offenses. Restrictions set by the
Prisoners Act of 1959 outlawed unauthorized reports of conditions in
prisons and consequently made it almost impossible to corroborate or refute
allegations of ill treatment of prisoners. Thus, allegations of mistreatment
were commonly made and as commonly denied by the authorities
(Davenport 292-3).
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While the South African government sought to control its domestic
critics, its relations with the United States were being damaged by efforts
from the newly established African states. Pan-African diplomacy in the
1960-63 period had culminated in the formation of the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) and its request for mandatory sanctions against South
Africa at the United Nations (Barber 143). At the OAU's first meeting in
1963, it called upon the United States to choose between Africa and the
colonial powers. Arthur Schlesinger recalled how, "After the [OAU]
meeting, friendly African leaders like Houphouet-Boigny [Dahomey] and
Nyerere [Tanzania] warned us that in the case of South Africa we could no
longer rest on purely verbal condemnation of Apartheid" (Schlesinger 581 ).
In a very real sense, the OAU had thrown down the gauntlet and was
demanding that the United States take a stand on the issue of South Africa.
The Kennedy administration was sensitive to these expectations and wished
to demonstrate its support for South Africa's black population, but it was
not prepared to damage seriously its relations with the white government
(Mahoney 241-3). Tensions grew when, in June, 1963, it was announced
that the American embassy and consulates in South Africa would hold
integrated receptions on the Fourth of July ("South Africa Fetes Integrated"
12). The South African government consequently refused to send
representatives to the embassy reception.
In August, Adlai Stevenson, U.S. representative to the United
Nations, announced an embargo against arms shipments to South Africa
("U.S. Tells U.N. It Will Halt Arms Sales" 1). A few days later he also
supported a U.N. resolution to that effect. These actions demonstrated the
policy of careful manipulation which the United States had chosen to
follow. By announcing the U.S. embargo prior to that of the United
Nations, Stevenson ensured that orders already placed would be delivered
and that any future embargo could be unilaterally relaxed. With the
practical effects of an embargo weakened, Kennedy was able to increase his
verbal criticism of South Africa and, on September 20th, he addressed the
United Nations, stating:
We are unalterably opposed to apartheid and all forms
of human oppressi-on. We do not advocate the rights of
black Africans in order to drive out white Africans.
Our concern is the right of all men to equal protection
under the law- and since human rights are indivisible,
this body cannot stand aside when those rights are
abused and neglected by any Member State. (Lake 90)
In November, the General Assembly of the United Nations passed a
resolution, including non-mandatory sanctions, by a vote of sixty-seven to
sixteen, with twenty-three abstentions (Lake 91 ). Furthe1more, it recommended that member states break diplomatic relations with South Africa.
The resolution was not binding, however, because it failed to receive the
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necessary support in the Security Council. The United States had opposed
the resolution on the grounds that it did not believe it would have "the
practical result" desired (Schlesinger 580). South African Foreign Minister
Eric Louw aptly described the situation when he observed, after the vote,
"The nations not supporting sanctions absorb 79.6 percent of South Africa's
exports and send her 63.7 percent of her imports" (Emerson 90).
By the end of 1963, the South African government had withstood
numerous attacks and successfully entrenched its apartheid policies. A
prime factor in its ability to survive had been the strength of its economy
and its continued attractiveness to United States investors. In fact, the
United States played a key role in supporting the South African government
through private investment and government apathy. As long as rhetoric
could replace action, the U.S. government preferred to use verbal criticism
of apartheid to placate those elements, both domestic and foreign, who
pressed for direct action. Nowhere was the evidence of this approach more
apparent than in the continual reluctance of the United States to support the
United Nations in its attempts to attack apartheid. Furthermore, this
approach allowed U.S. private enterprise to increase its interests in South
Africa and thus become an active supporter of apa~theid. The Sharpeville
Incident demonstrated how the lack of U.S. government involvement could
enable South Africa to use its economic ties with the United States to
endure internal anti-apartheid pressures. Thus, despite domestic and foreign
pressures on both countries, the United States and South Africa remained
close economic partners, using this link as a basis for expanding their
relationship.
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Mesa Trail

J

David Robertson

ANUARY 6, 1994-Death Valley
On the way to Dante's View, I noticed how much taller the creosote
bushes beside the road were. Not only taller by maybe a third, but fuller.
Why? Instantly I turned scientist. Hypothesis One: disturbance of soil from
highway construction. Hypothesis Two: the plants by the road had no
competition on the highway side. Hypothesis Three: runoff of water from the
pavement. I voted Number Three the most plausible. Surely the creosote bushes
along the right of way flourish because they get more water. They must be
pleased.
I am a little like them. My roots drink up words that run off literary
roads. I, too, am pleased.
The Mesa Trail begins at the edge of town. Actually, there are two
towns, one of them native, the other exotic. The trailhead is a partially fenced
field that Indians and sheep are partial to. From there you walk, or preferably
let a horse do the wallcing, since the distance is great. You go south, orienting
yourself by a prominent peak in a massively raised mountain range. You keep
the range on your right side and the river that runs parallel to it on your left, not
going up into the mountains nor down to the river. Hold more or less a level
course. In fifteen miles or so you will go past some strange looking hills, like
bubbles protruding from the plain. Another few miles will bring you to a big,
salty lake. You continue, past the lake, and into a land that seems to have no
orientation and no borders.
If the time is about 1900, one town is Independence. The other town is
a long established Paiute Indian settlement beside Pine Creek. If you want an
expert guide, you can stop by" the brown house under the willow-tree" (4), on
the west side of Independence, to see if Mary Austin is available. She calls the
trailhead Naboth's Field, the peak Oppapago, and the lake Bitter. Twilight Hills
is her label for the peculiar rocks. Sometimes she refers to your destination as
Shoshone Land. Mostly, however, because she has "a great liking for the Indian
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fashion" (3) of naming a place by what it is to the one who does the naming,
she calls it "the Country of Lost Borders" (9).
If the time is near the year 2000, Independence is still Independence, but
the Indian town is no more, replaced by a row of RV's stationed at
Independence Creek Campground. No longer is it Pine Creek. A few mortar
holes mark the site of the former village. The Eastern California Museum and
its asphalt parking lot now own and occupy Naboth's Field. U.S. Highway 395
runs a little below the Trail and parallel to it. The Anglo designation, Lone Pine
Peak, has replaced the Indian name, Oppapago, and maps label the hills
Alabama and the lake Owens. South and east of the lake are the precise and
known borders of China Lake Naval Weapons Center and Fort Irwin Military
Reservation. Further south is Twentynine Palms Marine Corps Base. Further
east, a long way further east, is Las Vegas.
"Naboth 's Field" © David Robertson

Mary Austin is no longer available, but her books are, if, six decades
after her death, you still are interested in the "Land of Lost Borders" and want
help in fmding it. Two of them are particularly helpful, Land of Little Rain and
Lost Borders. You can pick up the Mesa Trail in Land of Little Rain, at the start
of the chapter with that title:
The Mesa Trail begins in the campoodie at the comer of
Naboth's field, though one may drop into it from the
wood road toward the canyon, or from any of the cattle
paths that go up along the streamside; a clean, pale,
smooth-trodden way between spiny shrubs, comfortably
wide for a horse or an Indian. It begins, I say, at the
campoodie, and goes on toward the twilight hills and the
borders of Shoshone Land. It strikes diagonally across the
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foot of the hill-slope from the field until it reaches the
larkspur level, and holds south along the front of
Oppapago, having the high ranges to the right and the
foothills and the great Bitter Lake below it on the left.
The mesa holds vel)' level here, cut across at intervals by
the deep washes of dwindling streams, and its treeless
spaces uncramp the soul.
(83)
The Mesa Trail is the line on the map of western America where real
path and spiritual way meet and become one. It begins at the edge of limitation,
which is, at the same time, on the outskirts of the real Euro-American town of
"Mortar Holes, Looking across Pine Creek
toward Oppapago" © David Robertson

""""",.,.-------

Independence and the real Native American village on Pine Creek. The route
goes in the physical direction of south past familiar landmarks, and
simultaneously, takes the traveller into uncharted territol)'. It ends up in an
actual desert of many enclosed basins, which is also where borders are lost.
There, in the dry hills, where "there is room enough and time enough," is desert
heaven:
Trees grow to consummate domes; eve!)' plant has its
perfect work. Noxious weeds such as come up thickly in
crowded fields do not flourish in the free spaces. (56-7)
In the "free air and the free spaces of Shoshone Land" (61), your soul can
"uncramp" (83). You will lose your beruings but know where you are.
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February 16, 1991-Bishop
The coast down Sherwin Grade towards the Land of Lost Borders is one
of the world's great rides. Today I sat back and smiled in fifth gear. Rolled
down the window and banged the palm of my hand on top of the Honda.
Boundary Peak was off to the left. Soon left it behind.
By population and by volume, the principal people on the Mesa Trail
are animals and plants. Most prominent are the shrubs, "social," Austin calls
them because they appear to have allotted ample space to each other, as if "by
election." All remain content within their "purlieus," each allowing its woody
neighbors plenty of branch room and each cultivating under its "stout twig[ s]"
its own "clientele" of flowers, "larkspur in the coleogyne, and for every spinosa
the purpling coils ofphacelia" (84).
Evening snow (Linanthus dichotomus) Austin especially likes because
children have named it, and "it is no use trying to improve on children's names
for wild flowers" (84), and because of its adaptation to desert heat. From the
height of a horse at midday, you look down into an empty space, only to
discover that once the Sierra Nevada has shaded the declining sun, the ground
is covered with "snow." Once, in the late afternoon, I spotted the very white
flowers of this plant. I knelt down, opened Peterson's Field Guide to Pacific
States Wildflowers and searched until I discovered its common name. I returned
to the very same spot the following day, only to spend a quarter hour in the hot
sunlight before I located it.
The "late slant light of the mesa" (87) also brings out the burrowing
owls, who are so in place in the desert that their call seems the very color of
evening breaking into sound:
If the fme vibrations which are the golden-violet glow of
spring twilights were to tremble into sound, it would be
just that mellow double note breaking along the blossomtops. (87)
The night belongs to those predators, red fox and, her favorite, the coyote, who
"goes garrulously through the dark in twenty keys at once, gossip, warning, and
abuse" (87). There are always prey and, usually, leftovers for scavengers like
the buzzards, who "mak[ e] a merry-go-round" in the perfumed air (88). Austin
knows that badger, though "no sportsman" (87), sometimes comes up out of the
burrow empty-mouthed, and that expectant crows do not inevitably fmd
already chewed carrion. All in all, however, her deepest conviction is that flora
and fauna on the Mesa Trail fit with each other and fit in with the limits set by
soil and weather.
Austin's deepest wish, unstated but clear, is that the human animal were
likewise so well adapted. Back in the first chapter, she gives explicit expression
to this desire:
The desert floras shame us with their cheerful adaptations
to the seasonal limitations. Their whole duty is to flower
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and fruit, and they do it hardly, or with tropical
luxuriance, as the rain admits. It is recorded in the report
of the Death Valley expedition that after a year of
abundant rains, on the Colorado desert was found a
specimen of Amaranthus ten feet high. A year later the
same species in the same place matured in the drought at
four inches. One hopes the land may breed like qualities
in her human offspring.
(11)
She believes that the land has been successful with at least three human genera:
Indians, vaqueros, and shepherds. All three of these groups "have their season
on the mesa" (89). She is content to describe them in general terms, with only
one individual mentioned by name, Petite Pete, the shepherd. With him the
chapter on the Mesa Trail comes to an end. But not the trail.

February 17, 1991-Big Pine
Big Pine Motel, room 14, late at night. This afternoon I stopped at
Baker Creek Campground. At the edge of the road was a concrete camera,
about five feet by three feet. It was maybe a foot thick. A big hole in the center
served as an aperture and a short section of corrugated pipe as a wide angle lens
set on infinity. Seemed as ifl could release the shutter of unbounded desire.
What "The Mesa Trail" lacks in specificity in its description of desert
humans, Austin makes up in the stories she tells about her three heroes, who
have their own separate chapters: the Pocket Hunter, Winnenap the Shoshone,
and Seyavi the Basket Maker. All three of them are, in a sense, on the Mesa
Trail. For example, each of them is, in a fundamental way, alone. "A pocket,"
Austin explains, "is a small body of rich ore occurring by itself' (44). So, too,
the Pocket Hunter is rich in desert know-how and almost always by himself.
Because Winnenap was a Shoshone among Paiutes, having once long ago been
offered as hostage, he also lived to himself, although he married into the tribe
and was a respected doctor. He lived, as did his fellow Shoshone, "like their
trees, with great spaces between" (57).
The death of Seyavi' s husband in a battle with white men left her alone
with her young child. She distilled her experience in managing personal
dislocation and tribal displacement into baskets and into a proverb, "A Man
must have a woman, but a woman who has a child will do very well" (93).
Because Austin herself felt emotionally abandoned by her husband, and
because she considered herself a weaver of words, Seyavi is clearly her favorite
character. That her own child was mentally retarded, a condition she did not
recognize at first, made her situation, from her own point of view, just as
desperate as the Basket Maker's. Although Seyavi lived in an Indian village,
Austin always treats her in her aloneness. "This was that Seyavi who reared a
man by her own hand, her own wit, and none other," she says. Since Seyavi
had to "win sustenance from the raw mate1ial of life without intervention," she
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did not have "the sleek look of the women whom the social organization
conspires to nourish" (98).
All three of these characters accommodated themselves in remarkable
ways to the conditions of the land. Seyavi, like the reeds that went into her
baskets, "lived next to the earth and w[as] saturated with the same elements"
(95). The Pocket Hunter was so "saturated with the elements" (46), that he had
the capacity "of taking on the protective color of his surroundings" (43).
Therefore, "he came to no harm in it; the land tolerated him as it might a
gopher" (45).
We might say that Winnenap's accommodation was to culture rather
than land. He acquiesced in his role as hostage. He accepted the role of doctor
when it fell to him, as well as the conditions of employment. But Austin, at
least with regard to native inhabitants, makes no distinction between culture
and land. Indian culture in the desert is like coyote culture or creosote culture.
The "wisdom of the tribe," in a culture so long adapted to little rain, is the same
as the wisdom of the land. And so, when three of his patients died in the midst
of an epidemic of pneumonia, he too had to die that the "force of the disease"
might be "broken" (60-1 ).
The Pocket Hunter, Winnenap, and Seyavi act with a curiously
intentional non-intentionality. "Born with the facult[ies ]" of pocket hunter and
doctor and artist (44), they seem to be as genetically adapted to a habitat of
little rain as the coyote is. Yet, also like the coyote, they give the impression of
going about their business deliberately. They accept what is given, but not
passively, not stoically, not with resignation. One suspects that it is their ability
to act, not so much within limits, but with limits, that Austin admires so much.
Limits are their partners for life. As a result, their lives have an elemental
quality, like the Pocket Hunter's kitchen:
The simplicity of his kitchen arrangements was
elemental. A pot for beans, a coffee-pot, a fiying-pan, a
tin to mix bread in- he fed the bWl·os in this when there
was need- with these he had been half round our western
world and back. He explained to me very early in our
acquaintance what was good to take to the hills for food:
nothing sticky, for that "dirtied the pots;" nothing with
'juice" to it, for that would not pack to advantage; and
nothing likely to ferment.
(43-44)
An elemental kitchen makes for a simple but wholesome diet. An elemental life
"uncramps the soul" (83), and permits a "communion of the stars," which in the
desert "look large and near and palpitant; as if they moved on some stately
service not needful to declare" ( 17). These travelers on the Mesa Trail feel that
they are "in the g~ip of an All-wisdom that killed men or spared them as
seemed for their good," but never subjects them to ignominious deaths. "Of
death by sickness [the Pocket Hunter] knew nothing except that he believed he
should never suffer it" (46).
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January 2, 1994-Bishop
I turned the Honda off395 onto a narrow lane on the north side of town.
A late afternoon winter sun lit up the Cottonwoods in the pastures nearby and
the White Mountains behind them. Drove east past two women and a man who
were picking up downed limbs out in the fields . Drove another half mile to
generate the courage to ask them about going over the fence. Turned around
and came back. "Is it all right to hop the fence and walk around in there?" I
asked through the open car window. "Oh," one of them said, "all this is public
land. You can go anywhere you like. And you don't have to climb over the
fence. There are turnstiles all along and even gates like the one over there. Just
make sure you put the wire back over the post so the cows don't get out."
All of sudden I could go where I thought I couldn't. Surely this is the
way to put up fences, if we must have them. Build them with rickety, unlocked
gates and turnstiles here and there. So we can get over and out.
The Pocket Hunter wanders away from civilization. Winnenap lives on
the edge of his adopted tribe. Seyavi is sufficient unto herself. We have no
trouble believing that they are travellers on the Mesa Trail. The mythology of
the American West and the journey of quest in cultures worldwide prepare us
to accept these "loners" as trailblazers. The hero with 1000 faces has the
support of the community-but goes it alone. We will misread Austin, however,
unless we realize that for her people who live in community can also join them
on the Trail. The complement of Winnenap, Seyavi, and the Pocket Hunter in
The Land ofLittle Rain are the towns of Jimville and El Pueblo de las Uvas.
Of course, it is true that Jimville is not just anytown situated anywhere
convenient. Austin spends nearly two pages commenting on the difficulty of
getting to it and, once there, of getting out, "It is said of Jimville that getting
away from it is such a piece of work that it encourages permanence in the
population" (65). In Jimville it is as if a thousand Pocket Hunters settled down
without losing their hardy adaptation to the desert. Because "there [was] not
much intervention of crops, cities, clothes, and manners between [them] and
the organizing forces to cut off communication," they understood "the language
of the hills" (71). How much noise you allow between yourself and the
elements, that is what determines whether you are on your way to the Country
of Lost Borders. Reduce the static and you can hear what the land says. Listen
to the land and you walk the Mesa Trail. Maybe alone. Maybe together.
The hills say, "Of all [our] inhabitants [we have] the least concern for
man" (45).
The hills say, "[There is about us] an elemental violence" (67).
The hills say, "It is all one, there is gold enough, time enough, and men
enough to come after you" (71 ).
The hills say, "Life, its performance, cessation, is no new thing to gape
and wonder at" (72).
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Listening to the hills, the people of Jimville become neither
"embittered" nor "mean-spirited." Instead they respond with "a certain
indifference, blankness, emptiness if you will, of all vaporings, no bubbling of
the pot . .. no bread-envy, no brother-fervor." There is something "pure Greek"
about their philosophy of life, in that they have "the courage to sheer off what
is not worth while." They "endure without sniveling, renounce without selfpity." They "fear no death" and "rate [themselves] not too great in the scheme
of things" (71). There is about them and inside of them "the repose of the
perfectly accepted instinct" (72). This is Austin's most succinct description of
the spirit-state of her heroes. The desert is as it is. The coyote and the crow
come with instincts adapted to it. So do her heroes. When conditions (of the
land) match instincts (of the living), repose of body-mind results.
The Little Town of the Grape Vines is the opposite but equal of
Jimville. The list of opposites is long: gentle for its rough, soft against its hard,
little villainy instead of "killing and drunkenness" (71 ), a garden in place of
bare ground. "A purer Castilian than obtains in like villages of Mexico" is
spoken, not English (149). September 16th is more important than July 4th. The
visits twice yearly of Father Shannon are occasions of great solemnity. Surely a
stare would be the only salute he would get in Jimville.
Yet the two towns are equal to each other in deep philosophy. Both take
death as prut of life. Neither is obsessed with its own importance. The
populations of both are connected to the land. They ru·e "eruthbom," and their
buildings are "a piece of earth" (148). Work, at least in the Protestant sense, is
the measure of neither woman nor man. Jesus Romero gives up his job for his
family:
I go to the Marionette, I work, I eat meat-piefiijoles-good, ver' good. I come home sad'day nigh' I
see my frun'ly. I play Iii' grune poker with the boys, have
lil' drink wine, my money all gone. My frun'ly have no
money, nothing eat. All time I work at mine, I eat, good,
ver' good grub. I think sorry for my frun'ly. No, no,
sefiora, I no work no more that Marionette, I stay with my
frun'ly.
(144-5)
Not surprisingly, then, the end mental result is the srune for the inhabitants of
both towns: the "ease" (149) of Las Uvas just matches the "repose" (72) of
Jimville.

February 21, 1991- Lone Pine
Drerun #1. We were watching a movie. Ellen was there, and Jeannette
and her mother. We all left the theater together and walked on a road. Then
Ellen veered off, strangely, as if on to a freeway ramp, but still walking. When
I realized she was not with us, I waved to her. She seemed to be going in the
right direction.
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Dream #2. Karen was trying to break a horse. It was in a large open
space, so she had to make an enclosure with bales of hay. She did not succeed.
Dream #3. I was trying to get U.S. emigration papers for a Mexican
woman and her family. She was trapped by being a Mexican in the U.S.
without papers. The papers would free her.
The walking woman, the hero of the final story in Lost Borders, is the
quintessential Mesa traveller. She makes for herself a xeric way in the desert;
the desert makes for her a xerothe1mic self:
She was the Walking Woman, and no one knew her
name, but because she was a sort of whom men speak
respectfully, they called her to her face Mrs. Walker, and
she answered to it if she was so inclined. She came and
went about our western world on no discoverable errand.
. . . She came and went, oftenest in a kind of muse of
travel which the untrarnmelled space begets, or at rare
intervals flooding wondrously with talk, never of herself,
but of things she had known and seen.
(255)
She went into and came out of the desert like a mirage. Had she "some
place of refuge where she lay by in the interim" (255)? No one knew. Did she
limp? Many thought so, but consider the distance she covers. Was she sane?
Most thought not, yet "in her talk there was both wisdom and information"
(257). Have men molested her? No, everybody agreed to that, even though she
slept over at herder's camps and laid over for weeks at one-man stations. It was
puzzling. Most women stayed out of trouble in a land beyond the limits of the
law by making their behavior "ladylike" (256). It was decidedly not ladylike "to
go about on your own feet, with a blanket and a black bag and almost no
money in your purse, in and about the haunts of rude and solitary men" (256).
Yet Mrs. Walker got no affront.
The narrator ftrst heard of her at Temblor, then again at Carrisal, and for
a third time at the Eighteen-Mile House. They met several times at ranchhouses and road-stations, but those places permitted only the exchange of
pleasantries. Finally, at Wmm Spring in the Little Antelope the two women
were alone with each other, and their talk "flow[ed] as smoothly as the rivers of
mirage through the blue hot desert morning" (258). Their talk came round to
children. Upon learning that her companion had had one, the naJTator admitted
that "it was one of the perquisites of living [she] should be least willing to do
without'' (258). The Walking Woman responded that:
there were three things which if you had known you
could cut out all the rest, and they were good any way
you got them, but best if, as in her case, they were related
to and grew each one out of the others.
(258)
The narrator then lets the Walking Woman tell "her case" in the ftrst
person. She worked with a man, not for, not beside, but as one person in two
bodies. That was the ftrst thing. They saved the flock in a violent desert storm.
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Afterward, she was no more tired than the earth was. Nor was he. They made
love. That was the second thing.
"To work together, to love together," said the
Walking Woman .... "There you have two of the things;
the other you know."
"The mouth at the breast," said I.
"The lips and the hands," said the Walking
Woman. "The little, pushing hands and the small cry."
There ensued a pause of fullest understanding, while the
land before us swam in the noon, and a dove in the oaks
behind the spring began to call. A little red fox came out
of the hills and lapped delicately at the pool.
(261)
The lovers remained together through the summer. The baby came in October.
She did not know "if she would have given up her walking to keep at home and
tend him," but "the baby had not stayed long enough for that."
"And whenever the wind blows in the night," said the
Walking Woman, "I wake and wonder if he is well
covered."
(261)
From the narrator's point of view, the Walking Woman had learned
what there is to be learned on the Mesa Trail:
She had walked off all sense of society-make values, and,
knowing the best when the best came to her, was able to
take it. Work- as I believed; love- as the Walking
Woman had proved it; a child-as you subscribe to it.
But look you: it was the naked thing the Walking Woman
grasped.
(261)
The two women parted:
Far down the dim, hot valley I could see the Walking
Woman with her blanket and black bag over her shoulder.
She had a queer, sidelong gait, as if in fact she had a twist
all through her.
Recollecting suddenly that people called her lame,
I ran down to the open place below the spring where she
had passed. There in the bare, hot sand the track of her
two feet bore evenly and white.
(262)

February 18, 1991- /ndependence
After breakfast today, went to a diit cemetery cleared of old brush.
There was a single stick stuck upright in the ground at the head of a mound
smoothed by the wind, marking the boundary of an unnamed life.
The Walking Woman had an invalid to care for that left her "broken in
body." After her (or perhaps his) death, came "other wonying affairs," and on
top of them, an indefmite illness. The nanator muses:
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It might very well have been an unsoundness of mind
wruch drove her to the open, sobered and healed at last
by the large soundness of nature. (257)
Here is Austin's credo. There is a soundness in nature. That soundness is
capable of healing human unsoundness. Walking is a course of healing, a way
to let nature's medicine work.
It is not easy to describe what Austin means by the soundness of nature.
She never explicitly says what it is. She shows it in action. She presents us with
people healing and healed. Better tell stories than talk abstract prulosophy. Yes,
true, I do not disagree. But I also think it is possible for us, on the basis of her
stories, to draw some general conclusions about her meaning. Theologians of
the Middle Ages found it less difficult to say what the Christian God was not,
than to say what it was. Following them down the Via Negativa may be a good
way to start.
"Mary Austin's House, Independence"© David Robertson

Most obviously, Austin does not mean by the soundness of nature that a
special power inhabits nature willie also transcending it, a power that is capable
of straightening its switchbacks for human convenience. Nor does she mean
that nature is in the process of implementing some sort of universal plan.
Teleology does not grow in the desert. The soundness of nature does not mean,
for Austin, that nature pays special attention to human beings. Whatever sort of
system the universe is, it does not alter its operations for the benefit of humans,
alone or in aggregate. She does not mean by the soundness of nature that the
universe behaves morally, or is morally intelligible. To speak of good or bad
deeds, that she is willing to do; for her to say that nature is good or bad is way
out of bounds.
Within these parameters, can we say what for Austin the soundness of
nature is? Possibly. Perhaps. Yes, cautiously. Austin seems to mean by the
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soundness of nature that the earth is good habitat for humans. It is good habitat
for Homo sapiens sapiens just as it is for Canis latrans and Atriplex
confertifolia. Just as it once was for Pterodactylus and Tyrannosaurus. At some
time in the indefinite future it will be habitable no longer. In the meantime, the
habitat is small, minuscule in relation to the size of the whole, but sufficient.
There is food for us here, enough to nourish the entire person in all of its bodymind-spirit complexity. No need exists to jump planet, before or after death, no
need to return at a later date.
The soundness of nature is the naked thing that the Walking Woman
seizes. She is, therefore, free. Austin promises us nothing less, if only we will
get on the Mesa Trail and pursue it to the end. Freedom is the destination. It is
not, however, a freedom outside of limits. It is not abandon. Deeply embedded
in American culture is the image oflonely, socially alienated souls, walking out
past society's limits to places where they can do exactly as they choose, as if all
things were possible. The Walking Woman may look, at first, as if she were
one of these people. She is not. To be sure, the trail she walks ends up in "the
country of Lost Borders." What happens there, however, is not the loss of
limits, but an exchange of one maker of limits for another. There "not the law,
but the land sets the limit" (9). The land sets the limit; its inhabitants, therefore,
are free. The land of the free is where "the manner of the country makes the
usage oflife" (57).
Austin agrees with just about all other philosophically-minded people
who have thought about freedom: it is possible only within constraints.
Bondage is constraint by human-made conventions. Freedom is constraint by
the conventions of the universe. Nature is sound because its conventions will, if
followed, promote human freedom. And the end result of freedom gained and
practiced is a "repose of the perfectly accepted instinct" (72). The Walking
Woman got that far, as did Seyavi, Winnenap, and the Pocket Hunter, and not
only them, but the inhabitants of Jimville as well, and those of El Pueblo de las
Uvas.

Sometime in 1990- Kitkitdizze
Carole Koda said:

An Orange-Crowned Warbler sang in the
Black Oak yesterday. Every repeat was full
and strong. No "the world is too full of
warblers anyway." No "why keep this up,
no mate is coming or ever will."

Gary Snyder said:

This is Zen. To give a hundred percent and
know it does not matter.
I have often wondered what course the environmental movement might
have taken if Mary Austin instead of John Muir had been adopted as
eponymous ancestor. It might not have survived infancy, for Austin's
sympathies are too broad. Adversarial organizations need adversaries. It is hard
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to find them in Austin. Granted, she is not shy about taking an occasional jab at
readers she considers too comfortable, and here and there are characters with
few, if any, redeeming qualities. But basically her policy is inclusion.
Indigenous Americans and Immigrant Americans, miners and ranchers and
farmers, people alone, people together, all manner of vegetation, from
co/eog;me to creosote bush, all manner of animation, from buzzards to
burrowing owls, all of biology is included. Not that all are equal, of course. She
has her favorites, like Indians and coyotes, while rabbits are a bit too "foolish"
(25), and sheep too destructive. Yet even the sheep, environmental enemies
number one to Muir, her arms enclose.
If not then, what about now? The American nature-oriented community,
as it exists today, might profit from giving her books more than a speed read.
The lone male on a long march into the wilderness would not be ruled out of
order. He would, however, be asked always to consider the large soundness in
nature. The wilderness might become more living space than refuge.
Community might become, not the source of disease, but group living in place.
The rapid pace of feet going to work or to the wild might slow to a saunter.
Walking might become the practice of choice. Relationship to the whole might
become the goal. A deeper repose might be the result.

March 31, 1994-/ndependence
'
"Beside the Mesa Trail"© David Robertson

Yesterday, I was snapping Polaroids on the southern edge of town,
looking down the Mesa Trail toward Oppapago. Kids from a nearby house
came out. Two girls about ten, one smaller than the other. One boy, very funny,
about 12, that clumsy age (I remember it well). The two girls were "best
friends." One was from Las Vegas, staying with her grandparents while her
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"Mom" went to school. They wanted to know what I was doing. Seems like the
whole school had seen this strange man all in black with a big camera
wandering around town. Speculation was rampant. Now the three of them had
the chance to scoop their classmates.
"Are you writing something?"
"Yes."
"Are you famous?"
"No."
They were all energy, especially the girls. I began putting them in the
pictures. Soon I just let them make up the poses. We had a great time.
"Will we be famous from these photographs?"
"No."
I gave each one a p1int. They insisted that I sign them and write down a
title. I couldn't think of a title. I hesitated. Then I wrote my name. I wanted to
write something like, "On the Mesa Trail." But I knew I wasn't on it. At best I
was beside it, in the runoff ditch.
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Gary Snyder at SJSU:
"Nature and Culture"

G

Interviewed by Scott C. Benson
and Mel Berry

ary Snyder is a Pulitzer Prize winning poet whose most recent book
of verse is No Nature: New and Selected Poems. Snyder is a native
Californian; he teaches at the University of California, Davis. This
interview took place in his hotel room during his visit to San Jose State
University in 1994, as part of the Poets-in-Residence Series presented by
the Center for Literary Arts.
Q: The Program in Nature and Culture at U.C. Davis is a unique blending,
it seems, of academic disciplines: the humanities and the natural sciences.
Could you explain the historical genesis of this program and how it was
formed?
Snyder: When I ftrst went to start teaching in the creative writing program
in the English department at Davis I met a number of faculty members,
several of whom were teaching courses I found very interesting, touching
on different angles in regard to the natural world, from several different
departments. David Robertson in the English department was teaching
courses in the poetry and literature of the west coast and a course called
Literature of the Wilderness which he sometimes co-taught with Will
Baker. And David was a specialist already-at that time was an expert on,
in particular, the art history of Yosemite Valley, from the earliest painters
and photographers and how they saw the valley, and he's written a book on
the evolution of the sensibility- of our sensibility in regard to the Yosemite
Valley, tracking it through the change in artistic sensibility, in the eye of the
painter and in the eye of the photographer. He's also a photographer, a very
ftne photographer. And he has done the same, to a certain extent, in regard
to literature of the Sierra Nevada, again tracking the sensibility, the
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ideology, the language, you know, in the late nineteenth centmy-the
language of nature, of landscape in the United States was condensed in the
word sublime.
We never hear the word "sublime" anymore [/aughs]-"sublimity"
as an aesthetic, a critical term. So David was doing courses of that order,
and so was Will Baker. And then in American Studies David Scofield
Wilson was and still is running remarkable courses in Sacramento Valley
studies, Central Valley studies, and brings in all kinds of unique and quirky
knowledges which I love .. .. He was co-author on a book on folkloreAmerican folklore of animals and reptiles. There's a whole territory out
there when you start looking at it more closely.

In comparative literature an eminent scholar named Robert Torrance,
who is a multi-lingual person with a strong grounding in the classics, was
teaching a course of his, you know, on nature in the literature of the ancient
Greeks and Romans. And he designed courses in classic and European
nature writing.
Whereas somebody else was picking up, you know ... other people
were picking up American, North American nature. And then I started to do
a course in the literature of wilderness myself. I picked up that course and
did it for several years.
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Q: The Greek and Roman course?
Snyder: No, the Literature of Wilderness course. That's a title for a course
on wild-oriented nature writing of North America . . . something that
Robertson and Baker had started. I made a distinction, too, in that course
between literature of agrarian nature and literature of wildlife, right at the
outset of the course, and, you see, this is not a course about pastoral or
agrarian scenes. We're drawing the line between agrarian nature in
literature and literature of the wilderness.
Q: What's the distinction between those two?

Snyder: The distinction is between cultivated nature and wild nature . .. .
The Georgics are about pastoral scenes. Theocratus is about pastoral
scenes. Much of European nature writing is a pastoral nature writing. It
actually is the North American experience of Europeans to once again, for
the first time since the Neolithic, confront a completely wild ecology, you
see.
And so that adds an entirely new dimension to the evolution of the
European sensibility, the return to the confrontation to the corning up
against, again, a wild ecology, strongly situated hunting and gathering
cultures. It's all part of the experience of the last five hundred years, which
is, you know, a critical experience-we haven't fathomed what all of that
meant yet to the evolution of our thinking and our art. So, to sum up what I
was saying, there's people in other departments, Michael Smith in History,
people in the Environmental Sciences, in Philosophy. And I realized these
guys were all teaching some pretty interesting courses, but they weren't in
touch with each other.
So I sort of arbitrarily called a gathering of faculty guys together,
men and women, and I said, let's all get together and compare what we
teach. Everybody bring along syllabi of the courses that they teach in regard
to nature, and let's see if we kind of coordinate it so that we can
recommend to our students, who want to take some more of this stuff, who
to go to next. It might be in a different department or in the same
department. It's a classical way you get a program started, you know, is you
fmd out who ' s teaching related courses in different departments. So we had
a meeting, a little informal get together at my place up in the mountains,
actually, and the Chancellor decided to come along too . Ted Hullar, the
Chancellor at Davis. We just sent him an invitation but, you know, never
thought he'd come. Chancellors never do!
He did come anyway, and what had started as just an effort in
coordinating information turned into an agreement at that meeting-well,
let's see if we can actually make this into a program. And Scott McLean
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from Comparative Literature volunteered to gather literature ... gather the
information on all universities in the United States that do anything related,
that is somewhat like what we're trying to do.
And programs like that do exist at places that often you haven't heard
much about, like Northland College in Wisconsin or the Wilderness Studies
program at the University of Montana. And there's a little college out in
Maryland that has done a lot along these lines. And then there are programs
like this that are buried in big universities that people don't know about. So
Scott did a nice survey of what is already being done. We got a number of
faculty who expressed an interest in it and held a couple of more meetings
and got about forty-five or fifty people involved. And then we launched it
through the bureaucratic hoop process, and it took about four years to clear
all the committees and clear all the review and review committees and
academic standards committees-this is a standard problem, standard
procedure. But the program and its core curriculum and basic involvement
of faculty participants was approved. This is the first year we're actually
teaching under that name: the Program of Nature and Culture.
There's a lot of student interest in it, and at least it offers everybody
an opportunity to pull these things together from time to time.
Q: You mention in the pamphlet the terms "nature" and "culture" as being
problematic. Could you kind of elaborate on that as a facet of the program?
Snyder: They are problematic for the usual epistemological reasons. First
of all, our understanding of nature is qualified by our class and cultural
purview. There is not as yet, and there probably never will be an exact
agreement on how we see nature and what meanings we extract from it.
During a time of monopoly capitalism, like the late nineteenth century,
nature was seen to be a territory of individualistic competition in which the
winner takes all-Social Darwinism-exactly parallel to the capitalism of
the time. During the era of American Marxism and socialism, the thirties,
when scholars and artists everywhere were talking about socialism and
Marxism, nature was interpreted as being a cooperative and communal
event.
Q: So it fit the ideologies of the time then, and has become redefined now?
Snyder: Exactly right. We interpret nature to fit our dominant social model,
and we are constantly reaffirming our social model by saying, well, of
course it's just like nature (laughs]. This happens everywhere. And so in
Europe, you know, in the Renaissance, from the Renaissance on there was
the theory of the great chain of being which was that nature is a hierarchy
of higher and lower members, all of which are harmonious with each other
and accept their status-from the lowly insects and ants to the kingly lion.
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And this is just like human society, which needs a king, who is the brain
and needs his ministers who are the eyes and the ears, and then we have to
have the working class-the hands and feet-and they all work together,
and nobody should complain that they are in a lower status.
Because it's all part of this great chain. And so that always makes
how a culture sees nature problematic. And it also raises the question for
us, ourselves, how do I see nature? Am I seeing a nature ... am I trying to
believe that the natural world operates in a way that reinforces the way I
would like society to be? Well, of course it does! [Laughs.]
Q: And the same thing goes for culture, in some sense?
Snyder: Well, yes. In culture there are other questions too, like is there
actually a hard and fast line between what we call culture and nature. Can
we not say that if we take nature to mean the whole of the phenomenal
world, which is deep, wonderful in its definitions, then culture is just
another phenomenon which is part of nature.
Then, you know, there are other things human beings do; human
beings are animals, and this is another thing that animals do. However,
certain kind of Bible fundamentalists, and not just fundamentalists, but
certainly kinds of theologians will argue that there are certain key things
that radically separate humanity from the rest of organic nature.
One theory is language. The logos. Only humanity was given the
logos by God. We speak words. This is our uniqueness. This is our gift
from God. This is one of the things that shows that we are not ordinary
animals, nor are we trapped in biology. Now, as it is, there' s some real
arguments along those lines. But a good nature/culture theoretician would
say, well, it used to look that way, but what language is blurs
considerably-in animals, insects . . . throughout nature you find sign
systems, certain semiotic codes, and even you can say semiotic grammars,
that are in existence as creatures signal back and forth to each other-that
language is not only, say, necessarily a language of audible sounds, but
there may be language as the bees have it: language of dancing, language of
pheromones, language of behavioral signal sending by how you put your
ears in your mouth. And so do human beings uniquely have the logos? And
is there not in the animal brain the organization of information, which there
clearly is, that amounts to a kind of syntax? And so these are very
interesting and key arguments as to how we see our world, and so nature
and culture are problematic things [Laughs.]

Q: In looking at the syllabus, the material from Nature and Culture, there's
no specific listing for philosophy. You've mentioned the Greek and Roman
philosophers and idealism and how in the program of culture and nature
there seems to be either an explicit or implicit paradigm shift away from
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idealism, away from something that's other-worldly, that defines our
being-that we're defined within a natural system. Will the course cover
something of that nature? Will it include philosophy?
Snyder: We don't have a person on the Davis campus in philosophy who is
formally an ecological philosopher, formally an environmental ethicist. And
there is a journal called Environmental Ethics which is a journal of
environmental philosophy that is very good. Comes out of the University of
North Texas. Anyway, it's a very interesting journal. We will be
incorporating all of these questions, although we don't have a formal
philosophical person to do that. Now, we have a very good history of
science person, but environmental ethics is, of itself, a fascinating and
thorny topic, and very powerful questions are raised when you get into that.
So that's certainly not in effect in the program. We can't really make it a
formal course offering as such, but these questions come up constantly
throughout all of the courses.
Q: Since America is still a capitalist democracy and probably will be for
some time to come, how do you plan to engage the interest of corporate
America and industry in your program at Davis? Do you see their
involvement as an important ingredient in the eventual success of such a
program and in the long range goals it represents? Like companies in the
Silicon Valley?
Snyder: This program incidentally has already received substantial funding
from one of the federal agencies in education, a special program for
innovative starts in higher education. We got a FIPSE grant, F-1-P-S-E. And
we got it for several years to come now, which has helped us bring speakers
to the campus, helped us get a lot of stuff going. I certainly have no
objection to trying to get money from corporate America.
Now, why would corporate America want to do something like this?
The answer is, there's a lot of interest in green business. There's a lot of
interest in sustainability. There are businesses who are looking at long term
projections, and one of their projections, one of the scenarios that they see,
is a world in which ecological constraints have to be taken more seriously.
They're also looking at the fact that their employees are coming in more
and more ecologically sophisticated with more of an environmental
conscience. And the employees, themselves, will not tolerate environmentally careless practices on behalf of the whole company. They'll blow
the whistle.
Like it or not, environmental constraints are being enacted gradually
by the federal government more and more, particularly where human health
is involved. So you could argue that it would make good sense for
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companies to get with it and be interested in how we come to these issues
with more sophistication.
Q: In your book, The Practice of the Wild, you make a statement that, to
me, gets to the heart of the issue in some ways, and the quotation is, "if the
lad or lass among us, who knows where the secret heart of this growth
monster is, is hidden, let them please tell us where to shoot the arrow that
will slow it down." In your opinion, where is the heart of the growth
monster?
Snyder: That is one of the key questions of our time. How do we find the
balance between public irresponsibility and private morality? It's
characteristic right now of American society that many people, not
everyone perhaps, but many people do believe that there is such a thing as
individual character, individual moral values of some sort, and we can all
see on the individual level what the fruits of carelessness, lack of restraint,
excessive behavior, excessive self-indulgence is. You see people down on
drugs or alcohol, people who crash their car, people whose lives are a mess
for one reason or another, and you say yeah .. . yeah, I can see that coming.
So we do have the capacity to make some standards on personal and
family levels, but we do not apply the same values in anywhere at all the
same way to public life. And so a corporation need have no morals; that's
irrelevant. The government itself, and our congresspeople have been
accustomed to getting away with increasing levels of public dishonesty.
There is no sense of public life calling for self-examination. And so people
can deplore, including the CEOs of corporations, can deplore the total sum
of uncontrolled greed and growth, but everybody will cop out and say, "But
I can't do anything about it."
So, this is one of the problems, that on the individual level
everybody, everybody with some intelligence, can say this is a problem, but
on the public level nobody knows how to get it going.

Q: It that the nature of democracy?
Snyder: Are we really living in a democracy? How can we call this a
democracy when the choices are basically made via the media? This is not a
democracy in the sense of educated and honest choices made on the basis of
good information. We don't get good information. You can't have a
functioning democracy without information that you can trust. We don't get
information; what we get is spin doctoring. What we get is image making.
And so, no, it's not a democracy. It's a corporate oligarchy with a facade of
democratic behavior. This is petfectly obvious.
And so the question is not, Is this the nature of democracy? If there
were a functioning democracy on the scale of living and behavior
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interaction that democracy actually implies-on a much smaller scalewhy it might work, you know. We might be able to do something. And then
you also have to factor in that we're not only talking about the possibility of
having a democracy, we're talking about the possibility of having a multilingual, multi-cultural, multi-racial society in which people don't know how
to get along with each other. If you had a little sort of Finland or a little sort
of Norway, that was not wracked by racial and ethnic dissent, democracy
would be a lot easier to operate.

Q: What do you think of the current ecological leadership of Gore and
Clinton? Do you think they have helped the environmental movement, or
have they impeded it with palliative measures?
Snyder: Well, it's a network of negotiations and compromises, obviously.
We can hope that what they're doing is a little better than what was going
on before. As to whether it's enough, obviously not. And it well may be
that to do "enough" to guarantee a more viable ecological integrity for the
future, to preserve biodiversity as it should be preserved, to head off health
problems related to air and water and chemicals and so forth is going to
take a lot more than they're doing.
On the other hand, the problem is, any of these people would say
we're up against the economy. You know, Gore is an intelligent man, I
think. It's a rock on the one side and a hard place on the other side. We're
up against the power of the economy. Point by point, everything you touch,
somebody pushes back. If you say, we've got to cut down on the amount of
grazing on western range lands, somebody screams, but this is our family
ranch!
It may be that their family ranch actually belongs to someone from
Hollywood. But if you touch on logging in the Pacific Northwest and say
we need to save a few thousand acres of forest here, what you get is a
scream from somebody who wears a yellow ribbon and says, this is our
little town here. And again, if you investigated further, you'd fmd out that
the lumber company behind them is using them as a front, and the lumber
company is quite cynical about it all, has made all the money it wants to
make, and will probably move its sawmill to Mexico. But, the image comes
out and in truth there is real force and [Jim] Baca was forced to resign, by
Clinton and by Babbit, as the head of the Bureau of Land Management just
last week, two weeks ago. Babbit has been, you know, thought to be a good
guy. But they forced Baca to resign as head of the Bureau of Land
Management. Why was that? Because Baca really believed that ranches
should pay a grazing fee somewhere close to market value and no longer
receive what amounts to welfare in public subsidy in using public lands. He
was forced to resign- by Babbit. He didn't want to resign either. He said,
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I'm not resigning voluntarily. I'm going to let the world know that you guys
forced me out.
And why did they do that? Why did Babbit and Clinton do that? The
reason is because of the incredible pressure from the western senators and
the western congressmen and, in tum, that means the ranching and land use
network of the western states is politically very powerful. And it isn't small
ranchers; it's big business. So that's what the administration is dealing
with-with the timber industry, with the grazing industry, or with any
industry. What happens in Silicon Valley? You can't put all that
tetrachloride out there, and they say, Well, it's going to add "x" million
dollars to our operating expenses if we have to do something else.
This is the economy, baby. So this is going to be the push and pull in
this century, for the next century, or however long. It's going to be argued
out case by case, like that.
Q: But how can you argue a case when, as you mentioned earlier,
television is so distortive, and the major corporations can also distort the
issue?
Snyder: It's not going to be argued out with the public.
Q: It's not?
Snyder: No! It's going to be argued out in Washington. This takes place on
the lobbying level. This takes place over lunch. [Laughs.]
Q: Is that good or bad? That seems to be a negative.
Snyder: Good or bad, we have no control over it. That's the future of our
nation.
So, is the public helpless in this situation? Well, the public is not
helpless, but the public has to let its view be known. The environmental
movement, whatever it does, has to remain adversarial to the
administration. It has to be the loyal opposition or the disloyal opposition.
If government operates by responding to pressure, there obviously is plenty
of pressure on the Clinton Administration from industry. The public makes
a mistake to say, now we've got a friendly guy in power, we can relax. You
can't relax. You've got to redouble your efforts and be heavy and hard and
adversarial and write letters and express your concern on every point
constantly. Now that does have an effect. Write to senators, write to
congress people, send telegrams or faxes, and they tally it all up. And the
other kinds of action, the more direct actions, also defmitely have an effect.
Chaining yourself to a bulldozer gets a lot of attention and gets on the TV
news, too. But this is a hard way to live, you know, to spend your life in the
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front lines against a powerful oligarchy that has endless bucks, whereas
maybe you're living on a very small salary and spending all your free time
being an activist. That's why people bum out.
And, so if anything is called for in the environmental conscience of
America, it is a larger and larger public awareness, and that is why we are
doing this educational stuff.

Q: Where do you see your students going? What do you hope for them?
Snyder: Well, coming out of an interdivisional program like that-and it's
a B.A. program at this point; it's not a Ph.D. program-a B.A. with that
kind of background is [snaps fingers] poised to go half a dozen directions.
And one of the directions, of course, is further specialization through an
M.A. or Ph.D. program, a professional program of some sort, in which they
can bring the variety of their skills to bear.
Now what makes them useful, over somebody who came from a
strictly biologicaVecological upbringing, is they have-what we didn't
mention is in talking about this curriculum-environmental history, as a
field. The field of environmental history. There's a journal called
Environmental History. There are some brilliant scholars, like the young
scholar William Cronin, who's doing environmental history writing right
now and edits the Journal of Environmental History. Bill Cronin-he's at
the University of Wisconsin now-God, he is a wonderful scholar. And
he's young, you know, by my standards. [Laughter.] Anybody under fortyfive is young to me! [More laughter.]
People who come into dealing with public policy or environmental
issues, on any level, if they have a perspective from the past, are in a much
better position to understand what's going on. And if they've gone through
a little bit of environmental literature, nature literature, nature writing, and
philosophy and ethics, they provide something that you'll never get through
a straight science background. If you know-to give you a really clear
example-from your study of environmental history, like the study of the
deforestation of the Mediterranean, if you know that the Sierra Nevada has
a forest, a mixed pine-oak forest, very similar to what the forests in the
mountains around the whole Mediterranean region were like around 800
B.C. Pine and oak. And that we have a climate here in California which is
the same as the Mediterranean type climate with long, hot summers and wet
winters. If you know that the Mediterranean forests were totally destroyed,
almost totally destroyed, and the mountains of the headwaters of the
Adriatic, the mountains of Sicily and southern Italy, were converted to
chaparral bmsh lands and that nobody who lives there today knows that
once it was pine and oak forests, then you also know that the Sierra Nevada
is vulnerable, that it could be lost, and that people who say, and we have
people who say this, you know, all these forests are in great shape. We can
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cut here forever. It's never going to do any harm. What's the fuss about?
See, you have some data that can come in and counter that, based on
historical models.
So, to answer your question, people with that background, they can
go into public policy. They can go into corporate advisory roles. They can
go on to graduate specialties. They can go out and be nature interpreters
working for the historical cause. And, it's a good preparation for
environmental law. It has as wide range as one of the great territories:
elementary school education. One of the things that we hope for is a really
fme ecological component built into elementary school education so that
people grow up to be more literate about nature and about the way the
world works, and now it's a very hit or miss thing in elementary school.
Q: Do you see yourself, in essence, equipping a generation?
Snyder: Well, not me. But somebody's going to have to do it. The program
is just a raw start, that's all. That's all. It's just a little bit of a start. And
what it would hope to do would be, you know, be enough of an interesting
model that it would begin to replicate itself in other schools.
And it would begin to become a part of an educational push. And it's
a very simple push, in fact. The push is that we acknowledge that nature is
part of our lives and that it is as incumbent on an ordinary educated person,
as if we were talking about literacy. It' s incumbent on educated people,
non-specialists, non-scientists, to know about nature-as much in a little
way as they know about painting or symphony of Shakespeare. That who
the birds and who the wild plants are in your region is not irrelevant to who
you are, you know. That a person needs to know where the rivers go, where
the water pumps come from . What's going on today, you know, where are
we in the spring northward migrations of the waterfowl?
Q: See ourselves in context of nature.
Snyder: We live in a context. We're embedded in a world. We' re part of
that world. And that world made us. And to incorporate that into our
sensibilities is not, like, to become environmentalists or something. It's just
to become human beings. You know. So that's the shift in sensibility that I
would be aiming at.
Q: There was an article that was published in the San Jose M ercury News
last week that reported that the world population would surpass fifteen
billion in the year 2010. What kind of situation do you foresee if that
actually comes to pass, and is there anything we can do to stay it.
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Snyder: Oh, I've seen the future, and it doesn't look good. I've been in
Shanghai and in Hong Kong. Guangzhou, China-Canton, China. The
streets of Tokyo. Just go to Asia and you'll see what it looks like. It's hair
raising. It's very, very disturbing. And what is also disturbing about it is
that human beings can adapt to terrible conditions, and will. And so, not
only will it get to be fifteen billion, but people will bear it up to the point
that food and water break down and then massive famines, massive cholera,
massive typhoid.

You know, China doesn't have any drinking water that's really
healthy. China is virtually devoid of what would be considered legally
viable drinking water in the United States. All of these countries are just on
the edge, and it's just a matter of time. As they say, if we don't check the
population ourselves, nature will check it for us.
And this isn't crying wolf. Everybody said, oh, Paul Erlich was
crying wolf. What the hell. If it's a difference offorty years or eighty years,
but the same thing still happens, he wasn't crying wolf. It's just that he said
it was going to happen sooner than we see it on the horizon. But, unless
some very surprising developments come onto the scene, which is always,
you know, possible . ..
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Q: Some massive new food production possibilities, or reclaiming the sea.
Snyder: Or seeing a world AIDS epidemic that reduces population by 80%,
suddenly. But that doesn't last for long. And nobody wants that. But
otherwise the scenario is an increasingly crowded and angry and anxious
world with increasing pressures on the developed nations to let people in:
the United States, Europe (full of Turks, you know). And increasing
tensions on all of that and enormous destruction of remaining ecological
habitat and just a general lowering, erosion of quality everywhere to the
breaking point. That's very likely what we're going to see, especially since
nobody takes population seriously right now. Politically, it's something that
nobody wants to touch.

Q: You mentioned in your 1989 interview that you were close to beginning
the final stages of your long poem "Mountains and Rivers Without End."
When's the publishing date?
Snyder: I don't know. But my own target date is to finish it by February of
'95. And I'm on sabbatical this year from teaching, and I'm not doing any
public appearances or performances with the exception of those that are so
attractive and so wonderful I feel I must come.
My own timetable is this: I want to finish the manuscript, say,
roughly a year from now, and then I want to take six months to further
reflect on it and do little revisions, because the last minute changes are the
best. And then actually hand it in to get published.
Q: Is this your magnum opus?
Snyder: I wouldn't say that. No, I wouldn 't say that. No. It's just another
project. I wouldn't want to tie myself to calling it a magnum opus. It's too
eccentric to call a magnum opus. It's a very eccentric poem.
Q: Has it changed? Has it evolved over the years?
Snyder: It's evolved in the sense that it's just very diverse is all. There's all
kind of different odd things going on in it. And, a lot of critics will not
appreciate it. And it's not accessible like so much of my poetry is, you
know. I have a certain following from people who appreciate my poetry
because they can understand it. [Laughs.] And so I'm going to lose that
audience.

Q: In "Tawny Grammar," the chapter in your book, you speak of the natural
world as a "text." In what way is this so? How is it different from, say, a
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composed, written text with denotative and connotative meaning? How is
the world, a tree stump, a text?
Snyder: All of nature can be seen in a certain sense as being a vast
storehouse of information. Every cell contains the cellular information
within it for the replication of cells. In a sense . . . in a certain sense, this is
what these guys like Stewart Brand and these cybernetic biologists get all
excited about. The universe is nothing but information. In fact, you could
argue, the whole natural universe is nothing but .. . text! [Laughs.] And
Buddhism is the philosophy which deconstructs it.
Q: What do you prefer to write, prose or poetry?
Snyder: You know, I can't make up my mind. When I'm writing poetry I
say, gee it's fun to write prose, and vice versa. [Laughs.] Actually, I enjoy
writing both. And this was a nice discovery, a real discovery for me
because I had an attitude about writing prose for many years. But when I
was working on The Practice of the Wild, I really got jazzed, and I said,
God, you know, to get this right and to make it do what you want to do is as
satisfying as writing any poem-sentence by sentence, paragraph by
paragraph. Not that it's very great prose. I mean, I have an eccentric prose,
but for me it was fun to do.

Q: What do you foresee yourself doing over the next, say, five to ten years.
I mean, are you going to continue with the program?
Snyder: I see myself continuing to play the role I'm playing at U.C. Davis
for at least five more years, which means to be more intimately involved
than ever in the program. In fact, when we get some people to the senior
year, then they have a senior field project. And the field projects, for the
time being, for the next few years are all going to be taking place in the
Yuba River watershed, and they're going to be tied to watershed concerns,
watershed cultural or ecological factors. And so I'll be working with Davis
students up in the Sierra Nevada and finishing that up. Continuing that
educational stuff, and I have a few more minor writing projects I'd like to
wrap up in the next five years. And there's a few places I'd like to learn
more about the Western Hemisphere. I'm going to Africa this April, which
is going to be a real push. But the next part of the planet, the next cultural
walking that I really feel ignorant about and am curious about is Central and
South America. My wife speaks Spanish. We have a lot of friends who are
working down there, and I've almost never tried sacking the borders, so I'm
looking forward to expanding my sense of the Western Hemisphere. I really
do believe, too, that the Western Hemisphere is about to begin to come into
its own. That the reconquista is about to begin. The reconquista is a term
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from when the Christians were driven out by the Moors, up to just a couple
of kingdoms on the northern border of Spain, and all the rest of Spain was
Moorish for quite a long time, a number of centuries. That reconquista is
the "re-conquering" of Spain by the Christians. So, in terms of the Western
Hemisphere, the reconquista, after five hundred years of European
domination, means that the indigenous spirit of the Western Hemisphere
begins to return. And that's what we're going to talk about at noon today.

Q: You certainly seem to embody certain virtues: personal balance, kind of
a harmony of spirit, grace, intelligence. From whence do those characteristics come? Is it the Zen? Is it the Buddhism? I mean, is it just a matter of
education?
Snyder: God, I don't know. [Laughs.] But I would like to think that I'm
making a certain effort of mindfulness that was, you know, certainly part of
the tradition of Buddhism.
To pay attention to each omen as you go. And I think one of the
great teachings of Buddhism, or of any kind of sanity whatsoever, is the
teaching of"don't compare a mind," and don't, you know, don't make any
judgment until you actually have adequate information, you know, that you
need to make that judgment. Suspend judgment and be open. Don't come to
a situation with an attitude or a person with your mind made up. Just stay
open.
Some day I find myself saying to some of my kids sometimes, Why
have an opinion till you need to? Don't form and opinion till you really
have to form an opinion. Don't jump in with a bunch of opinions. It's
amazing how people do that, though. And so it's actually like being
subjective.
It's like being trapped in a lot of subjectivity that doesn't serve you.
And so, as any good observer, any artist, or any bird watcher would do, you
know, you just keep your eyes open and look to see what's going on, rather
than deciding you know what's going on before you know.
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Ron the Baptist

W

James Spencer

HILE the sharp-edged Japanese syllables echoed faintly among
the trees, Karl leaned closer to Anabel and explained that the
invocation was to dispel evil spirits, guide Ron through the
confusion of the days after death and keep him headed into the white light.
When the Roshi in crimson robes stopped chanting he stated in broken
English that it was now time for friends and relatives to stand in front of
Ron's picture and speak to it, share some experience they had with Ron,
express feelings just as if Ron were alive and listening.
Karl watched Anabel in the comer of his eye, wondering if it had
been a mistake to bring her. She sat as if in a vacuum, under glass. She had
not spoken leaving the house, riding in the car, walking across campus
lawns to the eucalyptus grove. Yet it would have been worse if he had not
brought her. They shared a pale straw mat in the front row. Before them
stood a table draped with yellow silk, supporting a life-size photograph of
Ron's head and a wooden stupa with Ron's name painted on it. A statue of
Buddha, a bell, brass bowls with threads of incense rising in the still air.
Karl had seen the round, flat face of the roshi at the house once or twice
during a dharma debate. Ron and Anabel had talked of having the roshi
marry them someday.
In spite of the occasion, Karl felt the urge to chuckle at Ron's
picture. A local news photographer had taken the photo for an article on the
Free University. FREE-U GURU TEACHES NUDE, the second-page
headline had read, in a year when the town was still acclimating to
libertarian lifestyles. One of Ron's heroes had been Diogenes of ancient
Corinth, who believed in being "in all things as natural as a dog." Ron had
not, like Diogenes, tried to copulate on a downtown street comer at high
noon, but like Diogenes, Ron had considered clothes an affectation and had
gone about the Stanford campus one day in a tom blanket, carrying a
lantern, "looking for an honest man." In the photo as in life, Ron's trickster
smile and narrow-set blue eyes seemed to anticipate every event as an
intriguing wrinkle in an endless comedy.
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People were beginning to stand up and talk. Karl did not trust
himself to speak. He blamed himself, Ron, everybody, nobody. People were
eulogizing Ron, weeping, even some who had opposed him and maligned
his character. The absurdity of it, Karl thought. If they'd given Ron more
support, maybe he'd still be alive. A slim girl with waist-length brown hair
was sweet-talking Ron in a quavering, tearful voice-what a wonderful
friend he was, what a wise teacher, the empty space he had left in her life.
Anabel hissed softly. Karl placed his hand on her arm. Ron would not have
done that, of course. Karl had always envied Ron's detachment. Ron might
shift your attention so you did not miss out on some bigger event, but he
would not console you or take away your pain. He would let you keep it,
wrestle with it, master it. Ron never tried to change you; he simply did not
try to stop you from changing. The girl was talking about Ron's "angel
eyes," their "transcendental depth," she said, how much she had learned
just by looking into them, how they soothed and brought an end to pain.
Karl wanted to think that if Ron were here he would rise in revolt against
such sappy talk. Anabel might have had a similar thought, for she whirled
and hissed at the girl: "Oh, shit. What do you know about pain?'' Then she
turned to glare at Ron's picture and began a little rocking motion forward
and back from the waist, with her fingers clenched white-knuckled in her
lap.
Anabel's lips began moving. "Ron, you bastard," she whispered,
"you bastard . . . Damn you, damn you, damn you . . ." The whispering
grew louder, became an invocation, a mantra. "Oh, damn you, Ron,"
Anabel chanted. "Damn you, damn you, damn you, damn you . . ." Karl
stirred, uneasy. What if Ron actually could hear her? How could this kind
of language be of any help to Ron in his terrifying passage through the
bardos? Yet Karl too was angry. Anabel spoke for both of them. This time
he restrained the urge to put his hand on her arm.
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Instead of finishing graduate school, Ron had gone to India. Friends
reported seeing him in Delhi, then in a ragged robe somewhere, a
wandering monk. When he resurfaced around Stanford a few years later he
was living in a garage, fasting, doing pranayama all night, drinking a glass
of water through his nose eve1y morning. Once a month he spent two days
swallowing a twenty-foot strip of cotton cloth, and two days pulling it out
again. Karl publicized Ron's return. Old friends began dropping in to sit
with Ron on the floor of the garage and listen to him discourse on the
dharma. Ron had come home to a land of love and psychedelics, draft
resistance, free speech riots. The Merry Pranksters partied at Kesey's house
a few blocks away. A free university offered classes in living rooms all over
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town. Anybody could teach absolutely anything, Karl said. He wanted Ron
in it. The Free U needed a spiritual dimension.
Ron said he knew nothing; he was just stumbling along like
everybody else. Once in a while he noticed that his mouth was open and
some words were coming out. All he did was try to make sense out of what
he heard. Perfect, Karl said. You can branch out. You can teach other
things you know nothing about.
Anabel was a student in Karl's meditation class. Her husband called
meditation the work of the Devil and had threatened to leave her if she did
not give it up. Karl was attracted to her unobstructed gaze and her motherof-pearl skin that seemed to belong to some higher order of evolution. He
took her to meet Ron. Someone passed a joint around the garage. Later,
Anabel said she watched Ron change into a wrinkled sage, a corpse, a
young woman, a crone, various animals, an infant, a godlike young adult,
and finally into a golden light that poured into her, dissolved her familiar
self and gave her an experience of expanding ecstatically into the universe.
"For the first time in my life," she told Karl, "I felt complete.
Everything was gone, yet nothing was missing. It was like coming home
after a lifetime in an alien land."
When Ron and Anabel rented the old farmhouse in the hills behind
Stanford they asked Karl to live in the extra room. He was kept busy,
buffering the changes for both of them. Anabel's husband Sydney wasted
no time hiring expensive legal help. Anabel was adjudged an unfit mother,
living with a long-haired madman who took drugs, dabbled in alien
religions, and answered the front door naked. Ron was barely housebroken.
It puzzled Ron that Anabel wanted to go to bed at the same time every
night. She has to get up and go to work, Karl explained. She needs her
sleep. But the best time for meditation is after midnight, Ron said, with a
rueful funow in his high, domed forehead. He chanted from two to five in
the morning, then slept three hours. Anabel had once seen him meditating
with his eyes rolled back, only the whites showing. She had gone to Karl,
frightened. What had she got herself into? It happens sometimes in
samadhi, Karl explained. It's a good sign. Anabel would not go into the
room with Ron at all on the days when he was swallowing cotton cloth and
pulling it up again.
There were lighter moments, too. Anabel was intrigued by Ron's
asceticism. Where Sydney's life was dedicated to increasing his buying
power, Ron could live on nearly nothing, almost anywhere. In an old car,
his last year at Stanford. Deprived of her children, Anabel turned her
mothering on Ron. She sewed and bought him new clothes. It was hopeless;
he prefened ragged cutoffs outdoors, his bi11hday suit indoors. For a while
it moved her to see him enjoy her cooking. Then one day she and Karl
watched him eating plain unsalted brown rice he had cooked while they
were at work.
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"How it is?" she asked.
"Delicious."
"That's what you said about the cuny dinner I fixed last night."
"That was delicious too."
It was the same with her clothing, her hair style, movies, the
weather. Everything was beautiful.
"Ron," she said, laughing, "I don't think you have any taste at all."
"I don't think I have either," he said, chomping merrily.
Sometimes when Ron was out, Anabel cried for her children. Did
anything ever make it right, she asked Karl, for a mother to leave her
children? Karl held her, uneasy about his part in it. Sometimes he thought
of Anabel as he watched a gray squirrel launch itself into the blue sky from
a giant oak above the house. Its tail windmilled as it crashed into the small
branches of the next tree, making a doomsday grab for enough leaves and
twigs to break its fall. Karl was awed by Anabel's courage. It did her no
harm in his eyes that her leap from Sydney's branch also seemed
impeccable. She had married too young. One day she realized that in order
to keep Sydney from hating her she would have to become one of the
pointless charades who populate the charity balls and opera boxes. "I would
have left him without Ron," she told Karl. "What good would I be to my
children if all I am is their father's fantasy?"
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Ron's influence on the Free U was growing fast. At any time of the
day or night when Karl came home he was likely to find long-haired
strangers reeking of frangipani or patchouli in the living room, the kitchen,
the shower, even in his bed. They followed Ron home like stray cats and
dogs. They came from his free altered-states class, his free passive
resistance class, his free naked psychodrama class, his tantric sex class.
Once in a while Anabel herded eve1yone out the front door. Karl helped
her, though he secretly enjoyed the unpredictable company and commotion
in the house. Anabel needed more time alone with Ron all to herself. She
needed fewer nubile young women lolling around with their breasts and
thighs spilling out of their clothes. Her jealousy had sprung out of nowhere,
and clung like a rabid cat. It was a community where a beautiful beaded
nymphet felt free to proposition Ron in front of Anabel in her own living
room. Her mother's words, hussies, hissed in her throat. Where did they
come from? Anabel wanted to know.
Ron's forehead furrowed.
"I never take them up on it, do I?"
"Suppose you had? That creature would have waltzed into our
bedroom without batting an eye. Have they no shame?"
"Dogs have shame."
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"Bow wow."
"They're experimenting."
"Let them experiment on someone else."
The hussies even had the gall to complain to her when Ron refused.
She could hardly believe it. Did they expect her to put in a good word for
them? "Why not?" one had said. "We're trying to create a new world,
without the old hangups." "Great! Go do it somewhere else!" Anabel had
raged. "Not in my house!" The men were no better, she said. One beaded
flake had told her in front of forty people that she had a beautiful, bite-size
pudendum. She knew it was her own fault, she said, for showing up in a
naked sex-education class, but was nothing sacred, nothing private? When
she was angry, Ron would listen to her indictments, nodding, agreeing with
everything. It seemed to agitate her even more. Sometimes she pounded on
him. His chest thumped like a barrel. He would hold his arm up to protect
his face and yell, "Harder! Harder! Let it all out!" and sometimes he could
get her to start screaming.
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Karl was in love with Anabel. Once, after a particularly baffling
encounter with Ron she asked Karl to hold her. With her brown hair cool
against his cheek, her scent, the sweetness of the vibration flowing from her
body into his own, he experienced something like the deep, dissociated
bliss of samadhi.
"Are you sony you left Sydney?" he asked.
"No." After a long silence she squeezed his arm. "I don't know what
I'd do without you, Karl."
His heart raced, he was afraid she would hear it. He had no illusion
about her meaning. He noticed the way she watched Ron, his linebacker's
body stretched in yoga postures in the patio, the way her eyes followed the
working of his muscles as he walked across the room or reached for
something at the table. Karl saw her constant little attentions, how she
anticipated Ron's needs, how she proudly quoted him to others. Never had
a woman's glance lingered on Karl as Anabel's on Ron, at least not in
Karl's memory. Karl was a walking hairball, in the fashion of the times, but
his hair was less a political statement than a way of disguising his knobby
head and receding jaw, distracting the eye from his thin chest and his tooshort bandy legs.
In a different way, Karl was in love with Ron too. Someday Karl
would go to India or Japan, but for now, Ron himself was the dharma.
Sharing books with Ron, arguing with him, sitting with him for days and
nights of meditation and chemical-assisted odysseys on the uncharted
oceans of inner space. When Anabel sailed with them too, Karl's world was
complete.
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One day Kesey and the Meny Pranksters invited Ron and Anabel to
a pig roast at the beach. Anabel had to work. She did not want Ron to go.
"Why not?" he said. He admired their noble experiment. Crazy wisdom.
Budding advadhuts. Karl scoffed.
"They're total nihilists. They're not going anywhere."
"Where is there to go?'' Ron said. "They're already where they are."
There followed a joyous battle around one of their favorite
conundrums. Books piled up with open pages. The meaning of paradox, of
being present. Karl's yard-long kinky hair got in everybody's way. Anabel
pinned it with a beret.
At Kesey's farm up in Oregon there had been a pig that suddenly
started trying to hump everything in sight-dogs, sheep, cows, people.
There were reports of a sodomized tractor. After everybody was thoroughly
disgusted, Kesey's brother butchered the pig and drove it down to the
Pranksters. At nightfall, after the feast and the volleyball and the frisbees
and the dart games in multidimensional dayglo, Ron and a large-breasted
girl discovered themselves irresistibly attracted to each other, and
disappeared in the dark up the beach. Karl awoke sometime before
daybreak to hear Anabel screaming words that sounded like, "I can smell
her!" Then the murmur of Ron's voice. In the morning Ron and Anabel
both looked drawn and sleepless. Ron was sitting for the first time in Karl's
memory with slumped shoulders. But it was not for the reason Karl
expected.
"If I haven't mastered my appetites," Ron said, ''I'll never attain."
Another surprise, Anabel was sitting with her arm around Ron as if trying
to console him.
"Give yourself a break," Karl said. "It proves you're a human
being."
"I was out of control," Ron said. "Something else took over."
"Maybe it was some chemical in the pig," Karl said. "Who knows
what they fed him?"
"I feel like a flatworm."
Karl chuckled, recalling the experiments in which the worms who
ate their minced-up comrades acquired their comrades' behavior.
"Your appetite for me doesn't seem to bother you," Anabel said.
"I haven't talked about it," Ron said. "I should be able to take it or
leave it."
"How about food?"
"Food, air, everything. A real yogi can stop breathing."
"Only for so long," Karl said. "Then he stops living."
"That should be OK too."
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The knuckles of Anabel's interlaced fmgers were turning white. Karl
had an inspiration-maybe Ron and Anabel should try celibacy for a while.
"I've thought of it," Ron said, staring at Anabel. "Do you think you
could handle it?"
Anabel considered.
"For a while, at least."
Ron's face glowed as a man's might if a beautiful woman had just let
it be known that she would like to make love with him. Anabel smiled.
"Sometimes celibacy brings people even closer together."

The Free-U community now met weekly in a room at Stanford, with
Ron as Director. The Free U was becoming politicized, splintering into
factions that wanted to use it for their own ends. A Marxist accused Ron of
being a decadent acid freak. Women who had tried to seduce Ron called
him a chauvinist pig for being unfaithful to Anabel. Men jealous of his
leadership told him his teaching was a mish-mash of traditions, he was not a
true yogi, he lacked discipline, would never attain and should give up trying
to teach anything.
Ron's face beamed.
"That's exactly what I've been telling you!" he cried. "What do I
know? I'm nothing but a .. . a flatworm!"
In the commotion that followed, Anabel found herself demanding the
floor, challenging anybody who thought they could teach Ron's classes to
stand up. There were no volunteers. Karl jumped to his feet, yelling, "All
flatworms here stand up!" Almost everybody stood up, making flatworm
faces. Karl lifted Ron's arm high over his head.
"The flatworms have it!" Karl cried.
Anabel had never before confronted a crowd. Her adrenaline was
still racing when she got home.
"Why didn't you defend yourself, Ron?"
He grirmed.
"You and Karl did it for me."
"That's not an answer."
"Notice how good you feel." He flexed, to show her. "You were a
lioness!"
Karl wondered, himself-would Ron have sat there and simply
watched the Free U degenerate in a killing frenzy? For the first time, Karl
had serious doubts. Was he looking at a philosophy, a character flaw, or a
flawed philosophy?
"How do you feel about letting somebody else fight your battles?" he
said.
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Ron's smile was so cherubic that Karl and Anabel could only laugh.
To Ron, reality was a standing joke. It's all done with mirrors, he said. He
loved to tell a story about an old Chinese monk an unmarried girl named as
the father of her unborn child. When the villagers told the monk what a
wicked man he was, he said, "Is that so?" When the child was born they
presented it to him and told him he must raise it. "Is that so?" he said. He
devoted himself to caring for the child and educating it. One day the real
father confessed. The villagers came to the monk, took the child and told
him he must surely be a saint. "Is that so?" the monk replied.
"Be serious," Karl said, still not satisfied. "They attacked you like a
bunch of sharks."
"Is that so?" Ron said.
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The pig changed Ron.
"I have to speed up," he said. "I can't wait a thousand lifetimes."
"What does that mean?'' Karl said, glancing uneasily at Anabel.
"We need to study the ancient traditions. Sufism. Tantra."
"We do that," Karl said.
"We need to do more. The Tibetan short path."
"There are stories about people who went crazy on the short path."
"Yes," Ron said, "but the craziest are people who never tried it."
Ron sought out yogis, swamis, roshis, traveling sikhs, brought them
to the house, studied their practices. He talked to medical doctors, chemists,
electronics engineers, physicists. Karl and Anabel pored over catalogs.
Once in a while Ron ordered some piece of esoteric hardware. When they
were not at work, Karl and Anabel tried to keep an eye on Ron
experimenting with LSD, mescaline and other chemicals during meditation,
devices such as the brain-wave driver, baptism. Karl sometimes felt as if he
was riding a cannonball; he could only hang on and hope they came down
in some reasonably soft place.
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One of the things they helped Ron with was the harness. In India he
had met a yogi who taught him kundalini asanas. In one of them you
breathed fast and vigorously on hands and knees, then stood up and raised
your arms overhead and felt a current like the electric output of the Grand
Coulee dam. You experienced a second or two of transcendental bliss, then
passed out and fell down. Ron did not mind falling down-he and Karl and
Anabel had covered the living room floor with a layer of foam rubber, then
sheepskins sewn together for the struggles and falling down of the
psychodrama class. But Ron theorized that he could prolong the bliss,
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maybe even look beyond it. He fashioned a harness of padded rope and
hung it from a rafter. When he stood up he would fling both arms into the
harness, which held him upright after he passed out. He tried it a few times
as Karl watched, with unce1tain results. Then one day Anabel called Karl at
work. Ron was in the hospital with a dislocated shoulder.
"It could have been your neck," Karl told Ron in his hospital bed.
Anabel glared.
"I thought you had more sense."
Ron grinned.
"Whatever gave you that idea?"
They made him promise not to use the harness again. It hung in one
comer of the living room, gathering dust, a reminder. "Failures are as
important as successes," Ron said. Next came intensified experiments with
psychedelics-boosters for meditation, Ron said, shuttles to inner space.
Karl and Anabel would come home to find him with kaleidoscope eyes, lost
in a time warp. Karl warned Ron about the bizarre blends, the frequency
and the heavy doses.
"We don't have much time," Ron said. "Pretty soon all this stuff will
be illegal and we'll never find out what's what."
"Why do you have to do it?"
"There are a lot of people out there stumbling around in the dark.
They need maps."
"Let them make their own maps."
Ron winked.
"Think of me as the Magellan of the pharmacopoeia."
For two months he stayed in bed with a tank of nitrous oxide. Karl
and Anabel fed him, got him a fresh tank. A delegation arrived from the
Free U. There were some who thought he should be hospitalized, maybe
committed. Anabel became a hellcat. "Committed?" she screamed, shoving
them out the door. "You ignorant barbarians! Would you have the guts to
do what he's doing? All you do is get stoned and blow bubbles! Get out of
here and leave him alone! He can kill himself if he wants to and it's
nobody's business but his own!" The door slammed. Karl stared while the
house reverberated.
"Do you mean that?"
"I don't know what I mean," Anabel said, looking frightened.
Ron was chuckling in the other room. He had heard her as a
sympathetic vibration through the space-time continuum.
"How much longer?" Karl asked him. "We may have to take away
the tank ."
They waited while his attention struggled up from the deep.
"A week," Ron whispered. "In another week I should know
everything wmth knowing."
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True to his promise, in a week he got out of bed, and started doing
yoga again to rebuild his strength.
"It points the way," he said of all drugs. "Great for openers, even
distance. Then it's like everything else." His smile announced the
imminence of a favorite maxim: "You have to let go and let God."
''I'd like a bit of your time now," Anabel said. "Do you think God
would mind?"
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As much as Ron's dharma quest fascinated Karl, there was a time
when he nearly fell from its grip. Ron gave up celibacy to study tantric sex.
Anabel confided in Karl-she was having experiences that, as far as she
knew, had not been written about in books. She and Ron would focus on a
glow in the heart, or a star in the head or above the head. While they
meditated, they allowed their bodies to follow any impulse that arose. It
was like watching two other people make love, she said. Sometimes they
lost their bodies entirely. They might have been animals, flowers, trees,
oceans, or the universe exploding into being. When they returned, they
drifted from a vast distance into unfamiliar bodies. They had to touch
themselves all over to feel solid again, of this earth.
While he listened and nodded and made comparisons from his wide
reading, Karl wondered why she was telling him these things. Was she
insensitive? Was she cruel or capricious? It was hard to believe she did not
at least suspect how he felt about her. He avoided Anabel for a few days,
and thought of moving out of the house. On the verge of confronting her, he
could not decide which hurt most-her intimate confidences, or the thought
of her silence if she drew back and stopped confiding in him. Often, when
he wrestled with confusion Karl opened a favorite book at random and a
sentence leaped out at him. Today he read, "As the larger fish eats the
smaller, so the highest love consumes jealousy."
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Ron left no stone unturned in his search for a shorter path. He
discovered the brain-wave driver in a catalog of biofeedback equipment.
Karl had found the driver first, but had purposely burned the catalog before
Ron could see it. Eventually another catalog arrived. Karl tried to persuade
Ron not to send the order, but as usual, Karl's explanation of the dangers
only increased Ron's interest. You plugged the device into a wall socket,
pasted the electrodes to your skull and turned the switch on. Supposedly, a
very small current drove electrical impulses into your brain at alpha-wave
frequencies. As the current increased, alpha took over the entire brain,
producing a state like samadhi. Karl noticed a red line on the dial.
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"Why didn't they just build it so it doesn't need a red line?"
Ron shrugged.
"Probably some people can handle it OK above redline."
Karl stared.
"Ron?"
Ron waved his hand.
"I'll be able to tell."
"Is this going to be another harness?"
"I'll be sure somebody's here."
"What good will that do, if it fries your brain?"
"Don't worry. My finger will always be on the switch."
The results were remarkable, Ron said. Karl tried it and reluctantly
agreed. Anabel tried it and had to agree also. Without telling them, with no
one else in the house Ron began turning the dial above redline, a little
farther every day. The results were even more remarkable. One day, as Ron
told it later, when the results were most remarkable of all he understood
that he was paralyzed. He could not flick the switch no matter how hard he
tried. He could not cry for help even if somebody had been within hearing.
He couldn't even be sure he was breathing. He felt his mind going, his
vision, everything. At this moment the door opened, Karl walked in, tripped
over the cord and pulled it from the socket. As Ron began to recover he
tried to turn the dial so Karl could not see the setting. Karl stormed.
"Jesus Christ! We went through this with the harness! Haven't you
learned?"
"Relax," Ron said. "It wasn't my time." His bemused smile seemed
to have remained throughout the crisis.
"How do you know it wasn't your time?''
"You came in at precisely the right moment."
"That was pure accident!"
"There are no accidents."
Karl told Anabel and their close friends. The community confronted
Ron. By then, there were a thousand students, forty-five free courses, many
teachers, an even larger hall to meet in at Stanford. The hall overflowed. A
youth in a blue workshirt and a fierce black bush hiding his lower face
declared that the Free U needed a new director. We are becoming
something, he said. The world is noticing us. He accused Ron of
discrediting them. The news article about the harness accident had made
them look like flakes . Others protested, declaring it their obligation to look
like flakes, as unlike the establishment as possible. "If we go too far, we'll
cause a backlash," the bush said. A bespectacled young woman took aim at
Ron's psychological integrity. Notice the way he walks, she said. His feet
seem to barely make contact with the ground- a symptom of early
abandonment. His use of drugs and meditation could be diagnosed as
clinical dissociation.
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There were boos and hisses.
"Diagnosed, my ass!" Karl yelled. "This is spiritual repression!"
"Not at all," the bush said. "It's a question of who represents us." He
accused Ron of being apolitical, a political coward.
"Bullshit!" Karl shouted. "Spiritual awareness is the ultimate
political act!"
The clamor increased. Anabel started to stand up, but Ron placed his
hand on her arm. He smiled and nodded at everybody, saying nothing while
his detractors dug up the dirt on his life. He had left his wife and abandoned
his child. He was self-destructive. He did not represent the new age. He was
too old-he was thirty-five. In rebuttal, his students claimed him as their
guru. He polarized them, he brought their stuff out in the open so they
could see themselves. The political faction declared him a self-indulgent
libertine exhibitionist. It was well known that he had stood in his doorway
bare-ass naked for fifteen minutes arguing theology with two Seventh-Day
Adventist ladies. What did he have to say about that?
Ron pursed his lips and frowned thoughtfully.
"Well, I sure gained a lot of admiration for Seventh-Day Adventist
ladies. They didn't once look below my chest."
The laughter aroused the hussies. They called him a prude and a
hypocrite. They accused him of supporting a sexual revolution he would not
personally take part in. Karl walked out in disgust. Half the hall left with
him. Ron stood up barechested in his ragged cutoffs and reaffirmed his
incompetence, adding a few imperfections they had overlooked. "What do I
know?" he said, happily. "Everybody here knows more than I do." He
would send a written resignation. There were protests, entreaties. Factions
organized for battle. Ron smiled and said it was time to let go and let God.
The baptism period had begun.
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Ron said that in the beginning of all religions people got high and
saw God. There were drugs, of course-hashish and the fly agaric
mushroom for the Hindus and probably the Christians also. But the drugs
were not for the weak or unstable. All the major religions, Ron said, use or
once used some form of baptism in rivers-the Ganges, the Brahmaputra,
the Jordan, the Nile. The great rivers of the world started in snow-capped
mountain ranges. That meant frigid water flowing down into desert furnaces
and steaming jungles. Suppose our ancestors came in off the desert with
their body temperatures well over a hundred and jumped into an icy river to
cool off? If it was only to cool off, why had it become such an important
ritual?"
Ron installed an oversized enamel bathtub in the patio and filled it
with cold water, cooled fmther with ice. Then he soaked himself in the tub
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in the bathroom until his temperature was over a hundred. Anabel and Karl
helped him walk to the tub outdoors. Submerged except for his head, Ron
entered a remarkable space. He experienced himself, he said, as a column
of light, or light/bliss, that extended to infinity in either direction. He was
without a physical body, without thought, without past or future, without
memory, fear, desire or any "human" quality, yet lacking in nothing.
Everything seemed to be there, the whole universe seemed to be there,
unmanifest, as potentiality, identical with himself. He seemed to be God.
Anabel tried it, then Karl. They too had unusual experiences. The
word got around. Before long, half the Free U and their friends were asking
for baptisms. A local newspaper printed an article: RON THE BAPTIST.
People were coming from Stanford, Berkeley, Big Sur. Each baptism took
time, and Ron's personal attention. Not everyone could tolerate such high
temperatures. Ron monitored their pulse rates, held their heads above the
water, helped them walk from tub to tub. He took elaborate notes.
Experiences varied, but supp011ed theory. People came back for more,
saying it had changed their lives.
At about this time Ron began to study the Tibetan Book of the Dead,
filling notebooks with commentary. When he first read it, he had taken it as
a guide to the living-an advanced primer on the stages of meditation. Now
he began to take it literally, as a guide to dying. He told Anabel, "I ask
myself every day, if I died at this moment, from what level would I launch?
We're like those squirrels up there-the branch we leap from determines
where we land." He began subscriptions to news magazines and a daily
paper. It made Karl nervous. What did it have to do with the dharma?
"That stuffll rot your brain," he said.
Ron grimaced.
"You said it. You know how spider venom dissolves a bug's insides
so the spider can suck it out? Same thing."
Anabel clutched her stomach.
"Oh, Ron."
"Be serious," Karl said.
Ron whacked the open magazine with the back of his hand.
"That's exactly the trouble. Eve1ybody's serious. Existence itself is a
joke."
"Ha ha," Karl said.
"That's better," Ron said.
"Come on," Karl said. "What are you really up to?"
Ron rattled the magazine.
"Between my personal karma and all this, I'll need an Atlas
booster."
"For what?" Anabel said.
"To reach escape velocity."
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Alone with Karl, Anabel lamented that it was unlike any relationship
she had experienced or heard of. It gave her no promises or security.
Sometimes Ron seemed not quite human, almost heartless. Yet what did she
know of the heart? Had she ever loved a real person or been loved by one?
Was Ron a real person? Ron himself would say he was merely a reflection
in her mind. He would tell her to keep her mirror clean. In spite of her fear,
there was an odd reassurance in this. Sydney told you who he was, every
time he opened his mouth. He had reality all mapped out. The trouble was,
Sydney lived on a flat earth. Ron's maps were wild, incomprehensible.
Anything was possible.
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Anabel discovered that Ron was taking baptisms alone, when
nobody else was in the house. He scoffed at her concern. He knew what he
was doing, he said. At least he allowed Karl to devise a headrest to keep his
face above the water. Then Karl discovered that Ron had begun breathing
nitrous oxide from an inflated balloon while he lay in the cold tub. Karl
gave him a lecture: His blood chemistry was probably much like that of a
scuba diver experiencing the rapture of the deeps. Below two hundred feet,
scuba divers got so ecstatic they wanted to go ever deeper. They had been
known to tear off their masks.
''I'm not down two hundred feet."
"You might slip off your headrest and breathe water, thinking it's
air."
"It's an idea."
"Cute," Karl said. "Do you want to go out, hallucinating?"
Ron's grin said isn't everything hallucination?
Something in Anabel seemed to break loose.
"It's nothing to joke about, Ron! I didn't give up my children for
you, only to see you destroy yourselfl"
"You did it for me?''
"Who else?"
"I thought you did it for yourself."
"I did it for both of us. I did it because I believe in you."
He placed his hand on hers.
"Believe in yourself."
She jerked her hand away and jumped to her feet.
"You know all the right words, don't you? A maxim for everything."
"Anabel, it's no more dangerous than driving on the freeway."
Anabel ran from the dining room into the hall. A door slammed. Ron
caught Karl's eye as if he'd welcome some advice.
"She misses the children, Ron."
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When it appeared that Ron was going to let Anabel deal with this in
her own way, Karl went to her. She sat on the bed with her hands clenched
rigidly between her knees.
"My God," she said, "there must be an easier way."
Karl sat in silence, with an arm around her shoulders. He was in the
unhappy predicament of seeing both sides. Would they have told Magellan
not to sail, Lindberg not to fly, Madame Curie to stay out of her laboratory?
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One day soon after, Karl and Anabel carne home with their arms full
of groceries to find Ron kneeling at the fireplace, grinding ashes into his
scalp.
"What are you doing?" Anabel cried, dropping her packages and
running to him. The words seemed tom from his chest:
''I'm going to stop all this, Anabel!"
"Stop what?"
"I came to a place where all the tormented souls were crying out! All
of them, since the beginning of time!"
Anabel sat with her arm around his waist while Karl pulled books off
the shelf and read aloud, lectured.
"It's the last bardo, Ron. You have to keep the focus, hold on until
you get to the other side."
Ron cracked his knuckles. Karl and Anabel had never seen him
distraught.
"People are following in my steps. But where to? What if there is no
other side?"
"We don't know that for sure, do we?" Karl said. "Do we? For all
we know, maybe the other side is a total blackout. No God. No anything."
Ron grabbed another handful of ashes, howling. He was doing
something wrong, there was some defect in himself, the community was
right, he should not be hying to lead people, he could only cause harm,
he'd be better off walled up in a cave somewhere like the monks in the
Himalayas where nobody could see him until he found the truth or died.
Ron canceled all his classes, spent long hours sitting crosslegged,
meditating alone. With the exception of a baptism now and then for Karl or
Anabel, the big enamel tub in the patio sat unused. Karl and Anabel
breathed easier. Sooner or later, they imagined, Ron would go looking for
some new vehicle of o·anscendence, but they would cross that bridge when
they came to it.
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After the funeral Anabel told Karl about that last afternoon. It had
been an alternate Sunday, when she was allowed to see her children at
Sydney's house, with the maid present, while Sydney and his new wife
were out. Anabel was having trouble giving the children her whole
attention. She kept thinking of Ron, wanting to be with him, feeling guilty,
wanting to be completely with her children also. A coastal wind was
blowing, a summer fog bank hung above the hills that backed Sydney's
estate. The scent of flowers filled the air. Anabel had wanted to raise her
children in this garden. Bees hummed, bluejays screeched, as at home the
squirrels were busy making prodigious leaps, cutting acorns from the great
oaks and dropping them to the ground for later harvest. The children were
not happy. Little Sid clung to her. Sydney' s new wife seemed a gentle
person, but Sid wanted his real mother. Anabel was trying to explain to him
about the squirrels, pointing up at them when a fat acorn fell at their feet.
Sid was fretful , he would not look, she picked him up . As soon as she did
so, Suzanne ran to her, demanding attention.
"Why don 't you live with us?" Sid pouted. She heard the anger in his
voice, a little more each visit. "Daddy says you don't want to live with us."
"I want you to live with me," she said.
Suzanne was pounding her leg, beginning to cry. Anabel picked her
up too. Anabel was slim-boned, not tall, but she held both of them, one in
each arm, feeling preternaturally strong.
"My babies," she whispered. She refused to tum them against their
father, as he was turning them against her.
"Maybe someday you can come live with me."
"You don't want us," Sid said.
Where her thoughts had been mostly with Ron as she drove to see
her children, now they were mostly with the children as she drove home.
After switching off the engine she sat in the car for a few moments, still
tangled in regret. The children were always tearful when she left. Small
hands had to be pried from her skirt, her legs, her arms, then pulled loose
again. The door closed on crying faces . There would be a knot in her chest
for days. She took a deep breath. It was time to be home with Ron .
As she got out of the car she paused to admire the thick wisteria
vines twisting around one end of the old farmhouse . Soon there would be a
mass of purple blossoms. The overlapping redwood boards had long ago
weathered to the gray of driftwood. The only feature of modem origin was
the sliding glass doors to the patio. Inside, in a fieldstone fireplace a small
fire burned much of the year. It always gave Anabel pleasure to open the
front door, kick off her shoes and feel her feet sink into the woolly
sheepskins that the three of them had sewn together. She knew how to
furnish a house, she could make a room vibrate around a few simple
objects. Even Ron, who was supposed to have no discrimination,
commented on it.
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Ron was not in the living room, meditating. As Anabel passed the
glass doors she did not see him in the patio or the oversized bathtub. He
was not in the bathroom or bedroom. There was no note. That was unusual.
She went to the patio doors to look at the tub again. If he was in the tub, the
top of his head would be showing above the rim. That is, unless he had
slipped off the headrest. She slid the door open and stepped into the patio.
Anabel felt the deflated balloon beneath her foot before she saw it.
Ron lay naked underwater, smiling up at her as if he'd been waiting for her
face to appear over the edge of the tub. His eyes gazed into hers, wide open,
deep and brilliant as the June sky. She recognized the look immediately; she
had seen it in the garage, the day she first met Ron. It was the look in the
eyes of the godlike young adult a moment before the golden light had
poured into her, lifted her, dissolved her familiar self and released her into
the universe, exalted and terrified at the same time, not knowing who or
where or what she was, or how she had got to this place.
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Baseball, Girls and Mysteries

T

Mark Bussmann

HE ball floated toward him in a high, deep parabola and he
retreated, moving sideways, the rising gray object reaching its apex,
then tumbling out of the blue April sky with remarkable speed and
clarity. He felt as he always did when catching a ball: that he was alone, no
one remotely near him, and the sphere that fell from the heavens was meant
only for him. This time was different, though, because he wore no glove
and he stood rooted to the freshly cut lawn waiting for a ball bigger than
he'd ever caught before, bigger than a grapefruit, to land in his hands, and
he had no idea whether he would hold it. It seemed a little like a dream, like
a nightmare, the girls in his coed class watching too, then as if it were
always the same the ball landed in his hands and he threw it in a single
motion toward the infield. The next batter came up and Timothy stood with
practiced casualness as if he did it every day and had never doubted. He
was able to do this because no one was within a hundred feet of him, to
hear his heart gallop in his chest or see the crimson pallor of his perspiring
face.
There was more to it than a simple ballgame. He thought it odd, yet
distinctly consistent, that events happening around him and to him took on a
kind of circular motion, and though they didn't precisely repeat themselves,
they did occur at the damnedest times. This knowledge didn't make him
sweat any less, but he had an appreciation for their marvelous complexity,
the complexity of change and sameness, and for their inexplicable
regularity.
Cathy was at bat. He dreaded her hitting the ball to him because he'd
betray his lack of nerve and as the laced fat grapefruit bounded toward him
he would slip or muff it and then fumble trying to pick it up and throw it
spasmodically at no one. He saw himself do it as she swung, but the ball
popped gently toward first base. It was caught and Timothy felt himself
breathe again.
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He'd known Cathy for four years, from his freshman to his senior year
in high school. Well, he'd known of her, seen her, once maybe muttered
something-hello?-to her as she hobbled up stairs to class after breaking
her leg as a sophomore. He might have offered to carry her books. His
cheeks blushed with the same rosy tint that he remembered from then, as he
raced toward left field and caught a flyball to end the inning. He shrugged
to himself and ran in the slow, comfortable gait that ballplayers used to
return to the bench after three outs. There was no bench here, just the
expanse of sheared lawn that served as the football, softball and soccer
fields for his high school. He knew the fields well, even the distant tract
homes and their wooden fences which he touched in passing while
preparing for the mile run each year.
Timothy lay on his back, in a patch of blossoming white clover, the
lawnrnower droning huskily near the homes, the afternoon sun overhead
comfortable on him. It had been cool that morning, enough so that he wore
a light jacket, but now he felt, in his gym shorts and shirt, balanced, as if
the world were perfectly still, not rushing madly to complete another day,
another year. Knowing he'd probably not bat this inning, he lapsed into a
kind of waking dream. He saw Cathy very clearly in the red dress she
wore-probably they were freshman-in Spanish class. They changed seats
frequently in that room, but what he remembered most, because he liked it,
was sitting to her side. The red dress was a kind of knit, fit to the curves of
her body, and when she sat and crossed her legs it rose halfway up her
thighs. She wore nylons and flats, black and red ones, with narrow straps. It
was battle to divide his attention between the dress, which at different times
seemed to rise higher than others, and the teacher who lectured in the front
of the room. More than once Timothy was unable to answer a question
directed at him and then his face matched Cathy's dress, almost a
reflection.
He didn't approach her, though he. thought maybe she did glance in his
direction a few times, until the following year and he saw her on crutches
preparing to go up the stairs. He waited until she was halfway up, paused at
the landing between floors, and he spoke behind her. He made some joke
about skiing and she seemed to smile, but then they were caught in the rush
of others going to class and he moved away with them. Later he had no idea
if she was simply being polite or if she even knew him .
Their paths crossed seldom in the next two years. They had no mutual
friends and their classes differed. He passed her in the corridor or saw her
eating in the cafeteria, but he stayed away figuring that she probably
remembered him as the boy who mumbled at her in the hall one day. Then
in fall, at a football game where he sat in the white shirted, short sleeved
cheering section, a chill nipping the air at halftime, he saw her march on the
field, not a part of the band, but with the girls who danced in a large group,
maybe fifty, in echoing time to the music. How had he noticed her? Her
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legs, of course, beneath the brief maroon skirt. They were tan and long,
though she was not especially tall, and it was definitely her walk, the way
she held her head up, her shoulders perfectly straight.
He watched her all that fall, through heat and cold and rain and wind
from the splintering wood benches in the steel framed stands as she
performed with her group each halftime. His friends snickered and joked
about the girls, who seldom moved in time to the music, and he tried not to
join in their mirth, but when the dancers split and marched in opposite
directions like sheep run amok in a meadow, then came dashing back at
each other, his eyes watered as he doubled in laughter, the sound rising
from the stands like a roar after a touchdown.
The next year, last fall, Cathy was promoted to one of three girls who
commanded the others, as best as anyone could command them. They
performed better, or maybe it was the way Timothy saw them, how Cathy
moved lightly, not quite touching the field it seemed, as her charges
followed her with feathery steps.
Timothy realized the other team was coming in from the field, and got
up quickly. He looked around for his glove, then remembered he hadn't
brought it. It seemed silly, running to the outfield carrying nothing, as if he
wasn't fully clothed. Despite his misgivings, he made a nice catch on a long
flyball. It was particularly satisfying to him because it was hit by a stocky
boy who never acknowledged Timothy's presence. Once more the fly
dropped hugely from the blue heavens and stuck in his hands as if he and
the ball were made for each other. He was surprised when the boy, Andy,
said nice catch to him as they exchanged positions at the end of the inning.
He batted third when his team was up and sent a looping line drive
over Cathy's head at first into right field, eluding the girl who tried to catch
it on one bounce. He rounded first, second, then third, his two teammates
ahead of him scoring, rooting him on, and he huffed down the baseline until
he touched the plastic platter that was home plate. They slapped hands and
he sat, off to the side. Really, it wasn't a homerun, only a sharp single and
an odd bounce. Yet he was pleased, and tired from his long run.
When they returned to the field, he daydreamed between plays,
because he often did that, and because it was that kind of day, that time of
year, after the bleak and heavy doldrums of winter, during the quiet
profound explosion of color in spring. He thought it was a little like
watching one of those pictures where time collapsed days into seconds, and
sprouts became full grown flowers and gardens appeared out of coffee
brown soil. Spring hit him like that, all at once, with subtle thunder, and
made him reel with pleasure. A waft of clover and honeysuckle breeze from
the lawn, from the backyards of the suburban homes, overtook him and he
thought he might rise and hover above the field. And for just a moment, he
believed that Cathy might even love him. For the life of him, he couldn't
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fathom why now, April, instead of January, wasn't the beginning of the
year.
They played softball for three weeks that were both unending and very
short. Every third day his team met Cathy's and they played them on the
last day. After two innings Timothy's team was so far ahead even he wasn't
sure what the score was. Andy suggested they exchange players, to make
the game competitive, and they squabbled between home plate and the
pitcher's mound, so many proposals proffered at once. Timothy stayed
outside the circle, not caring who won the game, or by how much, just
wanting to play, until his name was mentioned. He would go on the other
team. Then a voice, clear and female- how pretty it was- answered.
Timothy' s their best player, she said, they can't give him up . It was Cathy,
and he couldn't look at her, though he thought she looked right at him. He
shrugged, and the argument went on until no one could decide and they
resumed playing, no changes made, except for Timothy, in his mind, as he
stood alone in center field in the lawn that had grown wispy and heard her
translucent voice coming from nowhere, everywhere, like, in a moment, the
eruption again and again of spring, startling each time.
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Canned Hunt

P

Diane de A valle-Arce

LASTIC clothes hangers rattled like bones, like teeth, every time the
truck hit a pothole, but the long guns clamped in the rack across the
window never made a sound. Gilroy, squashed between the men,
didn't say anything either. He sucked warm flat Dr. Pepper from a can
clutched in both hands.
Mr. Riordan slapped him on the knee. "Luckiest little beggar I ever
saw. Grateful as a pup, aren't you?"
Daddy Bud frowned over the steering wheel at bright sun on
blacktop. "He better be."
"Uh-huh," Said Gilroy.
"Yes, Mr. Riordan!" Daddy Bud prompted. In the truck bed the dogs
racketted around.
"Kid's nervous, Bud. Lay off him, he'll do good when it comes to
it.,
'"Smother makes a wuss of the kid."
"Here's your tum, Bud."
NEW EPHESUS WILD ANIMAL RANCH said the sign, a buffalo
flanked by two snarly leopards. The truck bumped along a gravel road
between high chain-link fence.
"Plenty of time," said Mr. Riordan. "We can watch one, while I get
the camcorder set up."
They parked opposite a big Land Rover with windows rolled down
in the heavy summer heat of California desert. Daddy Bud nodded curtly to
the men in it, who didn't nod back.
Mr. Riordan had his camcorder on his shoulder, all ready, when
another truck, a dusty red one with a buffalo painted on it, rolled up pulling
a trailer. It looked like an ordinary stock trailer except for the welded mesh
inside the slats. Gilroy suddenly wanted to go to the bathroom and nudged
Mr. Riordan.
"Not now. Wait'll they're off."
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A square dark man got out of the red truck, looked at the tickets the
Land Rover driver passed out his window, nodded and went to the trailer.
He pulled down a ramp with sides and stood behind it. Gilroy felt the way
you do when a thunderstorm is building up. Daddy Bud leaned forward,
and Mr. Riordan stuck the camcorder out and let it roll.
In a moment a tiger, gloriously red-gold and cream striped with
black, flowed down the ramp in dream-like silence. Gilroy hadn't known
how big tigers were. All the dogs set up a clamor to split firewood. The
tiger lashed his tail, lowering his belly to the ground. He looked around,
then crawled under the red truck, out of the sun. The back of the Land
Rover snapped open and dogs poured out, yelping.
"Ridgebacks, he's got," marvelled Daddy Bud. ''I'll be damned."
Mr. Riordan panned the camera to the dogs milling around the truck.
They hung back until the boldest stretched out her black muzzle to sniff the
tiger's tail. She stuck her head under the fender and bayed. The tiger stayed
a few seconds more before he hauled out and loped away across the dry
range.
The Land Rover ground into gear, swung around and pursued the
hounds. The tiger stretched out and ran, stripes a blur in the sun, but Gilroy
heard the guns boom and the tiger fell a hundred yards away, in a welter of
dogs.
Daddy Bud said, "Might'swell eat lunch. Be awhile before they're
ready for us."
"Thought myself they'd have a bigger staff, what they charge," Mr.
Riordan said as he groped under the seat for the box lunch. He passed out
bologna sandwiches and bags of chips. They watched the ridgeback hounds
whipped back into the Land Rover, the short dark man crouch over the tiger
carcass, two long-legged hunters stand around.
"A cool ftve thou," said Daddy Bud.
"Exclusive of mounting," added Mr. Riordan.
"I gotta pee," Gilroy announced.
Mr. Riordan good-humoredly got down, beer in one hand and
sandwich in the other. "Now's the time, I guess."
Gilroy jumped to the ground and went around behind the red truck
and stock trailer. A heavy ammoniac smell made him sneeze. Through the
wire mesh he saw a whiskered muzzle, two yellow eyes. His cougar, his
birthday present, already loaded: his light rifle and Daddy Bud' s big-game
semi-automatic, just in case.
Gilroy put his sandwich on the fender and peed against the truck tire.
He felt better, but not hungry. He wondered if the cougar got a last meal or
not. Probably not- waste of money, and grown-ups generally liked to get
their money's worth. He tore his sandwich into strips and pushed them
through the wire mesh.
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The cougar was wary, but he ate the sandwich. Gilroy watched him,
rubbing the white scar on his wrist where a Rottweiler's teeth had met
through his arm. His kitten made it up the tree and Gilroy had fourteen
stitches. He must have been about ten then, nobody trying to make a man of
him.
Daddy Bud was yelling his name, then the Land Rover shot past
with a striped bundle lashed across the hood, grinning white teeth over the
steering wheel. The driver raised ahead with a V and the two hound-packs
saluted each other with a snarling chorus. Under the dust and ruckus, Gilroy
slipped up the ramp and slid the steel pins out of the cage door. The cougar
was the color of baked earth and dry county, smaller than the tiger, as he
padded to the door. Gilroy took down the bar. "Go quick and go quiet,
Okay?" he whispered. "Don't stop and fool." Leaving the door a crack ajar,
he slipped around the truck and made his appearance zipping up his fly .
"Yeah, here's the birthday boy," said Daddy Bud.
The dark stocky man shot a glance at him. "We ask please that you
remain in your vehicle. Dogs must be under control until the quarry is
released."
"Yeah, yeah, we read the fine print." Daddy Bud hefted the big gun.
"Get in, Gilroy."
"Mister," the boy said, the open passenger door in his hand. The
three men looked at him. "What if-if I miss, say, and it runs away?"
Daddy Bud frowned and said, "Nobody is going to miss."
"But what if?" Gilroy was watching the ramp out of the comer of his
eye. He thought it shook just a little.
The short man eyed Gilroy with a peculiar glint, or maybe it was a
trick of the light. "It's your cat, Sonny, you can chase it as long as you
want. 'Course you don't want to get up into the Res."
Mr. Riordan asked, "There's a Reservation? What is it, Apaches,
hey? Might get a few feet of film-"
"Not Apaches," said the short man. The flat narrow eyes still glinted.
"No."
Behind him, Gilroy saw a tawny shadow slink down the ramp and
bound silently away. He dropped his eyes to the rifle on the seat so no
reflection would betray his birthday cat streaking for safety.
"Let's get on with it," said Daddy Bud, turning. "God DAMN! There
he goes!" The truck threw gravel from all four wheels as he gunned it,
bucking over the uneven ground. "You'll hear about this!" he yelled out the
window.
The camcorder hit Gilroy hard enough to make his eyes tear and he
concentrated on bracing himself against the shocks. Daddy Bud could drive,
all right. They could've broken an axle three times over, as Mr. Riordan
said.
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"I see 'em!" Daddy Bud answered. "Get him yet, there's no cover for
a coyote!" He hauled the wheel around and hit the accelerator.
Gilroy hung onto the dashboard. How the hood was gobbling sparse
grass instead of ruts. The ground rose on either side, and he didn't see any
more chain-link fences. They were roaring up a dry canyon, slewing from
side to side, and even Gilroy could see the line of tracks in the sand.
Daddy Bud slammed on the brakes and the truck skidded sideways
to a stop. Two boulders, one the size of a house and the other big as a single
garage, choked the canyon. Without a word Daddy Bud jumped out and
jerked open the back, letting the three ugly hounds pour over the tailgate. In
a moment they flung themselves on the fresh trail. Daddy Bud let them go,
took his gun out of the rack, said, "C'mon."
"Aw, Bud. We better go back, listen, they owe us another one, that
wasn't a fair chance. Some a these places, they give you your money back
if you haven't got a trophy in twenty minutes .. . ."
"C'mon, I Said!"
Gilroy could've told Mr. Riordan you didn't reason with Daddy
Bud. He just got out and started slogging up-canyon. He wondered if the
video showed him sneaking into the trailer. Daddy Bud would kill him.
"Must've chased that cat a good twenty miles at forty miles an
hour-he's not gonna go much farther! You can't wimp out now," Daddy
Bud hollered back.
But the dogs suddenly gave up the chase. Big redbone Daisy stopped
so suddenly she sat on her tail, and the full-throated howl turned to a
whimper. Blue and Ranger quit too, and when Daddy Bud kicked them and
swore, they turned tail and ran back the way they came. Daddy fired after
them but the shot slammed into the rocks and echoes went back and forth
like com in a popper.
Gilroy sat up with his broken ankle in both hands, past caring what
happened next. It was the lousiest birthdhy he'd ever heard of and he didn't
care if he never had another.
"Now, Bud, you better ..." Mr. Riordan didn't fmish whatever he
was going to say. There was a reason for the dogs to quit, after all. A pack
of furry dogs rushed around the boulder, three, four, five, six, seven. They
stopped and sat back on their haunches between Daddy Bud and the rifle.
They didn't look like hounds of any kind. They didn't smell like dogs, and
they didn't look at the two men and the boy like honest dogs.
"Jeez!" breathed Mr. Riordan, and cranked up the camcorder.
"Wolves!"
Even Daddy Bud looked thrown for a loss. What he might have done
next, Gilroy never knew, because the person sitting on the rock buttress
over their heads spoke.
"Didn't they tell you to stay off the Res?'' said the woman. At least
Gilroy thought she was a woman, the voice and tangled black hair to the
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shoulders of her jean jacket, but women didn't speak to Daddy Bud like
that.
"Listen, I paid for this hunt, I don't care what kind of Reservation .... "
"You haven't begun to pay yet," said the woman. "But you will."
She stood up and nocked an arrow to her bowstring.
Daddy Bud took a step toward his gun, but the nearest wolf raised
his hackles and drew back his lips.
Mr. Riordan lowered the camcorder. "Now, Miss, I'm sorry if we
seem to be trespassing, but you can't assault innocent parties. What kind of
a place is this, anyhow?"
"A hunting preserve," said the woman. "Didn't you know that?"
"Why, that's what we . .. "Mr. Riordan started to say, and looked at
Daddy Bud.
"You have a thirty second start. Make the most of it."
She bent the bow.
The two men turned and ran, the wolves after them. Over Gilroy's
head the bow twanged, one bright-feathered arrow after another sang in the
air. Less than a hundred feet away, Daddy Bud and Mr. Riordan stumbled
and went down. The wolves haggled L.L. Bean plaid shirts.
Gilroy made himself as small as he could, huddled over his ankle,
but he didn't scream of vomit of make a fuss. As Mr. Riordan said, when it
came to it he was all right.
The archer's eye passed over him like a cold hand.
Another voice (he didn't look up) said, "What about the little one?"
"So far so good. Send him home"
Gilroy let himself faint then.
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Dog Stories

A

Gail Gilliland

MELIA'S daughter Julie wants a dog. Amelia's ex-husband
Howard, who always used to wear neat slacks with creases he
pressed into them down the front, and who insisted on doing all his
own perma-press dress shirts in Amelia's Whirlpool by himself, never let
her or Julie have a dog. Howard would never even allow a dog inside their
house. But now Howard has moved to Florida to be with a man he met last
year in New Jersey at a singles bar, and Amelia thinks maybe it wouldn't be
so bad to have a dog.
For one thing, she remembers always wanting to have a dog herself.
Her father told her lots of dog stories while she was growing up, either
about the dogs he'd had when he was a boy, or about the dogs Amelia's
dead older sister Carolyn owned when she was young, but Amelia herself,
for all the stories about them, never had a dog. "A dog means a lot of
responsibility," her father told her every time she brought it up. "You can't
just go out and buy a dog and bring it home. After it gets here, you have to
feed it, take it for walks, make sure it's warm. And I'm not sure how long
you could do that, Amelia. I'm afraid it would be your mother and me who
would be responsible for the dog before too long." Then he always added,
"And we don't want to have to go through all that again at this point in
time."
Amelia's parents were well into their forties when she was born, the
surprise to end all surprises, as she was called. Amelia's older sister
Carolyn died when Amelia was three, in a Jeep accident in the Philippines,
where she was serving as a volunteer in the Peace Corps that President
Kennedy had formed two years before. Carolyn was hom the same year the
United States entered World War II, while Amelia wasn't hom until fifteen
years after the whole thing was over. That meant that Amelia and her dead
older sister came from two different generations in history, even though
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they came from the same parents. Amelia, statistically included among the
Baby Boomers, was one on whom the importance of flickering black and
white newsreels about the Kennedy years, or documentaries like Berkeley
in the Sixties, was forever lost, while the rebellious and beautiful, blond and
waif-like Carolyn, dead at only twenty-three the year before Freedom
Summer, was excluded from the very moment in history that she reflected,
and that took her life.
Amelia thought she remembered her older sister, in one of those
dream-like visions of early childhood, as a tall, thin, unhappy woman who
ignored her in front of their parents when she came to visit, but who
pinched her and told her scary stories when they were alone. Based on this
blurred memory and the details her parents have provided about her sister's
life, Amelia thinks of Carolyn as being a little like the dogs in her father's
stories-another out-of-place creature with a cruel ending, a being with the
potential to be warm and intelligent, but one so abused by conditions
entirely outside of its own control, that in spite of the love someone might
have poured out upon it, it eventually either became vicious or lost its life.
Amelia's father's dog stories have been floating into her mind at odd
moments ever since her divorce, as though they contained some truth she
knew she needed, but could not quite find. They come to her out of context,
like the sentence her best friend's mother is said to have uttered only
moments before the entire family was involved in the car accident that
killed Amelia's best friend's mother and maimed Amelia's best friend,
Evelyn, for what has tumed out to be Evelyn's entire life. Once, while
Evelyn was doing Amelia's hair from her wheel-chair in the beauty shop
she bought years later with her money from the trust the insurance company
created for her after the accident, Evelyn told Amelia that she and her
mother had been arguing about something Evelyn couldn't even remember
anymore. I will not be intimidated! Evelyn told Amelia her mother shouted
at her right before the accident. Everyone in the car was laughing at
Evelyn's mother for her choice of words as the two cars crashed.
Intimidated! Intimidated?! What kind of a word is that, Mother? Who do
you think you are, some sort of czar? This was all in regard to the minor
argument that Evelyn and her mother were having at the time.
Amelia cannot lose her impression that if people could just umavel
the truths in these kinds of things, they wouldn't hurt each other or fail at
business, or go off to some exotic far place in the world and not come back.
One of Amelia's father's dog stories was about an airedale that somehow
managed, out of sheer love and loyalty, to come limping home on two
broken legs to the boy he loved, after being run over by a car on the dirt
road that ran in front of the ranch Amelia's father grew up on in Southem
Califomia, in Ventura County, seventy years ago. In that story, people from
the city who had no business driving cars without any training, and least of
all driving them too fast past all the horse-drawn wagons and farm
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equipment that were still likely to lumber by in rural Southern California
back in those times, roared by Amelia's father's ranch at forty miles an
hour and ran over the dog's legs and never even knew it. It never seemed
right to Amelia that the people in the car got away with this, as though as
long as you weren't aware that you had hurt something in your path, it was
not your fault.
Amelia's father also told a story about a collie he had to leave with a
farmer when his family lost the ranch in Ventura County during the
Depression and Amelia's father had to enlist in the Army Air Corps
because back then going into the Army was the only way a decent, Godfearing man could stay honest and still have enough regular meals to stay
alive. Two years after he left the dog with the farmer, Amelia's father was
furloughed from the Army Air Corps, because his mother died. He hitchhiked out to the farm where he'd left the dog, and, standing outside the
farmer's fence, he cupped his hands around his mouth for his special
whistle, and called the dog.
"That collie was clear across the pasture," Amelia's father told her.
"But she put her ears up, like this." Amelia's father became the collie, head
cocked to one side, brown eyes liquid with recognition, sharp nose pointed
toward the scent of the young man who had been her companion in better
times.
"So I could see she knew me, see," Amelia's father told her. "Well,
for a moment this collie just stood there, absolutely motionless, like this."
Amelia's father's tan, muscular arms tensed to become the dog's long,
graceful forepaws, all cream and brown. "Then, suddenly, she jumped into
the air, like this!" Amelia's father leapt straight up into the air, knees
together, toes pointed, and pivoted halfway round in a sort of demipirouette that was better than the ones the boys in Amelia's ballet class had
ever done. When her father landed, he pulled his arms in close to his chest
and, squatting upon his knees, he folded down. "Well, after storing up all
her strength, the dog started bounding across that pasture toward me." As
Amelia's father said this, he shifted from the shape of the dog to his
younger self. Crouching low on the floor of the kitchen in front of Amelia,
he opened his arms up wide to catch his dog. Then the collie ran with all
her being into her father's arms.
"Your sister used to love that story," Amelia's father told her.
"When she was little, before you were born, she always liked to pretend she
was the collie. She would run as fast as she could into my arms."
But at this point Amelia's father always became sad and wouldn't
talk. Amelia stepped back from the enclosure of her father's arms and
watched him walk away slowly with her sister and the long-dead dog.
Often, when he told the dog stories that had Carolyn in them,
Amelia's father, who was a registered Republican, and so had not voted for
President Kennedy in the first place, and did not like the man, would tell
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Amelia that he thought it was awful that anyone could shoot the President
of the United States that easily and put the entire country through such a
shock. Then he would add, "But I'll be damned if I'm ever going to forgive
John Kennedy for taking your sister's life."
Sometimes, Amelia wonders if Carolyn said something equally as
profound as Evelyn's mother did before she died. I will not be intimidated!
she imagines Carolyn shouting proudly as her Jeep rolls over and over in
the foreign mud. I will be immortal I My father is going to mourn for me all
his life!
One of Amelia's father's other dog stories was about the stray dogs
that used to follow Carolyn home from school. At that time, Amelia's father
and mother lived in a little tract house in Southern California, in the San
Fernando Valley, in a subdivision that had been newly built right after
World War II. The subdivision was called Citrus Hills, because the
contractors who had built the houses had plowed under a fifteen-mile
stretch of orange groves to make quarter-acre lots. Although the houses
might have been built with less than what Amelia's father called Beforethe-War Quality, they had style and charm, each with its one and threequarter bathrooms (which meant one bathroom had a tub and the other a
shower), a family room, three bedrooms, and two genuine orange trees left
over from the citrus groves.
Of course, most of the people who were moving to Southern
California from Oklahoma or Texas or someplace in the midwest to get in
on the big post-war boom in employment in Southern California during the
Fifties could not afford these homes. These people moved into white stucco
apartment buildings in downtown Los Angeles that glistened with hard
white light when they caught the sun. The apartments were on either side of
streets lined with thirty-foot palm trees that had been brought into Southern
California on enormous trucks almost overnight. And when these people
moved into their shiny new apartment buildings from wherever it was they
came from, they found out their landlords wouldn't allow them to keep
their dogs. And so they would drive out over the weekend to the new tracts
that were being built in the San Fernando Valley in the ex-orange groves,
and they would let their dogs loose, these dogs they loved. Amelia's father
would see these people pull up in their cars right around the comer from
their house. They would open their car doors and put their dogs out on the
street and drive away.
"And maybe the woman would be crying, 'How can you do this,
Roger?"' Amelia's father told her. "And I'd hear her husband saying back
to her, 'Shut up will ya, Wilma? We have to do this. The landlord don't
accept pets now, does he, Wilma? So we don't got a choice. "'
Amelia's father would shake his head and look thoughtful. "People
shouldn't take on a dog like that they're just going to dump." Then he
always added, "Anyway, your sister would find one of these dogs and she'd
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say, 'Here doggie, here doggie,' all the way home from school, see. And
then, when she got home, she would look your mother and me straight in
the eye and she'd tell us, 'Poor dog. I couldn't help it. He followed me.
Can't we keep the poor dog? He doesn't have a horne.' And we'd have to
keep these dogs, see, because of your sister, till they either ran away, or got
hit by a car, or till some Mexican who worked in the few orange groves that
were still left out there among the houses would decide he wanted a dog for
company and would pick him up."
Amelia's father always sighed at the end of the story. "You see,
Amelia," he told her, "your sister always had an enormous heart."
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Up until now, Amelia has been keeping Julie's request for a dog on
some kind of hold. But one night in February as she is tucking Julie into
bed, she glances through the priscilla curtains in her daughter's window and
notices that the light from the next door neighbor's living room is shining
on the snow to make a clean, yellow shape of its own on the ground
outside. The next door neighbors are the kind of family she would like to
have-a father, a mother, and a little girl all living in a single house-and
the pale yellow of the light from their window looks soft and warm. Amelia
almost says out loud, How could you do this to us? The remark is meant for
nobody in particular, but she stops herself.
"Mommy," Julie says as Amelia sits on the edge of the bed,
watching her own hands as though from some great distance. It does not
seem to Amelia as though the hands are hers, that they belong to any part of
her that is herself. She watches, astonished, as the hands carefully smooth
and smooth her daughter's flannel sheets. The sheets are faded now from
two winters of washing, but if Amelia looks closely she can still see the
repeated pattern of a blue basset hound walking across them on a tight blue
leash. "Mommy," Julie says. "Can I have a dog?"
Amelia has a flashback of all the dog stories her father told her when
she was growing up, and of all the times she asked her parents for a dog and
they turned her down. Her parents, who moved from Nevada to be near
their granddaughter up here in Michigan when they retired, decided to leave
Amelia and Julie and move to West Virginia three months ago. Amelia
wonders how it is her mother could have said to her, You and Julie don't
really need us anymore, Amelia. You 'II be fine without us. You two are
tough.
Amelia kisses Julie's forehead. The skin of her daughter's forehead
feels as soft and fragile as rose petals against her lips. Sure we're tough, she
thinks. But she means, We're not. She says to Julie, "Maybe this weekend
you and I can visit the Humane Society, just to look around."
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The best of all of Amelia's father's dog stories was about a German
shepherd named Duchess who came to live with Amelia's parents and her
dead older sister after World War II.
For a very long time while she was growing up, the fact that Carolyn
had been born so long before her mainly meant to Amelia that her dead
older sister had been there to witness the stories about Duchess, whereas
she had not. By the time Amelia' s father started telling her his dog stories,
Amelia had moved with her parents from the increasingly over-populated
and polluted Southern California, to Nevada, where they lived in a small
house on a quiet street in Reno, among new neighbors who didn't know
about her dead older sister and who always thought of Amelia as an only
child.
The shepherd story was the one Amelia most wanted to hear at the
dinner table. While her mother was taking away the dishes and was
cleaning up, Amelia would say to her father, "Tell me the one again about
Duchess."
Duchess had been in the Canine Corps out in the Pacific during
World War II. After the war, her trainer couldn't keep her anymore.
"He became a drifter, poor guy," Amelia's father told her as he
shook his head sadly and clucked his tongue. "It happened to a lot of those
people. You know, they'd been important, they'd had these important topsecret positions in the war. And then there was nothing important or topsecret for them to do when they got home."
The shepherd had been the man's constant companion as he carried
out his secret assignments in the jungles on the Pacific front. "Maybe the
poor guy couldn't get over all he'd seen out there, I don't know," Amelia's
father told her. "But anyway, he started drinking. And I guess the poor guy
had enough of a conscience left after all he and this dog had been through
together out in the Pacific to know he couldn't just leave her sitting outside
in his truck while he went to bars."
At this point in the story, Amelia's father always took a deep breath
and stared a little sheepishly at her mother's back. Amelia's mother
continued to wash the dishes without a word. Amelia knew that in order to
be given Duchess in the first place, her father had to have frequented that
bar. And that was a bone of contention between them, because they had
been very hard up for money at the time. Amelia's father and mother had
sold the picturesque little tract house in what had once been the orange
groves of the San Fernando Valley, and had moved with Carolyn to a tiny,
run-down cottage out in Ojai, because a friend of Amelia's father who had
been losing his shirt in an automotive shop he owned had convinced him to
move out to Ojai and to buy this automotive company from him and to go
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into business for himself. To do that, Amelia's father quit his other, wellpayingjob.
Amelia knew, from her mother's point of view in the story, that right
from the start of that automotive business, things had gone all wrong.
Amelia's dead sister had to go into the fifth grade out in Ojai with the
unkempt, dirty children of migrant workers who couldn't read or write. She
came home one day in October with a case of lice. Amelia's mother had to
rub kerosene into Carolyn's scalp after cutting off all her hair, which was
very beautiful-blond and thick and long.
"It must have hurt like the dickens," Amelia's mother would tell her.
"Kerosene wasn't exactly invented to be poured onto tender scalps. But
your sister clamped her mouth shut in that way she had whenever she didn't
want something to beat her." Amelia's mother caught a sob that was about
to escape, and then said through the tight stretch of her lips, "Oh, that girl
was strong!"
Carolyn didn't own a bicycle of her own. It broke Amelia's mother's
heart to have to sit with her little girl that Christmas as she thumbed through
the Sears and Roebuck Christmas Wishbook over and over to pick one out.
"Do you like this one, Mommy?" she would ask her mother. Amelia's
mother would have to look at her blonde, lost daughter, who was her one
beautiful, sweet, only daughter at the time, and know that she wouldn't be
getting anything at all for Christmas, let alone a bike.
Eventually, Amelia's father had to sell the automotive business at a
loss and go back to his old job at a lower pay. But for Amelia, all these
facts were only necessary, minor details in the greater story about the dog.
"So now, get to the point where you tell how it was you got Duchess," she
would beg her father, daring her mother to intenupt him, glaring at her
mother's silent, retreating back.
"Well sir," her father said. "The shepherd's owner came into the bar
one day while I was there inside." Amelia's father glanced quickly at her
mother. "Of course, you have to understand, Amelia, that I didn't spend too
many afternoons in places like that, in I mean, that bar. Not that I want to
judge the guy, you understand. It's just that I had a family to feed, while
this guy did not. It was, shall we say, Amelia, unusual, yes, highly unusual,
that I just happened to be in this bar this one afternoon when this guy
started talking about his dog. And he said to me, he said he didn't have a
place to keep her anymore, because he couldn't get enough together to rent
an aprutment, and so here he was with this shepherd named Duchess. The
two of them were just living in his truck. And then, well, I guess you know
this part of the st01y well enough."
Amelia's imagination moved outside the bar to the parking lot. She
could see the shepherd sitting there on the passenger side of the World War
II veteran's ratty pick-up truck. The shepherd's coat was a warm beige. She
had dark forepaws, ears, and belly, and a nice black saddle marking across
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her back. Nothing could distract the dog's attention. The shepherd's eyes,
lined round with a black that was almost like the MaybeJline Amelia
borrowed from her mother's dresser when she was dressing up, had been
riveted for the last hour and a half on the brass tacks and faded blue leather
padding of the door of the bar through which she saw her trainer disappear.
If another customer drove up and parked beside her truck, Duchess closed
her mouth with a renewed but momentary alertness, glancing only long
enough in the direction of the stranger to check him out. If spoken to, she
growled once in warning, as she had been taught, but then she turned away,
her eyes going back to the door of the lounge, as if she were annoyed at the
interruption from this weii-meaning stranger, who was only trying to be
friendly after all .
"The dog would have waited there all day for her master if need be,"
Amelia's father told her. "Even if her trainer left the windows open for air,
she would not jump out. And of course when the guy fmally did come out
of the bar with me, he was drunk as a skunk and not fit to be driving.
Probably it was well past the dog's feeding time, too, and it was getting
dark."
Amelia's father became quiet and watched his hands. Never in his
life, he often told Amelia, had he ever allowed himself to weep, with the
sole exception of his complete and total despair when his father died. But
he had come very close two other times. "Once, when we lost Duchess," he
told her. "And then again, all those years later, when your sister died."
In the story, Amelia followed her father and the man who owned the
German shepherd to the truck. Her father moved slow-motion, his boots
kicking up the still-rural Southern California dust as he crossed the parking
lot toward the waiting dog. The dog's head was cocked a little to one side
as she watched her master coming toward her. Amelia knew the shepherd
was listening to the men as they talked about her, but so far the dog didn't
know her master's plan. Her mouth was open in an expectant smile, her
fine, leathery black lips and strong white teeth forming a neatly ridged
trough for her clean pink tongue .
"Now that was loyalty," Amelia's father told her. "That's how a man
wishes everyone in his family would feel about him when he comes home."
He glanced over at Amelia's mother, who rolled her eyes. Then he looked
off into that place behind Amelia's head where she knew he kept everything
that was uncompromisingly good and final, the place where her dead sister
Carolyn had finally gone. Though she could never quite foiiow his eyes
when they went there, Amelia knew that everything that reaiiy mattered to
her father was tucked up neatly together there, like the envelopes full of
rare coins and photographs and yellow documents that he had once shown
her in the metal oblong strong-box he kept in the vault at the local bank.
"We were standing there in the parking lot," her father told her.
"And Duchess was, you know, careful. She kept looking back and forth
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from him to me. But she didn't bark. Then her trainer whispered, 'It's all
right now, girl, it's all right.' She knew the command to charge could only
come from her trainer. And then, of course, you have to remember that in
the work they had done together during the war, the man's life could have
been endangered if the dog had decided to bark at the wrong time. But her
trainer was there, telling her I was all right, and so she was letting me pet
her. She was letting me touch her. And then the guy says to me, he says to
me almost so I can't hear him, Amelia, and I know he's so upset he can
barely talk, he says, 'Will,' calling me by my first name, even though this is
the first time I've ever met him in my life, 'Will,' he says, 'I can't keep her.
Can you take her home to your family, give her a decent home?"'
Amelia watched her father and the dog's trainer as they talked about
the dog in the parking lot. She couldn't make out everything they were
saying to each other, but she saw the trainer pull the dog out of the truck
with a heavy pull on her leash. "Heel, Duchess!" the trainer said. Then she
heard him say to the dog, "Okay, girl, this is it. Duchess, this is your owner
now, do you understand me? Duchess! Sit!"
The trainer handed Amelia's father the shepherd's leash and ran
around to the driver's side of the pick-up truck and jumped inside. Amelia
was crying. The man sped off down the gravel street away from the dog,
who didn't know why he was driving away and leaving her with a stranger.
The man's truck disappeared around a comer of the little town, his exit
from the dog's life and from his place in Amelia's father's story forever a
soundless explosion of dust and forgotten longing in the yellow light.
Occasionally, Amelia still reads about some Army veteran who dies
in a homeless shelter, and leaves a dog. The newspapers pick up the story,
because the veteran has usually done something useful for his country, like
earn a Purple Heart. His mother and father and ex-wife and all the adult
children he hasn't seen for years are surprised to find out he was homeless
when he died. "I hadn't heard from him in years, of course," the ex-wife
tells a reporter. She has been married for some time now to someone else,
and she only feels a little puzzled about her ex-husband' s life. Whenever
Amelia reads one of these stories, she thinks of the man who left Duchess
with her father at that bar. She thinks of him driving out of the shepherd's
and everybody else's lives in his pick-up truck. "And it seems to me," the
homeless vet's wife tells the reporter as she squinches up her eyes and
looks way off, "it seems to me that, yes, I think when he came home from
the war he did have this dog .... "
In the part of the story that went on for Amelia, though, it was still a
good long time before the dog moved in with Carolyn and her parents in the
shabby house. There was a long, slow middle section to the story, a part in
which Amelia's father took Duchess to his automotive shop to be a
watchdog, which she didn't like.
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"You have to understand she was pretty confused, and that made her
vicious," Amelia's father told her. "I took her to the shop there, to the
automotive shop, and I chained her up. And she mourned for him. She went
on mourning for her trainer, weeks, maybe even months, after he had gone.
She got hungry enough that she would Jet me feed her, but every time I
reached out to touch her, she always growled."
For awhile, the shepherd stayed at the automotive shop. She stayed
in the dark and kept thieves from taking Amelia's father's tools when he
closed up the shop for the day and drove on home. Amelia could imagine
the dog alone in the dark, fearsome and lonely and proud as she patrolled
the grounds.
"But she still wouldn't let me get close to her when I'd come back,"
Amelia's father said. "She wouldn't let me touch her. And then one day, I
don't know what happened. I guess I just got tired of her growling at me
like that, and here I was taking care of her, and she didn't even seem to
appreciate it, she wasn't even grateful for it, she would not respond. And so
one day I just kept walking toward her, and I knew when I started walking I
wasn't going to stop."
Here, Amelia's father paused and looked at Amelia's mother
sideways, and Amelia knew that this was the other part of the story they
didn't agree upon. Her father was still trying, after all this time, to justify
himself. "You can't put up with that kind of abuse from something you've
agreed to take care of," Amelia's father said. "Well can you?" Then he
swallowed hard and added just a little too loudly, "And that goes for
everything, whether that something is a woman, or a child, or just a dog."
Amelia's father got up from the table. Amelia's mother, whose back
had been turned so carefully as she washed the dishes, let out one breath of
unallowed anguish and cried out loud. "Stop it, Will!" she said. "Don't tell
it! Why can't you just let the whole thing die in peace, and just sit down!"
But Amelia begged her father to go on.
"And it was right then," Amelia's father said as he started walking
toward the imagined dog, "it was right then, as I kept coming, that Duchess
lunged."
Amelia watched as Duchess tore with all her strength against the
rope. The chair her father had just been sitting in rocked back on its
haunches, then tumbled down.
"She was that ready to attack me," Amelia's father said, throwing his
hands up. His face clouded over. "So now I'm asking you, Amelia," he said
as he turned to his one remaining daughter, the only relic he would leave
behjnd after a troubled life. "''m asking you what else could I have done to
the dog but what I did?"
Amelia looked over at her mother, standing in front of the sink, her
mouth covered over with a soapy hand.
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"And so I hit her," Amelia's father whispered. "I had to do it. I
picked up a two-by-four that was lying there in the shop-yard, and I threw it
at her, Amelia, really hard."
Amelia watched as the huge beam hurled above her through the air.
At the other end of the trajectory described by her father's hand was the
lovely dog. Amelia tried, and failed, to picture her father enacting this
cruelty on anything in the world, anything at all, let alone a dog. How could
he do this? How could the trainer have left the dog in the first place? What
was wrong?
"Right or wrong," said her father, shaking his head sadly, "I knocked
her out." He righted the chair on the floor and sat down in it, then added,
"After that, Duchess never growled at me again."
Then one day, for a reason no one seems to remember anymore,
Amelia's father decided to take Duchess home. "It was just supposed to be
for the weekend," he told her. "You know, a visit. And I told your mother
and your sister, who was maybe ten years old, to stay out of the dog's way,
to leave the dog alone."
Recently, whenever she is thinking about this part of the story,
Amelia thinks of some of the horror stories about dogs and children she has
come to know. In one of these, a story the mother of Julie's best friend
Derrick told her about a year ago, before she died, a teen-age girl who lived
alone in a one-room hovel in Harlem with a part-German shepherd, partwolf dog, had just had a baby as a result of rape. The girl, who was adopted
as a baby herself, had run away from her adoptive parents in Indiana when
she was fourteen years old, and was living on welfare in Harlem under
someone else's name. Her adoptive parents, who had loved her and cared
about her, knew nothing about the rape, or the baby, or where she was, but
they had been putting Come home, Maryellen, we love you ads for the last
two years in papers all over the country, including The New York Times.
The girl didn't want to have anything to do with them. They were too
religious. They never let her go to dances. They were out of touch with the
world, living as they did in the Bible Belt. The girl just wanted to be left
alone, that was all, and to have something of her own, like this little baby
she was having, and like this dog.
But the public hospital where she had the baby took her money out
of her purse when she went in there, and they told her she would have to
come back on Monday morning to get it, because the office that had her
money was closed over the weekend, and the girl's baby hadn't been born
till late Friday night. There was no food for the dog in the room in Harlem,
and none for the teen-age mother herself. And the girl couldn't nurse the
baby if she didn't eat.
So on Monday the girl took the bus back to the public hospital. She
was still weak from having the baby, and she didn't think she should take a
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newborn on a public bus, so she left her baby in a laundry basket, in the
room back in Harlem, with the dog in charge.
When she got back some four hours later, with a few groceries and a
bottle of milk and some dog food and the rest of her money, the dog was
asleep in the comer, the baby gone.
At first, she would not believe it. Those sorts of things do not
happen. Everyone deserves to have some little break in life. But finally she
called the police, and an ambulance, and by the time the horrible day was
over, she had been charged with involuntary manslaughter, and the dog had
been put to sleep. The girl still did not want to see her adoptive parents
from the Bible Belt, whose answer to everything would just be a quote from
the Scriptures. Deliver my darling from the power of the dog.
Amelia thinks it was Derrick's mother's terminal illness that caused
her to repeat this story, a story that after all did nothing for anybody when it
was retold, but Derrick's mother had insisted she'd actually read it back in
the Seventies in The New York Times. Amelia thinks Derrick's mother's
will to tell this story probably had something to do with the darkness that
overcomes people who already know they are doomed to die.
But for a long time, for Amelia, who learned the Twenty-Third
Psalm in the Vacation Bible School she had to go to the summer between
fifth and sixth grade in Reno when her mother worked, God was a German
shepherd, a benign and protective being that was far more powerful and
single-minded and Joyal than any man.
The Lord is my shepherd. Duchess could guide you through dark,
wet tunnels.
Yea though I walk through the valley of death. Duchess could walk
you from your bed to the bathroom if you got up at night.
Surely goodness and mercy. You didn't have to be afraid of
anything, anything at all, as long as you had a shepherd like Duchess with
you when you got up to walk.
"Well, the dog really seemed to like your sister," Amelia's father
told her. "But I wasn't sure I should trust her. After all, she had been
trained during the war to protect one man only, her trainer. And she hadn't
been around children very much."
But when it came time for her father to go back to his shop, Duchess
didn't want to go with him. "She had fallen in love with your sister,"
Amelia's father told her. "I could see she had made her decision and wasn't
going back."
Amelia watched her father in the story as he finished off his cup of
coffee and then loped with his long, special stride towards his waiting
truck. "Without looking behind me," he said to Amelia, "I called the dog to
follow me, but she didn't come." Amelia's father turned around to face
Duchess, who remained sitting next to Amelia's dead sister on the sloping
porch.
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Carolyn had her anns around the dog, and was crying. "Please don't
take her, Daddy," she pleaded. Amelia could see right through the two of
them, the dog and her dead sister, as though she were looking at the shapes
she made in the sky out of clouds and smoke.
Amelia's father spoke directly to the dog. "Are you coming with me,
girl?" he asked her. The dog whined, a sort of answer, but she didn't budge.
She went right on leaning into Carolyn on the porch.
From then on, Duchess belonged to Carolyn and to no one else. The
two of them were inseparable, a lone girl and her black-and-tan shadow, a
mis-matched pair of playmates, unlikely twins. Duchess could do anything.
She walked Carolyn out to the school bus, and she was there waiting for the
bus at the white picket fence that marked their front yard when her girl
came home. When the bus stopped, Duchess climbed up the steps to get on
board. She was polite to all of the children who reached out to pet her along
the aisle, but her liquid brown eyes were fastened on Amelia's dead sister,
who was sitting in the very back row of the yellow bus, wearing a red plaid
dress, and red faille ribbons on her ash-blond pigtails, just as she did in the
fifth-grade school picture Amelia's father kept of her on his bedroom shelf.
She grinned out at Amelia through the black-and-white time between them,
forever missing two front teeth from her pretty mouth.
Duchess watched over Carolyn whenever she played in the ditchbanks, the deep irrigation systems that criss-crossed the flat, brown fields
behind the run-down house. "Your mother could look out there from the
kitchen where she was working, and see exactly where your sister was,"
Amelia's father told her.
Duchess was infinitely patient, infinitely tender. "Your sister could
put her hand right into the dog's mouth, like this." Amelia's father opened
one of his big, long-fingered hands, the way he did whenever he was
making a dog's head as a shadow-puppet on Amelia's wall. He placed his
other hand inside Duchess' imagined jaws. "Your sister could put her tiny
hand inside that dog's mouth, right between her teeth, and that wonderful
dog would not bear down ."
But if something sad had brought the shepherd into the story in the
first place, then something sad had to eventually take her out.
One day, shortly after she'd had her first and only litter of puppies,
Duchess went out to the bus to greet Amelia's dead sister for what would
tum out to be the final time. It was very clear to Amelia's father and mother
that there was something wrong.
"We'd wanted her to have a set of puppies," Amelia's father told
her. "And you have to understand she was already pretty old when we got
her. They were wonderful puppies, and she was a terrific mother. She
stayed with them clear until they were weaned, in a big straw basket in your
sister's closet, inside the house. I guess we shouldn't have done it, let her
have them, but that's the way it was."
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Amelia's father was always close to tears as he told her the rest of
the story. "That day, when your sister came home, the dog's tail was barely
wagging." He moved his pointer finger slowly, back and forth. "We could
see that the poor dog could hardly make it out there to the bus. But she felt
it was her duty, that she had to go. She wanted to greet your sister coming
home from school that one last time."
Amelia's father bowed his head with its thick black wavy hair and
covered his face with the long, big-veined hands that Amelia loved. "She
died that night," he told Amelia.
The shepherd left the story to go somewhere with Amelia's dead
sister, of whom Amelia thinks she remembers the hissing and the pinching,
and then maybe, she thinks, the pale, thin man that her parents have told her
came to the door one day to teil them about the Jeep accident in the
Philippines. I will not be intimidated! Amelia's dead sister cries forever into
the lush Philippine jungle as the shepherd watches over her from just
beyond the road. The dog has come back to where she began. She walks
along, marking the mud where Amelia's dead sister lies dying. Then
Amelia's dead sister straightens up. The dog's eyes are soft, her ears
pointed and ale1t with her watching. Heel, Duchess, says Amelia's dead
sister. Then, side by side, their paces measured exactly to the sound of a
muffled drum, the dog and Amelia's dead sister begin to walk.
Amelia's father and mother gave away ail of the puppies as guide
dogs before Duchess died. "Seeing-eye dogs, they used to ca11 them," said
Amelia's father. "The one real regret I always had was that your mother and
I didn't keep one of those puppies for ourselves."
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When Saturday roils around, Amelia gets Julie up early, and the two
of them drive over to the Dexter pound.
But when they get to the pound, there is no one in the Humane
Society office to talk to them. They find themselves alone in a foyer
sme11ing of antiseptic and ether. As they stand there on the brown linoleum
tiles, surrounded on a11 sides by dark fake-wood paneled wails, they can
hear hundreds of dogs barking in eamest confusion down the darkened hall.
"Poor dogs," says Julie. "Do you suppose they know what's going to
happen to them if they're not picked out?"
Amelia imagines a parade of dogs marching toward a gas chamber
(is it a chamber?) where they are put to sleep, their lives and deaths ail
accomplished in one quick jumble of ail the dog stories she has ever heard
or told. She has a flash vision of Howard, her ex-husband, the way he
looked as he stood in their kitchen several months ago. It is late at night. I
would be sorry to have to do this to Julie, of course, he is saying, in what
Amelia wiil later realize is her first and last waming before he leaves the
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note. But as for you, Amelia, I think you will agree that you and I have not
really had a marriage for a long, long time. And in the note he leaves
Amelia a few nights later, Howard writes: You 'II see, you 'II have somebody
new in no time, Amelia. For one thing, you tell a good story. And you're
really sort of pretty, too, in a funny way. I wouldn't be surprised if some
guy right there where you work already has you all picked out.
When Amelia looks up from the large curious dark spot on the
brown linoleum she has been staring at on the Humane Society's floor, she
sees that Julie has found a bulletin board and is reading it. No one has come
from the back of the pound yet to answer their questions, so Amelia walks
over to the bulletin board where Julie is standing. She thinks she hears the
sudden cessation of a particular dog's barking. Is it possible to distinguish
one dog's voice from another? What have they done with this one dog that
it no longer barks?
"What have you found there, honey?" she asks her daughter. She
tries to make her own voice sound very sure of itself. I will not be
intimidated. Who do you think I am, anyway. Mine is not a voice that can
be snuffed out.
"Oh Mommy, look at this," Julie says, tears clearly audible in her
throat. "Who could do something this awful to a defenseless dog?"
Amelia steps up to the bulletin board, and presses her head close to
her daughter's. From behind, since Julie is tall for her age, and Amelia has
always been thought of as a little short, the two female bodies could be
those of two sisters, born to the same set of parents many years apart, one
of them the surprise to end all surprises, the other not. Since her divorce,
food hasn't really interested Amelia very much. The unexpected benefit of
her grieving is that for the first time since she was a teenager, Amelia has a
figure, with firm, small breasts and tiny hips. And her daughter, at twelve
already an avid reader of Seventeen, has taken an unabashedly admiring
interest in Amelia's clothes. They are dressed similarly today, like sisters,
in outfits of Julie's choosing-tight, bright, flowered leggings and solidcolored shirts.
Amelia has forgotten the bifocals that her optometrist has just
prescribed, so she squints at the bulletin board that has startled Julie, and
she tries to make out what appears to her to be a wide white wrinkled
pyramid, with two enormous black circles at the very top. "What is it?" she
asks her daughter, giving up.
"Oh, it's so sad!" Julie says. "Listen to this. I'll read it to you.
They've even got a Mmant out for the guy's arrest."
Julie reads out loud to Amelia in her cracking voice:
"Meet Monty, a mixed beagle retriever collie about two years old.
Last December, one of our volunteers arrived at work at six a.m. to find
Monty lying on a blood-soaked towel, inside a cardboard computer box, on
the steps of the Humane Society's back porch. Monty had been shaved
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down to his skin, his toenails partially removed with a blunt instrument. He
had cigarette burns all around his nose and mouth. Someone had drawn
circles around his eyes with black shoe polish.
"The inhumane treatment or abandonment ofan animal is a heinous
crime. Anyone with information leading to the arrest of the individual who
inflicted this cruelty on one of the creatures we as human beings are meant
to protect should call this office to report the crime. In the meantime,
Monty is available for adoption. He has a sunny disposition, in spite of the
cruel treatment he has received from humans, and is good with children.
Like all the pets made available for adoption at the Huron Valley Humane
Society, Monty has been neutered, and has all his shots. "
Amelia's eyes focus and then blur again on the deformed dog. Is it
really a beagle? Does she also see part pit-bull? She doesn't know.
"Isn't that terrible?" Julie says. "How could anybody just go off and
leave a dog like that?"
Amelia feels sick to her stomach. A thin, foul, foreign liquid fills her
mouth. Every dog story she knows floods into her mind. They come all at
once. Midwestern strays, faded blue basset hounds, broken-legged
California airedales, long-haired, graceful collies all parade before her, and
Duchess, making her final, painful trip past all the reaching children as she
walks down the center aisle toward Amelia's dead sister, who sits waiting,
forever smiling from the very back bench of the yellow bus.
"Julie," Amelia says. "I don't want to do this. I don't want to get a
dog, Julie. Let's go home."
Julie turns around and stares at her mother in disbelief. "You
promised," she says. "You've always told me how you wanted to have a
dog and your father wouldn't let you have one. And now here we are."
Amelia touches Julie's shoulder. As she does so, her heart lunges
forward to the place she has never been able to understand before, the place
behind her where her dead sister went, where her father always looked
when he was straining to see someone or something he had loved too much.
It is the place of the shepherd, a place for all the people and things she has
ever loved and lost. Julie's brown, shoulder-length hair, still soft and wispy
like a child's, brushes up against Amelia's arm.
"A dog is a big responsibility," Amelia hears herself saying. She
opens her mouth to say more, but it does not come out. She wants to tell
Julie how wrong this all is, how we only hurt the creatures we say we will
take care of, and that in the end we always go off and leave the beings we
say we love.
"But we could take this one," Julie is saying. "We could help this
one." Amelia is already walking toward the door.
Then she feels it. Something is walking beside her, a kind of shadow
about a third as tall as she is, and rather dark, at least down towards her
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feet, at the bottom, but light on top. The shepherd is heeling. Amelia can
feel its hot, bright breath against her thigh.
"Mom!" Julie is sobbing as she tugs at Amelia's right elbow. Amelia
keeps walking. She knows that if she reaches her left hand out only slightly,
she will touch the dog. Amelia stops at the door, the invisible shepherd as
her only guide. She can see her twelve-year-old Chevy station wagon in the
parking lot, and the gray cement sea she must cross with Julie to reach the
car. Heel, Duchess!
Amelia holds her breath. I will not be intimidated! The shadow
nudges her gently toward the door.
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A Man's Home

W

Tom Filer

HEN Jack Carrier's wife left him on Saint Patrick's Day he
telephoned his best friend, a building inspector for the the city of
Los Angeles. "Let's hit it, kimosabe," Jack said, and his friend
understood. They pumped up Amalfi Drive on their trail bikes, two big men
wearing crash helmets and blue body stockings. Beyond the mesa-top
castles of talk-show hosts, they sped over foot trails into the Santa Monica
mountains. Later, after beer and tostadas at the Tex-Mex Cantina, they
played cowboy pool. Jack lost, too angry to stop talking about the woman
who had stolen his son. When he switched to margaritas, his friend
disappeared and Jack stumbled home.
His front door was ajar. The spring lock hadn't punched in; he
remembered slamming it on his way out. Even so, recent events made him
wary. He bent over to remove a pebble stuck in the tread of his Hi-Tees.
Stepping inside, the first thing he noticed was the blinking light of his
answering machine. Then, through the arch to the dark master bedroom,
Jack saw someone sprawled across his bed.
To his relief the rifle was still on the mantel. Gingerly, he checked
the breech. He made sure the safety was on. The switch to the bedroom's
ceiling light was just inside the arch. Jack pushed the switch up silently,
using his thumb and forefinger, and laughed. A lifesized doll lay on the bed.
The doll belonged in his son's bedroom. Belonged nowhere with its
arms flung out, its legs a tangle. Jack always put the doll down like a
sleeping little boy, palms pressed together, as after prayer.
Somebody was snoring softly in his son's bedroom. Katy repentent,
fallen asleep on Travis's little bed, holding their son in her arms. Jack
readied a grin. What would he say to his wife, whisper, not to wake the
boy? I love you.
Jack realized he was drunk. Katy would not throw the doll across the
bed like that, never. Katy would not be back. She did snore. They used to
laugh about that. Step by step, Jack edged toward his son's dark room.
Light spilled over his shadow, and Raggedy Andy's plastic eyes gleamed on
a shelf. His finger was on the light switch when an indecipherable code of
odors assaulted his nostrils, strangers to flesh unwashed. Jack felt the roots
of his hair stiffen. He flicked off the rifle's safety catch.
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The ceiling light was pink. Meant to cast a magical glow over the
room, it emphasized the obscenity which had invaded Jack's home. On his
little boy's bed a body lay prone, naked except for a pair of cut-off Levis.
Standing in the doorway, Jack faced the callused black soles of two large
bare feet; the calluses looked as thick as hom, and the slender ankles and
hairy calves above them, black with filth, made Jack think of hooves stained
by ordure, of sub-human places in a Los Angeles far from Santa Rosalia
Canyon. The thing's hands, palms together, cushioned its cheek on the
pillow. Its dark blond hair spilled in a sodden mass over the round of
bunched muscle that was a shoulder.
"Get up." Jack's voice was inaudible. He choked, tasting the beer
and tostadas he'd had at Tex-Mex. The thing yawned. Gripping the stock of
the rifle with his left hand, his right forefinger on the trigger, Jack shouted,
"Get up!"
But when the thing turned over, Jack lowered the muzzle of the rifle.
It was a young man, smiling through a soft blond beard, and his teeth were
very white.
"Hey," the young man said sleepily, "What's up?"
"I"ve already called 911 ," Jack lied, regretting that he had not.
The young man didn't seem to take this in, but seeing the rifle he
raised his hands and wriggled his fingers. His voice remained casual, "Hey,
man, your house was so pretty."
"Good. Now get out," Jack said.
"Wow, I knocked, your door was open, so."
"Out." The rifle jerked in Jack's hands. The young man threw his
long legs off the bed. Hands still raised, he snapped to attention and his
head almost bumped the ceiling. Seldom did Jack find himself on an eye
level with anyone. This always gave him a jolt. His heart literally sank
when this happened. "Easy, dad," the young man said. His bloodshot eyes
were the color of the pink ceiling light. "Whoa." The young man kept his
big hands in the air, he didn't move.
"Get out," Jack said again. He knew the time had come to aim the
rifle at the young man, but feared any sudden movement on his part might
trigger a violent reaction. "What are you waiting for?" he said, keeping the
rifle aimed at the floor. Jack had forgotten that he stood between the young
man and the doorway to his son's bedroom.
"Cool," the young man said, ''I'm out of here." But when he took a
tentative step toward Jack, the muzzle of the rifle twitched again. "Whoa!"
the young man said, and he lowered his raised right arm to reach out palm
up in a timeless gesture of appeasement. Jack saw the young man's right
hand moving toward his chest. He heard a report. His ears rang.
"Ow, ow!" the young man screamed, "You shot me, man!" In fact
the bullet had struck the wooden floor and only splinters were embedded in
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his ankle. "Sony," Jack chuckled in embarrassment, "you startled me. Hey
kid, it's all right, you're not shot."
The young man bent down to inspect his bloody ankle, howling like
an outraged child, "Ow, ow, it hurts, man, call an ambulance! Look what
you did!"
Jack heard no child. The young man's cries made him think of the
screams of women in films he sometimes watched at night on cable
television, and he was filled with a contempt as powerful as his revulsion.
"Be quiet, straighten up," Jack said coldly, his authority returned to him.
The young man obeyed and though he stepped no closer, this movement
caused Jack to raise the muzzle of the rifle.
"Give me a break," the young man whimpered. Then, looking into
the eyes of the man in his way, he blinked in surprise and spoke with great
care. "Mister," he said, "you're in the door, Mister."
But it seemed to Jack that something intolerable and enormous was
in his way, between him and his son and everything he had once hoped for,
smothering him, fouling the air. He couldn't catch his breath. "Get out of
my house," he panted. The young man, hands hanging limply at his sides,
stared at him. His chin trembled. A clicking sound startled Jack.
"I'm aiming at your heart," he said, and this was true. Finally, the
sum of the young man's confusion and terror became a desperate
calculation. "Oh, Mister," he said, become a mourner for them both,
looking without hope into the distorted face of the madman in the door.
Then the young man flung himself at his tormentor and Jack shot him dead.

The events which brought Jack Carrier to this moment had begun to
gather force one week before Saint Patrick's Day in the office of a man
named Brannigan. Until then it had seemed to Jack that three years of hard
work had earned him nothing, unless he counted personal losses; he only
managed escrows with the help of his father, a retired U.I. sound
technician. Then, on March 13, 1983, Jack realized he needed no one but an
accountant.
"Brannigan's your man," he was told.
"Mr. Brannigan will see you in a moment," announced the
receptionist who wore red dice fashioned into earrings under her Mary
Tyler Moore bob.
From the empty waiting room Jack watched a beautiful woman with
teased black hair huny out of an inner office facing onto Pico Boulevard.
She was weeping. Her flowered silk dress was disheveled and she walked
like a duck in flat heels.
"Dancer," Brannigan explained with a grin, "Immigration problems."
He was a stocky balding man with the corded brown arms of a golfer. His
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short-sleeved white shirt showed sweat stains under the arms. Though he
scarcely looked at Jack, the accountant's brief attention was intense.
Afterward, it surprised Jack to realize he'd only been in the man's office
twenty minutes, so much had happened, so profound was his relief.
"The forms will be ready to sign on Friday by noon," Brannigan
said. Jack was delighted; he ' d thought his problems with deductions and
cash flow for day labor might mean an extension.
But on Friday at noon, the receptionist wasn't there and Brannigan
seemed surprised to see him. "What's up?"
"The forms," Jack said, "You said come in to sign them."
Brannigan peered owlishly at Jack. "You signed them." "No," Jack
said. With a shrug Brannigan snatched up a pair of hom-rimmed glasses
from his desk and walked into the front office. Today he wore green tartan
knee-length shorts, a green silk shirt and green shoes with spikes in them.
Jack noted a set of golf clubs leaning against the wall.
Brannigan jerked open the drawer to a file cabinet. The sound made
Jack wince. He had a hangover. Celebrating last night at the Tex-Mex
somebody had switched drinks on him. Brannigan was shaking his head.
Jack said, "Would you look again?" Brannigan went through the file again.
"You signed them yesterday," he said, no longer bothering to hide
his irritation. "They 're in the mail." Embarrassed, Jack laughed. He had a
strange laugh for a big man. Instead of the sound gusting out, he inhaled;
the effect was a rasping noise. He started as the accountant plucked a green
gardenia from the air and thrust it into his hand. "I do magic," Brannigan
chuckled. "Did you forget it was Saint Pats Day, you big mick?"
Jack felt a surge of nausea. He wasn't Irish. In a minute he'd have to
sit down with his head between his knees. He felt the accountant's eyes on
his back as he climbed into his Mazda pickup.
Back home, three Bufferins did nothing for his hangover. Stooping,
for he was a very tall man, Jack peered gloomily into the bathroom mirror.
He stuck out his tongue. His tan looked yellow under its splash of freckles .
He spotted a white hair in the red stubble on his chin. He'd forgotten to
shave. Jack shaved every day at noon. He worked swing shift at a second
job, writing subtitles for the deaf at a studio in Burbank. Not for the money
anymore, but the health plan offered good coverage for his son.
Jack remembered it was Friday. He ' d arranged to take Friday off
because of the tax man, and his wife was coming by. Entering the kitchen,
Jack cracked his head on the redwood lintel. "You' re next! " he roared. But
there were structural problems.
Jack hated old houses. With success assured, he looked forward to
the day when he could tear down what he bought. Jack dreamed of spacious
white rooms he could walk tall in, shining floors of the deepest blue
Ravenna mosaics, patios of fossil stone, stone sculpture in cement gardens,
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no dirt except in pots. Neo-Bauhaus. He'd read that in the L.A. Times. He
liked the sound of it.
Jack's current enterprise was the five-room home he lived in. Bought
cheap from the canyon's oldest resident, Perfecto Padilla, it had been built
in 1928 as a summer cottage. The location was prime: corner lot across
from public school, charming house one-half mile to the beach. In six
months he had doubled his investment.
In the kitchen Jack tore out Perfecto's yellow flocked wallpaper,
then made a pot of coffee. 'Til go back Monday," he said aloud, still
thinking about the tax man, 'Til feel better Monday." He plugged in the
sander and got down to wallboard. He flicked on the radio to K-SURF and
hummed along with oldies. Jack loved working with his hands. He almost
regretted that success would deprive him of this privilege soon. Before his
marriage, Jack had been a sculptor.
He worked fast, wanting to be done when Katy came by. At the
thought of his wife, he glanced uneasily into the living room, where on the
mantel a shaft of black metal gleamed against the white enamel. Jack's new
home had been broken into twice. A video console and a twenty-five inch
TV had been ripped off. There wasn't much else to steal. Except for his
son's bedroom the place was furnished like a stage set. "The gun will give
them something to think about," he'd told his father.
"Your mother died calling you a hippie," said his father, "At least
this proves she was wrong."
"I leave the radio on too," Jack had replied, grinning.
"You don't need me anymore," his father said. "911 is the number."
Jack paid no attention to his father, but Katy was another matter.
He'd explained the rifle was a joke, an old semi-automatic .22, but she
wouldn't let up. "It's the invasion, not the loss," Jack said now, rehearsing
for his wife, ''I'm thinking of Travis."
Six months ago, Jack had dropped everything to fix up the back
bedroom for his son. With a picture window installed and imitation leaded
panes like the big one in front, Travis would be looking out from a fairy tale
cottage. Jack had left up the old Mex's flowered wallpaper, and put bluebell
decals on the window frame. He'd bought a spread with bluebirds on it for
the cot. Games and toys crowded the white shelves, even the Raggedy
Andy his own Mom gave him long ago. The final touch was a lifesize doll
in pajamas on the bed, a curly headed boy with rosy cheeks. "He keeps me
company when my kid's not here," Jack said to drop-ins. It always got a
laugh. Jack was on a stepladder painting the kitchen ceiling when Katy
peered in from a greenhouse window he'd installed in the north wall.
Thinking was difficult for Jack when he looked at his wife. Asked to say
quickly what he felt about Katy, beyond all her flaws, Jack would have said
"neat," intending both the adjective's colloquial and classical meaning. The
way she filled out tailored jeans, and got away with no brassiere under the
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white men's shirts and ties she wore now. Without making a cheap show of
herself. She stopped his heart.
Now, playing real-estate agent, his wife was knocking at window
frame. "I haven't put water-proofmg on it yet," Jack said when she walked
in.
Katy laughed. "Waterproofmg! It's beyond that, it won't last a year
in this canyon weather."
Jack looked down sullenly from the stepladder. Pulses in his temples
throbbed, his eyeballs ached. "Coffee?" Now, she was staring at the space
where he'd knocked out the kitchen wall to put in a serving bar.
"You have been busy," she said. Jack remembered the way her hair
used to swing out when she turned her head like that, before she cut it, a
scent like warm bread. "And white walls?"
"White gives the illusion of space."
Jack felt dizzy. "Coffee?" Stepping quickly from the ladder, he
poured himself a cup of coffee. Katy, who never drank coffee, was
frowning at him. He gulped the coffee, burned his mouth.
"You look awful," she said. "Is something wrong?"
"I think I've got a touch of flu."
"Did you take your temperature? You never. ... " Katy started for
the bathroom, then stopped like a sleepwalker awakened. She threw a hand
up. "You do realize those cheap wooden roof shingles have got to go?''
"Why?" He'd taken care of that with the building inspector. "Those
are lap shingles, like an English cottage."
"Because this isn 't England, you donkey, it's a fire area."
He made a show of scanning the front yard through the kitchen
window. "Where' s Travis?"
Unsurprised, he watched his wife march over to the living room
mantel. Gingerly, she lifted the rifle by the stock and barrel with both
hands, like a snake she was compelled to hold.
Jack said, "This is Travis ' s home."
"Home?'' She set down the rifle and faced him. They had lived in,
re-modelled and sold four houses in the past three years. " You know where
Travis is, and why." She and his boy had moved in with her mother six
months ago.
"You agreed to Fridays and Saturdays."
When her only response was to gesture at the rifle, Jack said, "It's
not loaded. It's locked up when he's here."
"He told me you were going to take him to a target range."
Once a slow-spoken man, Jack had developed the quick, rushing
voice of an anchor person or a lawyer in his new business; the words
tumbled over one another now as he wrenched his mouth into a broad grin.
"I have to go out there a couple of times a year, you know that. I have to
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practice." Jack belonged to the National Guard. "Come on, honey, that's
nothing for Travis to be ashamed of, is it?"
"When he's older maybe." Katy averted her face, apparently as
surprised as he was by her own tears.
"My house has been robbed twice," Jack said. "Burglarized. They've
dropped my insurance."
"You could close the blinds at night," she said.
Jack left the blinds up and the living room lights on in all his houses.
That way people driving by would remember the pretty interior when he put
the sign out later: FOR SALE BY OWNER.
"You're robbing me too, Katy."
"You were robbed," his wife said, "long before we moved out."
"Okay, I'll get rid of the gun, deal?'' Jack put out his hand. "Shake?"
Last month they had spent a weekend together, the three of them, the way it
used to be. "Honey," he said. As she shook his hand Jack saw the ring on
his wife's digit finger, a small solitaire set in a gold band. "That's not your
style," he said.
"I like it." She pulled her hand back.
"So." Jack shivered. "Send him over tomorrow, okay?"
She hesitated. Jack felt a thrill of hope at the sadness in her eyes.
"It's not about the gun really," she said. "You do realize that?"
"I want my kid."
Jack watched two spots of color rise in her cheeks. Walking over to
the little greenhouse window, she dug a fmgemail into the window's rotten
frame. "Hey," Jack said, "That's new varnish."
"I'll have my lawyer call you," Katy said, still not facing him.
"We'll work something out."
"You whore." Jack threw up his hands like a man being robbed.
"Sorry," he said, sucking in air, laughing silently as she walked out. On the
kitchen radio, Joan Baez began to sing an old Pete Seeger song.
Following his wife, Jack saw she was driving a new white Mercedes.
"Oh, look at her!" he shouted. "Big sales this week? Oh, hey, flower girl,
what happened to you?" His only answer was the expensive, sedate click of
the car door closing.
She had called herself Starflower nine years ago, when she was
sixteen and had run away from home, first to the Mahareeshi, then to a tall
man who sculptured plastics that transmitted light. She had worn the long
polka dot skirts of pioneer women and her straight blonde hair fell to her
waist. He wore tom jeans stitched in flowers and seldom a shirt. They had
bussed together and gone to lectures by Krishnamurti, making it on food
stamps while Jack worked in light. They were arrested together at a nuclear
test site. They did acid. They had made love to Bob Dylan singing "Lay,
Lady, Lay," but the music didn 't belong to them and she got pregnant.
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Katy gave up her potting wheel and baking bread for a chain of
health food stores. Jack joined the National Guard. Katy studied real estate
at night. Jack worked full time doing subtitles for the deaf, thanks to his
father who had industry connections.
They stood up together before an abstraction of the crucifixion in a
church constructed of glass and steel. The light was dazzling on spaceship
earth. Katy looked so pale in white. Friends found Jack a stranger without
his beard. Katy wore an old-fashioned wedding dress bought from a
boutique on Rodeo Drive; Jack a white double-breasted tuxedo inspired by
Robert Redford in the "The Great Gatsby." There were readings from
Robert Frost and Buckrninster Fuller and afterward a jazz quartet played
three sets by Franz Joseph Haydn.
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Standing over the body of the young man he had killed, Jack
listened. In shock, he didn't know what he was listening for. He heard a
mockingbird in the crepe myrtle tree outside his son's bedroom. He smelled
baking bread. He distinctly heard the gruff voice of his landlord nine years
ago, "No need to lock the door, ma'am," Mr. Padilla had said to the
beautiful young woman at Jack's side, "people on my land look out for each
other." Mr. Padilla's cabins had been bulldozed and all of Jack's neighbors
were scattered to the winds. Jack felt displaced in the silence of his
breathing, his hard-beating heart. Now, he listened for sirens, for shouts
from his neighbors. But people were used to screams here now, and even
gunfire, were gone deaf from alarm systems ringing all night in walled
cement gardens tended by Santa Rosalia Canyon's ghosts.
Jack telephoned his father in Studio City, twenty miles away. His
teeth began to chatter and he had to say everything twice. "I think I have the
flu," he told his father.
Waiting in the living room with the blinds drawn, Jack noticed the
blinking light of his answering machine. He reached down from his recliner
to punch the message button. It was the tax man's receptionist and she was
laughing as she spoke his name. "I should never leave that man in the office
alone," she said. "Mr. Brannigan got you mixed up with another client, he
says you're a dead ringer for Jack Rourke. Come on over, Mr. Carrier, we
know who you are now." Jack's father, after looking into the back bedroom,
stepped outside and kicked hard at the new front door which gave Jack's
cottage such an imposing air (it had been named English Provincial in the
Builders Emporium ad). The plywood panelling smashed easily just under
the lock.
"Now," Jack's father said, "you call 911."
Jack told the police his feelings about this stranger breaking into his
home, lying on his little boy's bed, the way he had felt when the man
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lunged at him and the way he didn't remember much after that. Jack was
booked into the West Los Angeles jail two days later. Bail was denied. The
burglar's near nakedness, the single shot to his heart, raised troublesome
questions. "He sort of looks like you," one detective commented. "After
they cleaned him up, that is." It took two weeks to identify the burglar,
since his pockets were empty. A vagrant with no police record, he had been
picked up once at Will Rogers Beach on suspicion of drug possession. For a
brief time he had been an inmate at one of the mental hospitals closed by
California's governor as an economy measure. No family had been located
at the time of Jack's release.
''I'm out, Dad, free and clear," Jack said, telephoning from the house
on the comer across from the school.
"Count your blessings," his father said. "You lost nothing but ten
days work, a good woman and your son." Jack had a bad year after the
divorce, but went on to become a success at his craft, or art, as he came to
call it. He is to this day changing the face of communities on the west side
of Los Angeles. His hair has gotten longer again, and is fashioned into a
ponytail when he works.
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The Hunters

B

Kirby Wright

ARRY reached through the fenceline and spun open the valve. He
put his hand under the nozzle. The water was cool. Flies floated in
the trough.
The mares stood under a mango tree. To Bany, they were nothing
but trouble. His father had so many rules it took the fun out-there were
rules for roping, rules for saddling, and rules for riding. Once Barry had
failed to tighten the bellyband and he'd fallen when the saddle tilted. "The
kanaka boys are laughing," the father had said.
The horses were waiting for the mangoes to fall. Two of the mares
faced off and began nibbling the other's neck; that's how they reached the
hard places. Whenever stallions trespassed, the mares held their rumps
against the wire.
Bany tested the top strand. The steel flexed down, then tightened to
accept him. He felt good hanging, with just his toes touching the ground.
He followed the red scar of road cutting along the ridge. "A good hunter
only needs one shot," his grandmother had said. He'd heard gunshots early
that morning.
He spotted the hunters just below the fog. Their truck crawled like
an orange beetle through the plum trees. They were already through the
third gate. Two gates remained. The grandmother leased her mountain to
cattle ranchers; the gates prevented cattle from escaping into the high
country.
The hunters had come early for the keys. Bany had recognized one
from previous expeditions. His name was Naki. He was Hawaiian. Naki had
been the drinking buddy of the grandmother's third husband, in the old days
on Moloka'i. "They drank 'til they went crazy," the grandmother had said.
Bany wondered if Naki could see him in the pasture. The sound of
flooding ended the wondering-water spilled over the trough. "Jesus," he
said. He shut the valve. The water eased off. Bany was glad to be alone
because his father loved pointing out mistakes and examples of "plain
laziness."
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He walked back to his grandmother's house. Her bungalow
overlooked the channel between Moloka'i and Maui. The bungalow was
built on stilts as a precaution against the tides-it had been one of the few
homes left standing after the tsunami on April Fool's Day in 1946. "My
house was full of sand and fish," the grandmother had said. "But it was still
standing."
A pine rose like an arrow beside the bungalow. The grandmother had
brought it down off her mountain. Three dogs sat on the front lawn. Barry
held out his hand for them to sniff. One crawled under the house.
The father stood behind the screen door, squinting through
binoculars. Barry waited outside while he adjusted the focus.
"Second gate?" Barry asked.
A rooster crowed from deep in the valley.
"Can I see?" Barry asked.
The father lowered the binoculars. His eyes were red. "Come
inside," he said. He held the door open.
The screen closed behind Barry. The room was dark. A ribbon of
smoke drifted toward the ceiling. The father sat on a loveseat. A football
game played on television. The father was drinking martinis out of a water
glass. Ice clinked whenever he raised the glass.
The grandmother sat at a table wedged against a picture window.
She was watching her mountain. She smoked through a chrome holder and
flicked ashes into a copper can.
Barry sat at the table. He searched for the orange truck through the
window. He wanted to be helpful. He wanted to be part of the waiting.
"Barry," the father said, "how many shots did you hear?''
"Six or seven."
"Really?" the father asked.
"I think so."
"Don't 'think so,"' the grandmother said. "Learn to 'know so."'
"Seven," Barry said.
"Gramma says she heard twenty."
The grandmother crossed her legs. She wore denims. "I warned them
not to shoot any does."
"Don't worry, Grarnma," Barry said. "They probably didn't get
anything. Bunch of duds."
"Duds?" she asked.
"Why would they take so many shots?"
Barry's father laughed.
The grandmother shook her head. "Time will tell, Mister Barry."
The father gulped from the glass. His looked at the television, then at
the screen door, then back at the television. He started chewing the ice.
The grandmother plucked her dying cigarette off its holder. She
crushed it against the bottom of the can.
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"Daddy," Barry said, "what if they killed a lady goat?"
"Goats are okay."
"What if, what if," the grandmother said. "What if the rabbit hadn't
stopped?"
~

~

~

When the hunters retmned with the keys, the horses circled the
pasture. The father opened the screen door. Barry followed. The dogs lifted
their legs over the truck's wheels. One of the dogs sniffed at the tailgate. A
tarp was pulled over the bed. The doors swung open and two men got out
and stretched. They smelled like a day's work.
"Naki," the father said.
"Aloha, Mista Wright," Naki answered. He was gray. He placed one
boot on the front bumper and tied his shoelace.
The other man pulled out a rifle from behind the seat. Then he slid
back the bolt and checked the chamber. His arms were red and stained with
tattoos. He wore fatigues and a black cap with "Saigon Hilton" embroidered
in gold. An unlit cigarette hung from his lips like a fuse.
The grandmother came outside. "You fullas have any luck?"
"Not me, Brownie," Naki said. "Tolison got the luck." Naki handed
her a wire loop strung with keys.
T olison put his rifle back in the truck. He scratched a wooden match
over the t:Iuck's roof and carried the flame to his mouth. He took a hit and
blew smoke through his nose.
Barry's father glanced back and forth between the two men. It was
as if he was watching them from a distance, as if he still held up the
binoculars.
Tolison walked to the tailgate and signaled Naki with his eyes. They
lifted the tarp.
Barry jumped on the bumper and looked down. Eyes stared back.
There were horns. The hide was dark brown with white splotches. Blood
hardened on the steel bed. He couldn't find the bullet hole.
"Skin 'irn here, Brownie?" Naki asked. "We give you hind quarter."
The grandmother put her hands on her hips. She looked up at the
mountain then back at the men. "Use that big ironwood. You know the one,
Naki."
"We' re short on rope," said Tolison.
"My grandson will run some over," she said.
Barry followed the grandmother inside. He saw the men get in the
truck and drive off. The father urinated under a lauhala tree next to the
house. The men talked and laughed as they headed for the hanging tree.
~

~

~
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Bany knew the hanging tree. It grew beside the swamp. Once,
instead of fishing, he'd climbed the old ironwood and had swung from its
branches. He' d felt the scars from the ropes.
Now he watched the truck back up over the ironwood needles. The
ground was a shifting puzzle of light and shadow. He could hear the ocean,
but he couldn't see it. He shivered under the ironwood holding the coils of
rope. The truck stopped and the dogs crowded the tailgate. He handed Naki
the rope. Naki tied slip knots around the hooves. Tolison tossed the rope
over the branches.
"Need help?" the father asked. He stood on the grass, back in the
light.
"No need," said Tolison.
Naki and Tolison hoisted the buck up and out of the truck. There
was a snapping sound as the head twisted down. The body swayed. The tips
of the horns made patterns in the needles. The men pulled their knives
while the dogs gathered under the carcass. Naki began cutting the hide at
the hooves. Tolison did the same. They had already gutted the buck in the
mountains, but blood still fell. Flies gathered. The dogs licked the blood off
the needles; one growled as he licked.
"Going to mount that head?" Bany's father asked.
"No, Mista Wright," said Naki.
"He's a beaut," the father continued.
Tolison held his cigarette in the comer of his mouth. He kept his
eyes on his work.
The father crossed his arms. He shifted his weight from one foot to
the other as the men butchered the animal.
"Your boy hunt soon," Naki said. He winked at Bany.
"He's a good shot," the father said.
"Next time," Tolison said, "we' ll take the boy."
"Would you like that, Bany?" the father asked.
" Yeah," Barry said. But he didn't really mean it. Sure, he wanted the
glory. He wanted to shoot his first buck and mount the head. But he hadn't
considered this. He hadn't considered what happened after the kill.
"What kind of gun do you have?" Tolison asked.
"A .22 Remington," Barry said. "It's semi-automatic."
"That's a good gun," Tolison said.
More flies smelled the flesh as the hide fell away. They came in
swarms. Naki twirled the end of a rope, but they kept coming. The flies
were blue and they dropped maggots. Worms crawled the sticky flesh. It
was a frenzy of wings and laying. The maggots fell like snow.
"Jesus," the father said.
"No worry, Mista Wright," Naki said. "We wash the meat."
"I'll get a hose," the father volunteered.
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Something hit Bany's cheek. It was wet and it squinned. Bany
flicked it off and headed for the beach.
"Bany!" the father called. He was dragging the hose.
Bany pretended not to hear. He ran through the sour grass along the
swamp. The grass stung his legs. He smelled the water in the swamp. He
ran until he reached the sea. The water was clear. He cupped his hands and
washed his face. Then he put his feet in. It felt good.
He wondered what the men were saying. His father was probably
ashamed. "Naki and Tolison think you're a damn sissy," he imagined his
father saying. It would get back to the grandmother and Bany would never
hear the end of it. Then he remembered his father dragging the hose.
Something about it made Bany smile-his teeth were white. He was still
that young.
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A History of the Lemon Tree

I

Catherine de Cuir

N the smoggy L.A. Basin where the sun always shines, there was once a
lemon tree. Ray bought the tree and the house that came with it, the
summer Ana drove off in some guy's Trans-Am.
Together he and Ana had rented the place from his Tia Angelina.
Ana'd hated the old cottage in the citrus groves east of Los Angeles. She'd
hated the noises of freeways and trains.
But the house had been Ray's dream since childhood. Those two
palms out front looked like oversized pineapples. The lemon tree in the wild
backyard was fragrant and laden with yellow fruit. The house itself had two
bedrooms, a large kitchen, a bathtub with feet, a roomy attic. Sure, it
needed work-new roof tiles, copper pipes. But it was home. Ray liked it
fine.
In the cities of California, the oldest streets have these names:
Lemon, Las Palmas, Orange, Mission. El Camino Real. Rows of fragile tall
palms trace boundaries of old Spanish estates. The oldest houses are redtiled Spanish stucco. Rancherias. Even the somber Victorians are more
recent. In their day, all these places were castles.
Ray's house, the old servants' quarters, was all Mom's family had
left of the estate their ancestors built. On the way to mass his fair-skinned
mother had pointed out the main house, retiled and newly stuccoed by a
movie star. Dad's dark-skinned ancestors had always been Californians, but
they'd worked the land and owned nothing.
Today, grand old ranchos and wood-frames alike are circled by
freeways and railroad tracks. Shopping centers here are the largest in the
world. The citrus groves keep getting smaller.
That first summer with Ana gone, Ray kept managing Dorado's, his
folks' restaurant. At work, he looked forward to fixing the house: weeding,
retiling the roof, putting a shower attachment in the tub, like Ana had
wanted. The lemon tree had one branch that squeaked against his bedroom
window. Where had he put the ax?
On his time off, though, Ray felt too tired for home repair. The
house seemed too quiet. So most nights he turned up the TV and fell asleep
on Ana's old sofa. Sundays he and Rusty drove Ray's Pinto to the raceway,
or just sat home and drank beer.
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"You ought to get rid of those garbage trees." Rusty burped as he
looked out the window through shaky August heat. He glanced at the dusty
surfaces and gritty floor. "Place needs a woman."
"Not worth it." Ray laughed and collapsed a Bud can. He
remembered Ana pacing whenever they'd divided up household chores. "I
love those palms. I've got plans for this place."
Rusty rented a tin-roofed boxcar apartment, out by the paper cup
factory. "Guess I'm lucky. My semi and I are usually half-way to
Sacramento. Less danger of getting tied down here."
Ray thought sometimes of having somebody come in. Not a maid
who'd overcharge for just wiping things down. He wanted someone who'd
care about the place.
Ray's folks' restaurant was on Miracle Mile, with car dealerships
and motels and the palm trees that stretch out to yellow hills. The sign still
said Knight's Inn, but the family called it Dorado's Number One, or just
Uno. Tourists, back when Ray was a kid, had bought little plastic palms at
the register: "I'm nuts for you-how about a date?"
Dorado's served good steaks and generous drinks. The big dark
dining room had Model T' s on the wallpaper. The customers drove trucks
or sold cars or insurance, and complained about the world changing. Ray
knew what they meant. Customers liked Ray-he was a large, dark,
bearlike man, like his father.
"All of what you see isn't smog, you know," Ray told customers.
He'd learned this from Dad. "Indians called the L.A. basin Valley of the
Smokes, long before there were freeways. This is a desert. Can't forget
that."
Jackie, the new Anglo waitress, talked as she cleaned the iced tea
machine. "Know how I could fmd another apartment, Ray? These sloppy
students spilled rice last week. But I'm the one who finally swept it up.
Only September, and I'm fed up already."
Jackie was from someplace back East-Detroit? Chicago? She
wanted to design sets in Hollywood. She looked kind of wild, in her brightcolored street clothes, with her curly hair let down after closing. But as a
worker, she could be relied on.
"How about my spare room at seventy-five a month?"
"That's way too cheap," she said. "What's the catch?"
"In exchange for a little cleaning," he answered.
"Won't Jose and Maria fire me if they hear I'm living with their
son?"
"You'll have your own room. Leave the explaining to me."
The house started looking better right away. Jackie didn't have
furniture, but she was full of energy. She worked three dinner shifts and
went to school three days, but each afternoon she'd tackle a household
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project. She'd scrub between the bathroom tile with a toothbrush. Or he'd
spot her out in the yard in overalls, whacking away at the towering brush.
"I found your ax, but get a pruning saw and trim the branch
yourself," she said. "I love that lemon tree."
Ray grinned. Ana had never gone near the garden. "You sure earn
your keep."
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On one of those hot nights that often come in October, the Santa Ana
blew the smog away, and Ray lay awake at midnight. He propped the back
door open to air the place out, and the lemon tree's fragrance filled the
house. Jackie's light was on. He felt happier than he had in a long time,
remembering a tree house he'd built as a kid. Too bad the lemon tree was so
scrawny.
"Come watch the late movie," Ray said, refolding the paper and
knocking on her door. "Lost Horizon. I bought a six-pack."
She opened the door and smiled. "Thanks, Ray. But I'd better study.
I'm going out to see The Godfather later."
"Sounds like an idea. I can't sleep either."
"I mean I'm meeting a friend."
"I see."
Jackie's friend came back with her around three. His car had no
muffler and the noise woke Ray from his sleep on the sofa.
"Excuse us," she said. 'This is Ronald." Ronald looked old to Rayforty, maybe. His pipe stank. He called himself a film student. Jackie
grabbed a flowered satchel and they left.
Ray sat awake then, looking out the rippled living room window.
Lights jumped around up on the hills. When the wind let up he could hear
the freeway buzz, like bees around a flowering tree. Where was everybody
going, in the middle of the night?
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The lemon tree had too many lemons, Ana always said. Ray
disagreed. Meyer lemons are sweet, and Ray had peeled and eaten them like
oranges. Ana shuddered whenever he did. But Ray couldn't eat all the
lemons. She'd kept hunting for lemon recipes. He'd kidded her about it:
lemon tortillas, carnitas de limon, lemon burritos. Ana had finally given up
on her concoctions and let the fruit tum to blue mold on the ground.
Now Ray came home and found Jackie squeezing lemon juice into
ice trays and pitchers. He smiled at her.
"We should open a lemonade stand," she said. "Lemons are a quarter
apiece at the store, but you can only use so many."
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"Hey, they' re delicious. Have you tried them? Put a bag in my car
and I'll take them to the restaurant tomorrow," Ray said.
Ray thought Jackie's dates were strange. They never stayed
overnight or ate a meal at the house. Jackie would grab her flowered bag
and they'd be gone. Ray complained to Rusty after Jackie introduced Jerry,
who claimed to work as a movie extra.
"So I'm a little heavy. I still look better than those guys. Ana
wouldn't have given Jackie's boyfriends a glance."
"How many has she got?" Rusty asked, concerned.
"Two or three, far as I know. They never stay here."
"Not a business, at least. Get in on it, Mundo. She's liberated."
Ray smiled now at the squeak of the lemon tree in the wind. "Maybe
I will. I like her."
Jackie studied at home most Tuesday evenings. Two days before
Thanksgiving, when she locked her bike to the porch railing, Ray had
dinner ready. He fmally used the bright embroidered tablecloth his mother
had given him. He'd bought a table at the flea-market and the finish was
bad but it was rock solid. He set out steaming plates of enchiladas-Mom's
recipe-and a bottle of Spanish wine. He even lit a candle.
"You expecting company?" Jackie asked. "Looks good."
"Thought you'd like more than yogurt for a change."
"Oh! Aren't you nice! You bought a table, too."
They drank the wine and laughed at restaurant stories.
"Look at the lemon tree with the sunset behind it!" Jackie sighed and
stretched. "This is homey, Ray. Thanks a lot."
Ray patted his mouth with a new cloth napkin, then leaned back.
"My ex-wife Ana used to work at Dorado's. My sister blamed me when we
broke up! Ana was some waitress-everybody loved her." Ray wondered
why he brought up Ana now.
"That's what I hear," Jackie said. "It's too bad."
"Well. You and I can share a meal, once a while."
"Sure. Now that I know what a great cook you are."
As they pushed back their chairs and stacked the plates, Ray said
softly, "Listen, I'd like to get to know you better."
Jackie stopped at the sink and smiled. "You know me pretty well
already. After all, we ' re housemates."
"I mean that you're interesting."
"You are too," Jackie said. She didn't look at him. She watched
water spray a cup. "If anything went wrong, though, I'd be out of a house
and a job."
"No," Ray said, moving closer to her. "I swear to you, Jackie, that
will not happen."
Jackie put her anns around his middle. "Word of honor? You're big,
Ray."
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He hadn't even kissed anyone in quite a while. But Jackie seemed to
be in practice. They decided on his room, since her bed was covered with
canvases and textbooks. Jackie smelled like the lemon tree. Ray found out
she was wild as she looked.
"Man, I'm fading," he told her afterward. His right arm was asleep
under her head. "I worked breakfast shift today."
"Mm, too bad," Jackie said. "I could still work closing."
A car's hom woke him at eleven that night. Out the window he saw
Jackie, flowered bag in hand, jumping into a van.
He didn't see her again for a couple of days. Usually he Worked
breakfast and lunch, and she worked dinner. When they overlapped on
Friday, Ray offered Jackie a ride home from work.
"Meet you out back," she said. "I hate the gossip."
The evening was chilly and damp. Ray turned on the lights and the
heater in his Pinto.
Jackie laughed when he suggested she use the seat belt. "I trust you,"
she said.
"I was surprised you went out the other night," Ray said.
She laughed again. "You were! I didn't know that was a proposal of
marriage!"
"It wasn't. Of course not."
"Look, Pat and I had planned days before to go out for coffee.
There's no need to take it personally."
"I don't get it. You see guys with nothing to offer you."
She studied her fingers. They were blue with ink or paint. "You
disapprove of my friends."
"No. But you shouldn't have to struggle like you do."
"So give me a raise. What are you saying, Ray?"
''I'm attracted to you, and we live together already."
"So I shouldn't see anyone else?" Jackie shut her eyes. "After one
night together? Ray, maybe I should move out."
"That's not my point at all. Forget I said anything." The car was too
hot now, and he shut off the heater. They had to wait a long time for a train
to pass.
California winter began. During the rains Jackie never emptied the
drip-buckets, and she left tea bags and yogurt containers in the sink. The
brown hills turned green, and mustard plants crept higher on the windows.
Most nights Jackie never came home. The house felt empty again. Ray sat
up late and watched the smudge pots, glowing in the citrus groves out by
the hills.
Spring came. The tree dropped even more lemons, and they molded
in piles. Ray slipped on a soft whitish lemon, and kicked it off the sidewalk.
Everything looked bad, like it had right before Ana left.
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Barbara, the new waitress at Dorado's, stacked boxes of paper
diapers and tiny white clothes.
"It's great of you to let me stay here, Ray!"
Barb had a three-month-old baby. She'djust come to California from
Oklahoma, so she needed a place to crash for a while. Ray gave Barb his
room. Jackie wasn't around much, but she still gave Ray four twenties in an
envelope each month.
Now he slept on the sofa every night. The house began to smell like
sour milk. The baby cried each morning at two-thirty. "Shut up, Lolita!"
Barbara would yell. Still, Barb cleaned the sinks when she thought of it,
and she swept sometimes.

Seasons start too soon in California. Summer comes on before
there's been enough spring. Early heat brings weeks of skyless still days, of
long afternoons indoors near the hum of an air conditioner.
"If he could stay a couple weeks, Ray, I'd be so grateful. She kicked
him out so far from home. He's my only brother."
"I understand, Barb, but where in hell will we put him?" He wished
Jackie' d give notice. She used the place as a closet.
"I don't know!" Barbara said.
"Don't cry," Ray said. "For God's sake. I guess there's room for one
more in the living room."
It had been a while since Ray had slept in the same room as someone
else. Ana had never snored like Barbara's brother. The second night with
the brother there Ray moved out to his Pinto. If he ever saw the guy awake,
he would ask him to move into the attic. Ray remembered his tree house
again: No Girls Allowed. Made for less confusion. He caught an hour's
sleep in the car.
Next morning Ray walked around the restaurant with his clipboard.
The air conditioner at home had gone out, and he wondered if Dad's old
swamp cooler still worked. His back was stiff. Palm trees out on Miracle
Mile faded to gray ghost trees.
"Look at that air," customers said. "You doing ok, Ray?"
Ray's brother-in-law, Rich, showed up at the door that night with his
tie still knotted, a cigarette pushed to one side of his mouth. He managed
Dos, Dad's restaurant in the next town. He must have come straight from
work.
"Listen, man," Rich said, "I need your help. You know Gina, my
head waitress."
"The hot one."
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"Right. Listen, we need this place Tuesday afternoons."
Ray's hands tightened on the two cold beers he was carrying. "You
in love with Gina?" he asked, like talking underwater.
"Gina?" Rich laughed. "You've seen her. We just need to spend a
little time together."
Rich had crossed into the dining room and was fmgering the table.
"Where'd you get this thing, Ray? We can find something better. Let's
check the storeroom at Dos tomorrow."
Ray's deep breath ended in a cough. "Wait, Rich. You want to use
my house to cheat on my little sister?" Ray had worked with Rich before he
dated Ros·a. All Ray knew about their marriage was that Rosa worked hard
on the small place she and Rich rented. She was always sewing curtains or
polishing doorknobs or something.
"Ray, you know how these things go." Rich gave a short laugh and
loosened his tie. "This doesn't mean anything, with Gina. You'd be saving
Rosa some heartache."
Ray tried to think if that were true. Everybody got crazy in the heat.
"In our parents' day, people got shot for less than what you're asking."
"Guess I thought we'd moved beyond that now."
"Why don't you ask your own family?"
Rich didn't understand. "You know they live in New York. It'd just
be a couple of Tuesday afternoons."
"There's always somebody here now. Hardly space for me
anymore," Ray said. The air felt too still. The side yard looked seedy
through the wavy window glass. Ray took his keys out of his pocket. He
started to hand them to Rich, then slammed them against the wall.
"No," Ray said.
From his car that night Ray saw headlights streaking by on the
freeway. Barbara's brother had broken his promise to be gone now. If
Jackie'd just give notice, he'd take her room. He wished for a car with air
con so he could drive all night and keep cool. When he slid the seat back it
ran into a bag of moldy lemons.
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On July first, his birthday, Ray got home at five. Rosa had taken a
sick day, and he' d ended up working Station Four himself. His mom had
said Rich and Rosa were separating. The house looked like hell. Seemed
like lemons would bury the yard. He remembered that Ana used to meet
him at the door with a pitcher of lemon margaritas on birthdays.
"Margaritas are made with lime juice," he 'd told her, just giving her
a hard time. She took him seriously.
"Then this place is worth nothing," she had told him. She wasn't
here for birthday twenty-eight.
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"How many people we got in this motel now?" Ray yelled as he
flung open the door. "Can't anybody pick up the goddamn lemons?" But
the house was empty. It was Tuesday, too.
The mail had scattered on the floor back of the slot. Ray opened a
Sears flyer, a card from his sister, and a notice of condemnation from the
highway department. The property was needed for a new freeway on-ramp.
The news struck Ray as funny. He'd practically loaded up his car
anyway. He went back outside.
It was too hot. It was summer now in the cities of California, but the
lemon tree was all seasons at once: bare branches, blossoms, and heavy,
yellow fruit.
Ray picked up lemons blue-white with mold, and pitched them at the
side of the house. Then he saw the ax in the tall weeds. He swung it into the
trunk of the tree, then felt as if the ax were in his own chest.
He'd drive north, and forget this place. Someone else would have to
chop the lemon down.
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Polka

I

Wendy Counsil

WAS never the kind of girl who cared much if my slip was showing. I
felt that way all along, but I had forgotten for a time. Just now, dancing
the polka with my Gran Tinker, I remembered, and sweet heaven, does
it feel good.
But I suppose if I'm going to tell this story right, I'd better start at
the get-go. I grew up, you see, in a small town deep in the tip of Southern
Illinois. Little Egypt is what we call this part of the state, what with Cairo
nestled down into the very point where the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers
come together in a brown swirling flood. Little Egyptians is what we call
ourselves, but that hints at too much finery for who we really are. Imagine
pale people in faded cotton clothes among cornfields and rolling green hills,
or picture tiny white Bible Baptist churches with thrice-weekly services.
Think of sticky summer nights, the smell of threshed grain, the sound of
june bugs bouncing off porch screens, the feel of your skin burning from a
hundred mosquito bites, and you'll be nearer the mark.
Conformity is valued highly hereabouts, though a few of us are too
contentious to truckle to. Me, for instance. But Jonesboro is my home, and
I'm going to stay here till I die, even if it kills me, just like Gran Tinker
always says.
"It won't be much longer," she said tonight, sitting at a round table
in the Moose Hall where my niece's wedding reception is being held.
"They'll put me in the ground," said Gran, "and I'll go soft and rot and seep
on into the cornfields. The roots will soak me up, and folks will have me on
their plates right next to their pork chops." She's a mean-mouthed old
woman, tiny and sharp-boned and sharp-minded, and I don't mind
admitting that Ella Lou Mayfield-that's me-is going to miss her mightily
when she's gone. Gran sometimes talks about dying now, but only like this,
in a sort of blasphemous way, like her death is another joke she's going to
put over on her neighbors. "I can see Muriel Wiggins having me-on-the-cob
with a glass of that vile buttermilk she takes," Gran said, before lapsing into
a coughing fit that brought up a wad of molasses-brown mucus. She's
eighty-seven and still loves her snuff, and ain't nobody ever going to talk
her out of it. She must have been born stubborn.
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Like me. The first time I remember feeling it rise up in me like steam
in a kettle was in first grade, the day I learned I didn't give a hoot about my
slip showing. Mrs. Calvin was my teacher. She'd been my mother's first
grade teacher, too . I had gotten up to write on the blackboard, filling in the
"a" from c-o-_-t. I put down the piece of yellow chalk and wiped my hands
on my dress-it was a home-made blue plaid affair with smocking and a
flared skirt-before going back to my desk and sitting down. I felt roosterproud, because I knew I was smart and had gotten the answer right.
Mrs. Calvin marched to my desk. She leaned over to whisper angrily
in my ear: "Ella Mayfield, little ladies do not let their slips show like that."
I twisted around and saw I had sat down in such a way that my skirt
was caught on the back of the built-in chair. I was showing a half-yard or so
of white cotton slip.
I blushed and straightened myself up, but I wasn't half so
embarrassed as I was mad. What should it matter about a bit of white
underwear, when I was the top reader in the whole first grade? Hell's bells,
everybody wore underwear-what was the big secret? My brain kept going
around and around with that idea the whole morning, and by the time I left
school to walk the four blocks home for lunch, I had driven myself into a
righteous fit about it. Mama had to use a whole passel of threats to get me
to go back to school that afternoon.
I don't know that I ever lost that morning's anger. From then on, I let
my slip show whenever it would. I began to see other ways that the teachers
weren't fair. When one teacher asked for some strong boys to go fetch new
textbooks, I jumped up and demanded to be chosen, too. When a rule was
stupid, I said loud and clear that I thought so. In seventh grade I made a fuss
about trying out for the football team, though in our school girls couldn't
play. Though they wouldn't let me play, I had some satisfaction knowing
that I would have made a better wide receiver than the ones we had.
During all this time, my folks were tussling with me about the
scrapes I was getting into, though my father gave up arguing pretty early.
His fmal words on the subject were delivered the summer I had just turned
twelve, and had declared I'd refuse to go to church the next day unless I
could wear shorts. "She must have got it from your side of the family," Dad
said to Mama, just like he had said before about my red hair. Then he went
out to weed his lawn some more, and I never heard another contrary word
from him.
My mother kept up her end of the arguments-still does-though by
the time I was sixteen or so, I could tell there wasn't much hope of winning
left in her.
On the day I came home with a three-day suspension from high
school for wearing at-shirt that said, "I Drink to Make Other People More
Interesting," my mother said wearily, "You're going to regret this wild
life."
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"Mama, I like the way I live," I said.
"But don't you want a normal life? A husband? Babies, like your
sister Judy?" Like most parents, I suppose, Mama wanted me to follow in
her footsteps career-wise.
"That stuff doesn't matter," I told her. "If it comes it comes. If not,
that's fme, too."
In truth, I didn't feel quite so easy about the subject as I tried to
sound. I was worried about my lack of boyfriends. Most of my friends, and
I had a lot of them, were boys, but not a one saw me as anything other than
one of the guys. Honestly, I did feel sad sometimes for being out of the
flow of dates and dances. But I wasn't going to primp and act stupid for
some man. Either they liked me as I was, or they didn't, and either way, I'd
learn to live with it.
The worst part of my lack of a romantic life was something I'd never
bring up to Mama. I was more and more interested in having sex. It was fun
to do alone, just like shooting baskets was, but, like with basketball, I could
see how it could work well as a one-on-one game. The solution for the
problem presented itself the summer after graduation, in the form of Buck
Peterson, regional wrestling champ and beer-drinker and all around great
guy. We were out swimming at the hard coal quarry one day, and I asked
him straight out if he'd do it with me, no strings attached, and he said yes .
That fall, I refused to go to college. For one thing, there wasn't
enough money, and for another, I'd had more than enough of stupid rules.
Instead I took a job as the bookkeeper for the superintendent of schools,
moved into my own place, a brown duplex out on State Aid road, and
settled into a life I grew to love. Every Sunday afternoon I had dinner with
my family. Sometimes I tried to get my father and brother-in-law to help
with the dishes afterward, but neither they nor the women would hear of it.
I took to sitting down after dinner and watching ball games when the men
did. I'm pretty sure Judy and Mama didn't like my shirking, but they never
said a thing to my face about it. One Sunday, Mama called me into my old
room and stood there fmgering the frame around my graduation picture. She
told me she was despairing of me dying an old maid. I told her not to worry,
but inside I was laughing, because by that time I was well around the bend
from maidenhood.
On Wednesday nights, I went over the Gran Tinker's to play canasta
with her and Mama and Judy and Aunt Fran. When Aunt Fran died, Gran
finally moved into Mama's house, and we took to playing our cards there.
By that time my nieces Melissa and Mandy were old enough to join in.
The bookkeeping work was boring, but it paid the bills, and there's
nothing like a superintendent's office for keeping up on the gossip.
Weekends I went out with my friends, drinking or playing touch football or
fishing, having an occasional friendly romp in the hay with Buck or Scott or
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Ron-and on one fine night, Ron and his cousin from Effingham-and, all
in all, I was happy to live my life out just like that.
But then, on my twenty-eighth birthday, Denny Feldman came into
my life. Denny had been two years behind me at Anna-Jonesboro High.
He'd been on the debate team and in the chess club, and though I knew of
him in a roundabout way, I don't think we had ever spoken.
For my birthday, a dozen of my friends were sitting in Smitty's Bar,
celebrating. Every ten minutes, Wade would sing, "Happy Birthday," at the
other end ofthe table, showing off his singing voice.
"Quite a party," said Margie. She was chain-smoking at my left, her
hand clamped down on her husband Joel's knee. He was none too loyal,
and she may have been physically holding him back from straying.
"Should be a national holiday," I said.
We drank and got silly and laughed together. I felt happy and as
powerful as time. The night was magical, and I wanted the party to last
forever.
About ten o'clock, Joel asked me, "Okay if I wave my buddy over?''
I looked over and saw Denny drinking alone at the bar. "Sure," I told
Joel. "Invite him along."
Denny came over and got himself introduced and sat down by Joel.
Later in the night I found myself talking to him across the comer of the long
table. I sat drawing daisies on the tablecloth, just an old white sheet that
Margie had brought and thrown across the table for all my friends to write
messages and draw on, the idea being that I could take it home as a
memento. Our conversation about the baseball season had wore itself out.
"What are you doing these days?" I asked Denny.
"I work over at Rail Feed," he said. "In the office."
"Guess you went to college and all."
He nodded. "Got my Bachelor's in Ag Biz from Carbondale, then
came back home to settle." He picked up his beer with his left hand- a
southpaw- and I saw those long fingers didn't have any rings.
"Didn't I hear you were married?" I said, searching my beer-fuzzed
memory for his wife's name. "To ... ?"
"Millie Bunchstaff," he said, like they were the saddest words in the
world.
Wade poked his head between us. "She run off with a John Deere
salesman. Ain't that right, Denny?" He gave me a chuck on the head, then
said he had to leave. "It's already near midnight. If I don't get home soon,
my wife is gonna kill me." He left me and Denny alone at our end of the
table.
Millie Bunchstaff. I was pretty sure she had been in the court of the
homecoming queen her senior year. Or cheerleader. Not someone I knew.
"Didn't Millie work at the makeup counter up at the Marion Mall?" I
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remembered her hazily, a petite girl who stood straight and prim behind her
counter at the Stix, Baer and Fuller store.
"Yep," said Denny, looking uncomfortable. "We're divorced now."
I took the hint and changed the subject. We chatted along like old
friends until the bar closed, and Smitty himself told us it was time to get
going.
Outside we said good-by to the other stragglers from my party.
Denny and me stood on the asphalt lot out back of the bar, me hugging the
wadded-up sheet from off the table. A single spotlight mounted on the back
wall of the bar threw a big splash of yellow over the blacktop. Our shadows
were like two black cornstalks right next to each other painted onto the
yellow light.
"Did your wife really leave you for a John Deere salesman?" I asked,
then instantly regretted it. As usual, I spoke before I had bothered to think. I
looked up at him and he was staring right down into my eyes, not a trace of
resentment in his face, only a look like nothing I had ever seen before from
a man.
"Actually," he said, "he was a district manager for sales. He took her
back to Peoria with him."
"She's probably happy up there," I said, thinking that Millie was the
type of woman who'd prefer a city.
"That's not important," he said. "She isn't important." Then he lifted
my chin up-my heart was running wild inside my chest-and gave me the
softest kiss. No slobbering, not a bit of tongue, but a feather-light pressure
that was, nonetheless, powerful. It filled me with heat. I almost asked him
to come home with me right then. For once, I started thinking before the
words were all out in the air between us, and I changed it to asking him out
on a date instead.
And so, at age twenty-eight, I began my first real courtship. When
one Wednesday at canasta I told my mother that I'd be bringing a fellow
home to next Sunday's dinner, she acted so giddy I thought she was going
to rise off her chair and flutter right out the window. She jumped up and
pulled down her recipe box. "I'll make something special." She sat down,
but shot right back out of her chair. "Where's a pencil, now?"
"You're keeping score with one," Gran said in disgust. "Quit acting
like you've got a tick on your brain. Sit down and play cards."
Melissa nudged Mandy and giggled, then they started singing, "Aunt
Ella's got a boy-friend." I shook my head, but I was smiling. Mama broke
out a bottle of bourbon and we had ourselves the wildest card game ever,
slipping down from Canasta to Oh Hell to Crazy Eights until we were
playing Spoons like we were all only five years old.
That first Sunday Denny came to dinner, he brought Mama a potted
mum, which pleased her something fierce. We all sat down to eat, but I was
too nervous about how they'd all get along to swallow, even though Mama
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had gone to the trouble of making real mashed potatoes. I shouldn't have
worried, though-Denny was polite and charming. After dinner, he helped
carry plates into the kitchen, the first time a man ever did such a thing in
that house. It was the kind of thoughtfulness Denny had a lot of.
He made a good impression on them, and I was happy to hear him
say afterwards that he especially liked Gran, despite that she was "quite a
character." I couldn't deny the words-she was.
After that day, I couldn't hold myself back very long from making
love with him. The first time, I was shaking like a willow in a cyclone, but
Denny was so kind and patient, it all came out tolerable fine. Pretty soon I
was myself again in bed, and that seemed to please him, too.
"Jesus, Ella," he said more than once that spring. "Not again! I
couldn't possibly."
But he could possibly, and I was happy to show him over and over
that it was so.
Our first fight was in bed, when he asked me about who else I'd
been with, and I told him I didn't want to say. "I've told you," he said,
whining like a boy. "Just Vicky at college and Millie."
"I know," I said. "But I don't want to name names. None of them has
ever told a tale on me, and I think I owe them the same respect."
"Them?" There was a nasty edge to his voice.
"If you're about to say something insulting, I'd advise you not to."
We were sitting up in bed and not touching by this time, and I was worried
but unwilling to give in on my point. "Listen, I've told you I've had other
men, and you said that was fine with you. Now is it or ain't it?"
"Isn't it," he said, automatically correcting my speech. He had told
me he would make an English speaker of me yet, but I had it figured that
was the language I had spoke all along. He just sat there tugging on his
earlobe, refusing to speak.
Finally I prompted him. "Does it bother you that much?"
"No," he said. "Shoot, Ella, I don't know why I wanted to know. I
guess I want all your secrets, that's all." He leaned over and hugged me. "I
want us to be so close."
I had never heard a man who talked so much about the way he felt.
We made love again, slow and sweet, and it was the first time in my life I
ever cried during.
By the summertime, me and Denny were spending every single day
together. He had clothes at my apartment, though since he lived in a house
on a regular street with the kind of neighbors who ain't got nothing better to
do than peek out their curtains at all hours, I didn't ever stay the night at his
place.
The weekend after July 4th was the Jonesboro homecoming. In Little
Egypt, homecoming is two things: the fall time at High School with a
Homecoming Parade and Queen, and a mid-summer farm celebration.
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Nearly every town has one, so you can go to a homecoming each weekend
from mid-June until the start of school and never have to leave Union
County. A tiny crew of grungy barkers makes their way from town to town
with their carnival rides and gambling booths.
Denny and I went to the homecoming both Friday and Saturday
nights. I love carnival rides and, though they made him queasy, he went on
one with me every now and again.
Saturday, there was a dance, with a six-piece band from Marion
crowded onto a tiny bandstand. We sat with my family for a time and we all
danced, except for Denny. When I came back from a dance, flushed with
sweat, he shook his head at me. "You look like you're having a good time,"
he said.
"I am. Come dance."
He said he didn't know how, and he refused to let any of us teach
him.
Gran Tinker worked on showing Mandy how to polka while I danced
with Melissa. Gran had taught me the step twenty-some-odd years ago, and
she had taught Judy before me, and Melissa had learned from Gran just
three years back. She was an energetic dancer, Gran was, and we all had
her galloping polka style.
Later that night, I dragged Denny over to the Tilt-a-Whirl. "One last
time," I pleaded, and he agreed to get on the ride with me.
I sat leaning up against him, holding onto the little stuffed woollyworm he had won me at the ring toss booth. The gears started to whine and
the car began to strain around in a circle. Denny grabbed the rail. "Hold
on," he said.
"No! " The ride sped up and I let out a whoop.
"Shh," said Denny. "Not so loud. You'll have everybody looking at
us."
The ride slammed me up against him, and I gave him a fast kiss on
the face, not particular about where it landed. "I don ' t care," I said. "I don't
give a shit if everybody in the whole world sees how happy I am."
He closed hi s eyes and held on, but I kept screaming, wanting the
ride to never end, loving the speed and the wind through my hair and the
bouncing around between my hips and Denny's. When the car began to
slow, I settled back in the seat and put my arm around him.
His knuckles went from white to pink as he released his grip on the
rail. The car shuddered to a standstill, and he opened his eyes and looked at
me. "Ella," he said, "I want to marry you. " And before I had a chance to say
yes, he leaned over the railing and threw up.
Though that was the end of the Tilt-a-Whirl for the evening, it felt
like the beginning of a new life for me. My mother was happier than a pig
with fresh slop when I told her we were engaged, and she started planning
out the details of the wedding long before Denny and I had set a date.
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We waited almost a year, which Denny and Mama both thought
proper, and so I was married two months before I turned thirty, barely
under the wire. My mother'd like to throw a fit when I picked out a
turquoise wedding dress.
"A bride always wears white!" she said.
"Mama, it looks nice with my hair," I said. "Besides, if I was still a
virgin, I wouldn't want to advertise it to the whole damn county."
"Watch your language," she said, reminding me a little bit of Denny.
She did shut up about the wedding dress but started right in on something
else.
We had the wedding then took a honeymoon to Chicago. Denny set
out right away on a program to bring me culture. We saw art museums,
history museums, some frightfully sad play. When we got dressed to go out,
I had Denny check to make sure my slip wasn't hanging out the back of my
dress, and he was more than happy to oblige.
We were back to Jonesboro in time for that year's homecoming, but
Denny wouldn't go on the Tilt-a-Whirl with me ever again. I guess I
couldn't blame him. When I climbed, just once, onto the ride alone, Denny
gave me a serious look that I had come to understand clearly, so I took care
not to shout too loud and embarrass him.
I had been seeing less and less of my friends anyway, and getting
married put me further out from the center of my old night life. That was
fme, I thought, because me and Denny got along wonderful with just each
other. We were happy.
My mother was happier, too, now that I was married. One Sunday,
when Denny offered-as usual-to help with dishes, and before she
scooted him-as usual-out of the kitchen, I overheard her saying to him,
"You've done such a good job of settling our Ella Lou down."
That rankled a little, but it was true, I had changed. I had changed
enough that I was able to let her commeht pass.
Denny and I both kept our same jobs, lived in Denny's house, saw
his folks and mine once a week, got together with Margie and Joel or
another couple for pinochle or Trivial Pursuit. Denny and I agreed that we
didn't want babies, which was enough rebellion for me to manage. We had
our troubles now and then. I know I'm stubborn and prone to scrapping,
and Denny held up his end of our spats just fine by keeping hours of ornery
silence that drove me nuts.
Still, on the day before each anniversary, I had a habit of thinking
hard about my marriage. Eight years in a row, I thought I had been more
happy that year than not. If I had one major complaint, it was that Denny
seemed not to want to make love as often. Starting right after our
honeymoon, he quit making any suggestion that we go to bed. It fell to me
to start all our lovemaking, and I accepted it as my responsibility. I had
never felt bound by tradition before, so why complain now? Still, every
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year we made love less, and every year it felt sadder to me. I thought this
might be how all marriages were. I had spent most of my life refusing to
pay attention to what "normal" was; maybe I was just ignorant of some fact
that everybody else had always known. I almost asked Judy once if she and
Ted were the same way, but I had never talked about sex with my big sister
before, and I couldn't figure out how to start.
Denny and I were moving up on our ninth anniversary when a
project at work started keeping him late. One evening I tried calling people
to fmd something fun to do, but no one I knew was home. My address book
was full of numbers I hadn't called in months- years, in some cases.
Finally, I gave up, drove to Marion and went for a walk around town alone,
looking in the windows of the stores. I shouldn't have been surprised when
I peeked in the window of a cafe and saw Denny sitting in a booth, his arm
around another woman's shoulders.
A couple of years before, our friends Margie and Joel had their
house out on Lick Creek Road burn to the ground. I went the day
afterwards to look, standing outside the charred building and doing my best
to say something kind to Margie that wasn't a lie. The air still stunk of wet
smoke, and Margie's eyes looked like a zombie's, though she talked and
nodded and thanked everyone for their sympathy. When I backed away
from that window, with its horrible picture of Denny smiling at that woman,
I all of a sudden knew how Margie must have felt. It was like I had turned
into ashes. I was numb, weightless, unanchored; the slightest wind could
have blown me down the street.
I didn't cause a scene there. I just went home and waited for the next
morning before I told Denny I knew.
He broke down and admitted he had been sleeping with her for
weeks, then he cried and said he was sorry. I didn' t shed a tear, not in front
of him. Over the next few days, we talked about it over and over, him
crying almost every time and begging my forgiveness. "But why?" I asked
him, at least fifty times. "Why, Denny?"
"I don't know," he said most times. "Because she was willing," he
said once, but I made it clear I didn't want him putting it off onto her. One
night we were up until nearly three in the morning, sitting at the kitchen
table, me worrying at it like a new tooth, both of us wringing ourselves out,
and that's when he gave me the most honest answer: "Because you're not
the woman you used to be, Ella. This girl is wild. She makes me laugh.
With her I feel like a teenager again."
He promised not to do it any more, and I told him I forgave him. I'm
ashamed to say that I don't know if that was honest- and from me, who
prides herself so much on telling the truth. Something inside me had torn
bad, and I didn't think that it would ever be knit up.
I didn't tell a soul about Denny' s affair. I thought about leaving him,
but for what? Besides, I had a wild fear that if I divorced him, my mother
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would keep him and dump me. He and I went on like before, but even
months aftetwards, I felt different about him. I quit asking him to make
love, and he didn't take up the slack, until we didn't do it at all. I suppose
nothing looked different from the outside. Inside the walls of our house,
though, I was miserable and lonely but had no idea what to do about it. I
figured ifl left him, I'd just be lonelier still.
In the spring, Denny convinced me that we should have a big party.
We invited fifty people over to the house, including family and some old
friends I hadn't seen, except to say "hi" to in town, for a long time. The
party was a success, but Denny and I barely spoke to each other all night.
I took a minute off from my hostess obligations to stand with a group
of guys who were laughing about the newest gossip concerning the junior
high basketball coach and the music teacher. Out of the comer of my eye, I
saw that the food table needed tending to. Still smiling over some bad joke,
I walked over and picked up two empty trays.
Denny intercepted me. "You look like you're having a good time."
His look was dead serious.
I felt the smile fade from my face . "Uh-huh. How about you?"
He nodded in a distracted way then looked around the room. When
he caught someone else's eye, he wandered off.
I went into the kitchen and started putting more deviled eggs on a
tray. Wade walked in as I was working and tossed a beer can in the trash.
"Hey, Wade," I said. "Like the party?"
He belched, full of beer, and grabbed up a new can from the cooler.
"I do," he said, "but why don't you?"
''I'm having a fine time," I said. "As good a time as I've had in
months."
"Yeah? You don't look it." He took a drink. "You know, Ella," he
said, "you're not as much fun as you used to be."
I knew he was drunk, but his words still cut me deep. They were
true. I didn't know what to do about it, though. I was middle-aged and
married and not the same Ella I had been ten years ago.
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As if to prove to me how old I was getting, my niece Melissa
decided to have her wedding two weeks before my tenth wedding
anniversary. Gran was mad as a jay about it and said right to Melissa's face,
"Twenty ain't near old enough to be getting married. You should finish up
at college first."
"Cort and me are both going to finish college," Melissa said.
"Gran," I said, "Didn't you get married at seventeen?"
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"That's neither here nor there and you know it. That was a different
time. Melissa is smart and talented and she shouldn't be throwing it all
away on some man."
Melissa said, ''I'm not throwing anything away. I'll do what I want
to do anyway, but with Cort by my side." Melissa had inherited a bit of me
and Gran's spunk, and she wasn't about to let anyone change her mind.
Mama said, "Well, as long as you're not pregnant." You could hear
the question in her voice.
"No, Grarnma," Melissa told her, ''I'm on the pill."
Mama looked shocked. Judy put her hands over her face, but I just
laughed at her daughter's bluntness. "Leave her alone," I said to all of them.
"She's a grown woman and can decide what's right for her." I hoped I
wasn't doing her a disservice, that marriage wouldn't be as unhappy for her
as it had been for me.
The wedding went on as planned, and Denny and I went together,
though we hardly spoke on the way to the Methodist Church. We didn't
have much to say to each other any more, and that's just the way it was.
When I let myself think about the silences, I told myself I would learn to
live with it, just as I had learned to like museums, and just as I had learned
to live with his indifference to sex.
The church was packed with friends and relations. Cort and Melissa
had decided on a double ring ceremony, and everything went fine until the
exchange of the rings. Melissa had said all the words, but the band
wouldn't go onto Cort's finger. She dropped the ring, and it rolled away a
few feet and fell over with a tiny clink. "Shit," she said, louder than she
likely meant to. The word echoed all over the sanctuary.
Right in front of me, Judy slunk down in the pew, mad as all get-out,
I could tell. But next to me, Gran snickered. Cort just grinned, and Melissa
smiled back at him. She bent down in her gown and scooped the ring off the
floor then got up with a face as pink as the roses in her bouquet. I could see
Cort watching her with a look bursting with love and I knew it was going to
be all right between them. It filled me with hope, not only for Melissa, but
for the future, for the whole rest of the world.
The reception was grand, with free beer and wine, and a band
playing at one end of the Moose Hall. I left Denny talking about the futures
market with one of Cort' s uncles, and I grabbed a cup of beer and danced as
much as I could.
I waited my tum to take a dance with the groom. "You treat my
favorite niece right," I told him as he swung me around in a waltz.
"I will," he said. "But I didn't know you liked her best. Melissa said
you never played favorites."
"I didn't. And I won' t strut now. But until Mandy says ' shit' in front
of the whole Methodist Church, Melissa' s going to have the edge in my
heart."
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He grinned at me. At the end of the dance, the guitarist had to
change a string, so Cort walked me back to where Denny was sitting, and I
plunked myself down into an empty chair.
Denny turned and frowned at me. "You look like you're having a
good time," he said. I had heard him say that before. But now, for some
reason, I could fmally hear how he made it sound like he was accusing me
of something, maybe of stealing from him.
At that instant, I felt a pressure build up inside me-it was rage, and
it had been there for a long, long time. It was gathering steam, harder and
harder to control, and I knew I was about to scream at him in front of
everyone. But suddenly, there was a sort of pop inside me, and all of the
anger was gone, just like that. I looked at Denny sitting there sour-faced,
and I felt nothing but sadness. I touched his arm. "Come dance with me," I
said. "Please."
"You know I don't dance," he said.
And yes, I knew he didn't, but I woke up to it then, like coming to
my senses after suffering a long, high fever. He doesn't dance and he never
has, and it ain't likely he ever will.
But I do, and so does Melissa and Gran and my whole family. I got
up and marched over to where Gran was sitting and pulled her to her feet.
"We're going to dance," I shouted over the sound of the band tuning up.
"Let's go!" she said.
Gran's not so spry any more, but when the band started up on "Beer
Barrel Polka," she got going real good. We spun around and around like we
were on a carnival ride, galloping all over the floor. Gran crowed for joy,
and we both sang along at the top of our lungs. The music stopped, and I
picked Gran up off the floor. I kept whirling us around, laughing into her
gray hair and crying, knowing my slip must be showing a mile and not
caring if the whole goddamn world could see.
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Cheery O's

D

Randolph Splitter

ECEMBER, 1963; a cool, cloudy day. My brother Larry and I are
playing basketball in the driveway of our house. My mother is
calling us from the kitchen window.
"In a minute," I yell. "One more basket."
But my shot bounces off the rim and rolls into the neighbors' rose
garden. I creep into the garden with my head down, hoping that the old man
who lives there won't see me. Cautiously I examine the bushes. A stem is
broken, a pink rose lying on the ground, except that in the late afternoon
twilight the rose seems more gray than pink. I prop up the rose·as well I can
and run back to safety with the ball.
"You have to come in now. Your Uncle Victor's here."
Uncle Victor is my father's brother. Since my parents are divorced, I
wonder why he is here.
Larry and I troop into the living room. I collapse into an overstuffed
chair, still cradling the basketball in my arms. Uncle Victor, a large, goodhumored man with no children of his own, likes to give Larry and me fivedollar bills whenever he sees us, but now he just sits stiffly next to my
mother on the sofa, his face ashen.
"Grandma died two hours ago." He tries to think of another way to
put it. "She fell onto the floor. They put her in an ambulance but. ... A
stroke." His mother; my father's too. He must have been appointed to
deliver the bad news.
"But how is that possible?" I'm not familiar with death; my other
grandparents died before I was born or when I was too young to understand.
"I saw her last week. She was fine."
Mom and Uncle Victor discuss the funeral arrangements. It will be
tomorrow, within twenty-four hours of Grandma's death, in accordance
with Jewish custom.
That night, lying in bed, I open my eyes in the dark and think about
my grandmother. But where is she now? Either she is nowhere and she
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herself (her sorrowful eyes, her German-accented voice) is nothing, or else
she is up there in the sky looking down at me, reading my thoughts. No,
Grandma, you're not nothing; I didn't mean it.
My bed lies in the middle of the corridor on the second floor. I used
to share an ordinary bedroom with Larry-we're twins-but recently I
dismantled the bunk beds and moved mine out into the hallway. I guess I
want more privacy. Well, not privacy exactly, since I have no privacy in the
corridor and in fact people have to step over me on their way to the
bathroom. I guess I just want my own room. I have arranged a night table
with a lamp on it next to my bed, so that I can read, but that makes the
corridor even more congested. My mother asks me if I really want to sleep
out in the corridor, but otherwise she doesn't interfere. Larry doesn't say
anything. Why should he? Now he has his own room too, and his is much
bigger than mine. I can see him stretching out on his bed, stroking his belly
contentedly, his puffed-up, bottle-shaped body taking up more and more
space. He will fill the room until there is no space left. Meanwhile I feel
empty and shrunken, frightened by death.
When I wake up the next morning I feel fme, almost happy. Sunlight
streams into my corridor from somewhere. Then I remember that Grandma
has died and today she will be buried.
I sit down to breakfast and try to eat a bowl of Cheerios.
"Eat your breakfast," says my mother. She is always asking me to eat
more.
Larry wolfs down two bowls of cereal, slurping up the milk at the
bottom of the bowl, the last soggy Cheerios drowning in his giant mouth.
Larry doesn't really like Cheerios. When he doesn ' t like something, he eats
it quickly to get it over with. In fact, there are not many foods he does like.
He wolfs down meals as if he is starving but can' t find anything better to
eat.
While Larry eats, I read the cereal box. It says that Cheerios were
originally called Cheery Oats. Then the name was shortened to Cheery O's,
an alphabet cereal composed of one letter. Or number: the o 's can be
mistaken for zeroes. Swimming around in the bowl, strung like beads on an
invisible string, they spell nothing- numerous sweet nothings going
nowhere.
After breakfast Larry withdraws to his room, his big, comfortable
room, and my mother ventures out to the grocery store to get some food . I
stay downstairs reading a book I have found in the living room bookcase. It
is The Stranger, by a French writer named Camus. In the opening pages the
main character, Meursault, learned that his mother had died, but he didn't
have much of a reaction. His indifference surprised me, but at least he
didn't pretend to feel things he didn't really feel.
After a few minutes I grow restless. It is hard to concentrate with the
funeral approaching in the afternoon. Suddenly I have the idea of taking a
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trip into the city-Manhattan. Usually I take short bike trips with my
brother, but today I feel like going further, by myself. I don't even tell him
what I'm doing; I just take my book and go.
After the divorce my father sometimes took us into New York to eat
dinner or see a show. First alone, then with his new wife Nora. Young,
always smiling, with even, white teeth, she reminded me of a brand-new
dishwasher or refrigerator. At the restaurant, over her drink, Nora would
refer to Larry and me as the twins, as though we were identical fried eggs
sizzling in a pan. I hated that, but then I got used to it. This time I'm on my
own. No stepmother, no twin. But what am I looking for?
I catch a bus that drops me off at the nearest subway stop. Since it is
now past rush hour, the subway car isn't crowded. The handful of riders do
not seem to be going anywhere in particular. I worry that a policeman will
spot me, ask me what I'm doing out of school, and as we dive into a tunnel
a transit worker in blue overalls enters the car, slams the door behind him,
and walks the length of the car to the next one. He gives me a glance as he
strides by but says nothing.
The train takes turns at high speed, careening at a sharp angle around
every curve. What are the chances of an accident? An old black lady with
scraggly knots of gray hair, standing in the aisle despite the fact that there
are plenty of empty seats, is moaning, talking to herself. She is carrying a
huge Macy's shopping bag that seems to contain her life's possessions.
What is she saying? My dead king. She is wiping her eyes with her
handkerchief.
I take out my book and resume reading. Meursault kills an Arab on
the beach because the heat and glare of the sun make his head spin. He
seems to act without thinking, without making conscious decisions. Things
just happen.
When we reach Manhattan I switch to an uptown train that takes me
to 86th Street, on the West Side. I climb the stairs to the street. The wind
whips out of Central Park and stings my face . For a second I want to cry,
but then I realize that it is only the wind. I put my head down and trudge
west, toward Broadway. A man with a grizzled beard is selling roasted
chestnuts, but I remember from the last time I tasted them, one Sunday with
my father, that they smell better than they taste. They taste like burnt
oatmeal, mushy and bitter.
Broadway looks the way I remember it. A woman is throwing
breadcrumbs at some pigeons. Several old men dot the green benches
situated in the traffic islands in the middle of the boulevard. A blind
newspaper vendor counts his money. What if someone tries to rob him?
How can he defend himself? I guess you have to trust people sometimes. Or
maybe if you're blind and a newspaper vendor, you have no choice. A wino
in rumpled clothes which he has probably worn for weeks, sleeping and
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waking, stumbles out of a doorway and asks me for money. I hesitate,
unable to think of a reason for not giving it to him, and hand him a quarter.
Other people with more to do carry groceries back to their
apartments or head purposefully toward the subway. I don't see any kids
my age, but they're probably in school. Product of a sheltered, suburban
upbringing, I fmd it hard to believe that people actually live in Manhattan.
Where do they ride their bikes? Where do they play baseball? At least they
don't have to rake the leaves. A visit to New York with my father was a
brief, unreal departure from everyday life, but anything I did with my father
was a brief, unreal departure from everyday life.
I sit down on one of the green benches and open the Camus book. A
pigeon flutters near me. At Meursault's trial the prosecutor argues that M.'s
behavior toward his mother proves his guilt in the murder case. In the next
courtroom a man is accused of killing his father: According to the
prosecutor, Meursault is morally guilty of that crime too. Reading The
Stranger makes me wonder why I don't have more of a reaction to my
grandmother's death. Am I guilty of not paying enough attention to her
while she was alive, not visiting her often enough, not realizing she was
going to die? Am I morally guilty ofher death?
Guilty or not, I'm starting to feel hungry. A few dollars are
squirreled away in my pocket, but I need to save some money for the trip
home. Walking down Broadway, I find a Jewish dairy restaurant that
doesn't look expensive. Except for Grandma, now gone, my family does
not keep kosher, but the dairy restaurant seems like a decent place to eat.
The waiter, a baldheaded man with a few tufts of hair around his ears,
shows me to a tiny table against the wall. It's barely big enough for even
one person. Most of the other customers are short, skinny, bald old men. I
guess you can't get fat on the food they serve here. Two of the old men are
playing chess.
Studying the menu, I try to figure out what I want to eat.
"Do you go to the yeshiva?" the waiter asks me. His sallow skin
makes me think he drinks seltzer all day long and never ventures outdoors.
"No. Why?" I'm afraid he's going to report me for cutting school.
"Because you're studying the menu like a yeshiva student." He
chuckles.
In the end I order a bowl of rice pudding, with raisins. Baby foodit's all I can afford. Why do I play the skinny Stan Laurel to Larry's
overweight Oliver Hardy? I'll probably end up like one of the skinny old
men in the restaurant if I live that long. Grandma used to bake cookies for
us, offer us imported candy with soft, sugary centers. Ess, ess, eat, she
would say, but Larry probably took more than his share. Maybe she liked
him better because he liked her food better.
Still, when she sat in her dark apartment in the late afternoon-she
wanted to save electricity-reading her Yiddish newspaper or staring out
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the window at the passing cars, I would keep her company. (Where was
Larry? Do I forget him because I don't want him there?) I would tell her
about my day at school or answer her questions about my stepmother. Yes,
Grandma, she cooks well. Yes, she's very nice. No, she doesn't keep
kosher. She's not even Jewish. You already know that, Grandma; she's not
Jewish. Yes, my mother's doing all right; she has a job in a department
store. My grandmother never really got along with my mother. When my
father married someone else, Grandma didn't like her any better. She
probably said to herself, at least the first one was Jewish.
I'm getting very hungry waiting for my food. I have to eat
something. In the center of the tiny table is a basket containing two bagels,
so I take a bite out of one. It's stale, hard as a rock, but I devour it anyway.
Finally the sallow-faced waiter arrives with my pudding.
"Enjoy your meal, sir."
I've never been called sir before. Is he making fun of me? Maybe he
thinks I'm cheap, ordering a bowl of rice pudding for lunch. I'm not rich, I
want to say. If you want somebody rich, go find my brother Larry. He sits
on his bed at night and counts his money. I don't have any to count. Where
does it go? Baseball cards, records, books-! like to read.
I savor the raisins, trying to make the pudding last as long as
possible. It's a little thin and watery, but beggars can't be choosers. By the
time the last spoonful is gone, my hunger has been satisfied but I'm
disappointed I've finished so quickly. What will I do now? Better go to the
bathroom.
The men's room is next to the ladies' room, but separate. Men,
women; milk, meat; Jew, Gentile- God seems to like distinctions,
divisions, boundaries. I'm about to add skinny, fat, but the difference isn't
quite the same. A skinny person can get fat, and vice versa. The men's
room turns out to be less than clean. Clean, dirty. There are only two
urinals, with white cakes that smell like mothballs at the bottom, and the
porcelain basin of each urinal is stained yellow-green. While I'm using one
of the urinals, someone comes in and uses the other one. At first I pay no
attention to him, trying to cling to some pretense of privacy, but then I
notice it's the waiter. The one with the sallow, yellow-green face.
"Do you come here often?" he says.
"What?" I'm pretending I don't know him.
"Do you come here often? To the restaurant?"
"No, I've never been here before. The food's very good, though."
What am I supposed to say?
"Well, if you come again, ask for Izzy."
"Who?"
"Izzy. That's me. With two z's."
"Oh, sure. I'll certainly do that." Having finished urinating, I pull up
my zipper and walk the two steps to the sink. "But I don't live around here
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and I'm not really sure when I'll be in the neighborhood again." What does
he want with me anyway? I rinse my hands and try to dry them, but I can't
fmd a towel, not even one of those ribbonlike cloth towels on a roller that
you keep turning in the hope that you'll find a clean, dry spot.
The waiter looks over his shoulder. "Do you know what a dybbuk
is?"
"What kind of book? Do you mean like the Talmud or something?"
The Talmud has all the answers. Maybe it can tell me how to dry my hands
without a towel.
"No, not a book, a dybbuk. It's a ghost. A Jewish ghost."
I expect him to say something else, but he doesn't. Is he the dybbuk?
An emissary from my grandmother? Without further guidance I shake my
hands in the air and wipe them dry on my pants.
Back at the table I put on my jacket and stick my book in the jacket
pocket. The waiter brings the check. The amount seems high. I add it one
way and then another, but I can't find any mistakes in his arithmetic. Then I
notice a word scrawled diagonally across the bill. The first letter is a b and
the price is one-fifty.
I show it to the waiter. "What's this?"
He peruses the check. "Bagel." The man doesn't waste words.
"But I didn't order a bagel."
"But you ate it."
"A dollar fifty for a bagel!?" I know I shouldn't have eaten that
bagel. Now maybe I won't have enough money to get home. Greed. Greed
and gluttony. And the bagel wasn't even fresh.
"Seventy-five cents for one bagel," the waiter explains. "Dollar fifty
for two."
"But I didn't eat two bagels," I protest, entering into a Talmudic
debate.
"They were sitting on your table."
"But I didn't order them. I thought they came with the meal."
"You should have asked to have them removed."
"How was I supposed to know that? I thought they were free. And I
ate only one."
The waiter shrugs. Little flushes of contentment bring color to his
sallow face. He seems to have forgotten our conversation in the men's
room. In the men's room he was Izzy; in the dining room he's just a waiter.
I fumble around in my pocket for the money. The waiter says
nothing, his face as expressionless as his bald skull. When I hand him a
couple of dollar bills, he says, "Pay the cashier." I grab the extra bagel-!
paid for it, didn't 1?-and storm out. Of course I don't leave a tip.
Outside on the street I feel a blast of cold air. A taste of winter. I
stop at a movie theater to look at the posters of coming attractions, which
seem to be revivals of classic films. The smell of popcorn reaches me from
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inside. A young man and woman, holding hands, buy a couple of tickets
and head inside. I "envy them. They have each other; I have no one. My
grandmother's dead. I don't know a soul in the entire city, unless you count
Izzy. I see my father only once a week. Since the divorce, my mother seems
to have withdrawn into herself. Of course Larry is always around, but that
isn't the same. His presence suffocates me. The twins. People attribute his
opinions to me, assume that I have the same feelings he does. I don't have
friends of my own; I share them with Larry. I read once that in ancient
China or Persia twin babies, considered unlucky freaks, were put to death.
Maybe they were freaks, maybe they would bring bad luck upon their
parents, but why kill both of them? Why not save the real child and kill the
twin, the double, the fake? Of course how could you tell which one was the
fake?
Checking my watch, I realize it's time to go home. I have enough
money for the subway but not the bus. If it weren't for the bagel, the two
bagels, I would be all right. Maybe I shouldn't have given that quarter to
the wino.
I locate a subway entrance and plunge underground. The train is
more crowded now, but I find an empty seat and slump into it. I'm tired.
The rocking motion of the giant, mechanical cradle-train apparently puts me
to sleep, because I realize later that I've been dreaming. It's a funny dream
about the letter a. I seem to be seeing things under a microscope. Little oshaped cells, with thin membranes, slip imperceptibly across the watery
surface of a slide. In the dream I decide that these o-shaped cells are called
oocytes, but what are oocytes? Some kind of egg cells? Egg cells in a
watery womb, like Larry and me. The two o's of the word oocytes (and the
two dots above the second o) swim around in my mind like the o-shaped
oocytes themselves. What's more, two of these little cells seem to touch or
overlap like interlocking rings, like dimestore magic rings that will come
apart with one good shake. But then, somehow, without any warning or
explanation, the microscope slide becomes a bowl of Cheerios, the little
circles becoming Cheerios floating in a pool of milk. Cheery O's. The
Cheerios merge and separate, merge and separate, like-who else?-Larry
and me. The twins again. Too close, I want to break away. I'm about to dip
my spoon into the cereal bowl when-scree-e-e-ek-the sudden braking of
the subway car jolts me awake.
I get off at my stop and climb the stairs to the street. I'm tempted to
call my mother for a ride but figure that would be a childish thing to do. I
decide to hitch a ride instead. For a long time no one stops. A big, beat-up
Cadillac with enormous tailfins pulls over, but my destination is too far out
of the driver's way.
Finally I get a ride from a milkman in his delivery truck. "A kid like
you shouldn't be out hitchhiking," he says.
"I ran out of money."
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The truck has no passenger seat, so I sit on some milk crates in the
back and try not to break any bottles.
"I thought milkmen made their deliveries in the morning."
"Things are different these days. No one wants milk delivered
anymore. The bottles break, the cost is too high. Hell, kids drink Coke
instead of milk." He snorts angrily. "You drink Coke, kid?"
"Well, sometimes. But I drink milk too." Not at the same time: a new
kosher law.
"Yeah? Good." As the truck bounces over potholes in the road, I try
to ignore the pain creeping up my back. "Hey, that was a terrible tragedy,
wasn't it?"
"Tragedy? What tragedy?" The demise of the neighborhood
milkman? My grandmother's death? I don't know what he's talking about.
"Kennedy. Kennedy getting shot like that."
Somehow I have forgotten. My dead king. Now I remember the
stunned silence of the kids at school. Later the girls stood crying in front of
their lockers while their boyfriends, trying to act grown up, put their arms
around them and tried to comfort them. Some of the boys cried too. I felt
shock, horror, a kind of numbness, but in reality I didn't know what to feel.
Like Meursault in the novel, I didn't share in the outpouring of grief. It
seemed overdone, self-indulgent, fake. Were they crying for the dead
president or for themselves? Lost children in a fairy tale whose parents have
abandoned them.
The milkman drops me off six blocks from my house, and I walk the
rest of the way home. Larry, already dressed in a suit he has outgrown, is
sitting in the living room watching television.
"Where were you?" he demands. "Mom's been looking all over for
you."
Hearing voices, my mother runs downstairs. "What happened to
you? Don't you know how worried I've been?"
"Nothing happened. I just took a little trip."
"A trip? By yourself? The funeral's in an hour. I thought you maybe
went to your father's. I even called him .... "
I go upstairs and put on a shiny greenish suit that matches Larry's. It
looks ugly, childish, but I don't have anything else to wear.
Uncle Victor picks us up in his once-flashy Chrysler and drives us to
a small Jewish cemetery with Hebrew letters on the gravestones. The rabbi,
a young-old man with a long, flowing black beard, looks as if he has just
stepped out of a nineteenth century Polish village. My grandmother used to
attend his temple, a shoestring Orthodox shu/ that he runs out of the living
room of his house. I went once or twice, but I couldn't sit with her because
men and women sit in separate sections in Orthodox synagogues. Men,
women- keep them apart Larry and I have forgotten to bring yarmulkes to
cover our heads, but the rabbi digs out a couple of white handkerchiefs and
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knots them at the comers. I feel ridiculous with a handkerchief on my head,
like a clown making a travesty of a solemn occasion. Make that two clowns.
The grassy hillside is covered with dry, rust-colored leaves. A gust
of wind comes up, blows a few leaves into the grave. Mourners from other
funerals stroll past, chatting softly, as if looking for a party. It's not what I
expected. I glance at the rabbi, but his expression tells me nothing.
Then I catch sight of my father and Nora, who's about the same age
as the rabbi. Too young. Despite the clear weather my father is wearing a
tattered old raincoat with a button missing and a cigarette hole in the sleeve.
His wool tie is tom almost in half. Signs of mourning, I realize later. I
wonder whether he is overwhelmed with grief, but when he sees me he
smiles, his black moustache rising to reveal the familiar cigar-flecked teeth.
Mter a number of Hebrew prayers, the rabbi says something about
my grandmother in Yiddish. Then a few words in English: loving mother
and grandmother, supporter of his shu!, refugee from Hitler. He recites the
Kaddish, and a couple of burly gravediggers lower the coffm into the grave
on ropes. My father, Uncle Victor, and the other relatives shovel symbolic
spadefuls of dirt onto the wooden coffin, and then the gravediggers begin to
fill in the hole with as much ceremony as plumbers repairing a broken water
p1pe.
A short, dumpling-shaped woman with a lot of makeup on
approaches me after the ceremony and says, "It's a shame, isn't it? But she
was old."
I have no idea who she is. I want to strangle her.
On the very edge of the circle of mourners, under a frail birch tree
already stripped of its leaves, stands my mother. She's wearing a scarf on
her head, in keeping with custom, but a few strands of her blonde hair
flutter slightly in the breeze. She crosses the circle to my father, offers a
few words of condolence, and leaves.
Uncle Victor drives us back to my father's house, where the
mourners will gather for the postfuneral meal. The living room is soon
filled with people I vaguely recognize, mostly friends and colleagues of my
father. They sit stiffly on chairs and sofas and make conversation to pass
the time. A maid hired for the occasion makes the rounds bearing trays of
hors d'oeuvres. Nora, overseeing the maid, stays in the kitchen preparing
the food, though she emerges from time to time to take around an extra tray.
I never see her sit down.
The maid offers me a cracker with chopped liver on it, but I sit more
stiffly than anyone else and eat nothing. I think Larry is eating enough for
both of us. The black-bearded rabbi shows up, smiling and nodding. Every
so often he strokes his beard. Suddenly I notice that he's wearing scuffed
white sneakers below the pants of his heavy black suit. My father offers
him a glass of cognac, and to my surprise he accepts.
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Little by little the guests begin to leave. The maid finally goes home;
Nora, instead of returning to the kitchen, sits down on a chair in the living
room. Among the relatives I spot a thin, hypochondriachal uncle from
California, who eats nothing but yogurt and cottage cheese, and an
enormously fat uncle, actually the husband of my father's sister, who looks
like Sydney Greenstreet. Uncle Victor, who is six-foot-three and weighs
over two hundred pounds, looks small and shrunken next to his huge
brother-in-law, but maybe that's just a reflection of his mood.
The daylight is fading rapidly, but no one thinks of turning on a
light. The rabbi, my father, and Uncle Victor are sipping cognac; the uncle
from California is drinking milk. Larry and "Sydney Greenstreet" are
finishing off the last of the hors d'oeuvres, while Nora is nibbling on a
piece of rye bread. I decide to drink a glass of Coca-Cola, forgetting that it
will make my teeth rot and put milkmen out of work. My father takes out a
cigar. He offers one to the rabbi, but the rabbi declines.
"It's funny," says my father, fiddling with the cigar's cellophane
wrapper, "what brings a family together. Tragedies like this. Someone has
to die."
Funny, sad. I imagine a roomful of "uncles," my father among them,
each one putting his arm around another smaller or thinner than himself,
like the kids at school after Kennedy's death . Grandma, are you there too?
But where am I?
The rabbi, having finished his drink, stands up to go, making his
incongruous dirty-white sneakers visible to everyone. He shakes my
father's hand and says something to him in Yiddish that I don't understand.
Then, unexpectedly, he shuffles over to the couch where Larry and I are
sitting and shakes our hands too.
"You must be the tvins," he says, smiling, in Yiddish-accented
English. The twins again. But he knows our names! "Larry. Ben. Your
gremma tell me all about you."
My father accompanies the rabbi to the door. When he returns to the
living room, he sits down and finishes what is left in his glass.
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The Curve of the Bay

I

Karl Harshbarger

T happened the first time coming out of the squash court, the slough of
nausea and the awful taste of bile welling up his throat. Bany fought
down vomiting by walking, not letting himself give in, and telling
himself that he'd really, really pushed himself too hard beating Martin.
Come on, he thought as he lifted his head through the dizziness, he had to
realize he wasn't a young man any more.
Bany didn't let on to Martin while they showered and dressed, and,
thank goodness, by the time they were leaving the club and stepped out into
the late afternoon sunshine and he breathed in the fresh air, he felt almost
all right again. So it was okay. Passing. Nothing.
But on the way back to Berkeley, maybe it was the swaying of the
bus or maybe his looking down at the bay, God knew, but the nausea
welled through him again. Don't, he fought, don't vomit. Not now. He
managed to hold it the rest of the way, but even when he got off at his stop
up in the hills the taste of the bile remained. Perhaps, he said to himself,
well, perhaps this wasn't just a passing thing. Maybe he should see a
doctor.
In the morning he was up at five as usual and after breakfast when he
remembered it, that notion about seeing a doctor, it seemed a matter left
over from some other time. Later in the day he and Tim, one of the junior
partners from the law firm, were walking down Montgomery Street looking
for a place to have lunch during the mid-day break in a trial, and he saw a
man canying an athletic bag and a squash racket. Barry deliberately tasted
the saliva in his mouth. No problem. Gone.
Three days later in a morning session, Barry had just convinced the
judge at a side conference to accept his proposed line of cross-examination
over the vigorous objections of the plaintiffs attorney, and as he was
walking back to the defense table and as the judge was saying for the jury's
benefit, "You may proceed, Mr. Clausen," that same wave of nausea arose
up through his stomach. "Your Honor," Bany said, "I need a five-minute
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recess." Normally Barry, or any other attorney, would have made this
request far more politely and circumspectly, but the judge seemed to
understand and granted the request right away. Barry sat down and held
onto himself until the jury filed out, then dropped his head between his
knees.
"You okay, Barry?"
He felt someone's arm around him, which turned out to be Tim's.
"Just give me a minute," said Barry. "Could you get a window
open?"
Tim rushed across the room and unlatched the window. The judge
came down from the bench.
"Mr. Clausen, do you want to ... ?"
"It's okay, Judge, just give me a few minutes."
And, in fact, about twenty minutes later the nausea, if not all the
dizziness and the sour taste, disappeared. Barry nodded to the judge and the
judge nodded to the bailiff, and as the jury filed in, the plaintiff's attorney
whispered to Barry, "For your sake, you know, you should take it easy on
my man."
"Maybe I will, maybe I will," said Barry. And inside he thought,
maybe he should.
That happened on a Friday which meant that the next day would be a
Saturday which meant, in turn, that at least he didn't have to launch himself
out of bed so early. Still he woke up at five. An ingrained habit now. He
tried to go back to sleep, couldn't, got up, found his bedroom slippers and
robe, left his wife sleeping in the bed, climbed up the stairs to the deck,
went over to the railing, breathed in the air, and looked out at the early
morning light covering the blanket of fog down on the bay. He had to admit
to a little weakness. Well, more than a little, because climbing up the stairs
he'd run short of breath. Imagine that. Him.
When he joined his wife at breakfast he mentioned to her that he was
sometimes feeling a little off, nothing serious, of course, but a little off.
"Why don't you get a physical? How long has it been, anyway?"
"Not too long, I think."
"You didn't go last year, did you?"
"No."
"Or the year before?"
"No."
"Well, you ought to go. Older men ought to get a checkup twice a
year."
"I'm not an older man."
"But you haven't had a checkup."
It worked out that she said she'd make an appointment for him. She
had heard of a very highly recommended internist who had an office over
near Fisherman's Wharf and she'd call him this morning. Fine, said Barry.
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"And you ought to take some time off. Really. Let's go some place.
Get out of here."
"Like where?"
"Anywhere. A South Sea island. I don't know."
"I'll expect your call," said Barry.
On Monday her call caught him interviewing a witness for an
upcoming two and a half million dollar triple amputee trial.
"You didn't tell me what time was good for you, so I made it for
three o'clock, Monday a month from now. Okay? I'm calling you at the
office so you can check your calendar. If it's not good, I'll call the doctor's
office back."
Barry looked at his calendar and saw-of course, he knew it-there
wasn't any good time, not next week, not next month, not three months
from now. A whole row of trials and depositions jamming up. And what if
he were in court, as he almost certainly would be? So one stab at a time
seemed about as good as another. He told his wife, yes, fme. Three o'clock.
"And you should stop by a travel agency."
"Why?" said Barry.
"Find us a South Sea island."
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Looking back, it would have been so easy to miss the appointment.
For one thing, the nausea didn' t come again and after several days even the
weakness went away. In fact, if anything were really wrong, that is, if he
held any sort of serious thing inside of him, that little stab of thought, it
certainly would have come out at the squash courts. Actually, in the middle
of the month Barry played in the semi-armual Golden State Seniors' Open
and, as was his custom, entered in the thirty-five and older bracket and not
the forty or older or forty-five and older. He won his first two matches on
Saturday and met last year's champion, Paul Cadwell, in the semis on
Sunday morning. Afterwards they were sitting outside the court before
going upstairs for a drink.
"My God, how old are you, Barry?"
"Forty-five."
"So why don' t you stay up in your bracket where you belong?"
"Because I like you guys."
"Well, we don't like you."
"Just because I moved you around the court a bit."
"Barry, go away. I was lucky to win."
So, that was one reason it would have been easy not to make the
appointment. The other had to do with the really big one, the two and a half
million dollar triple amputee trial. Jury selection started on a Thursday and
ended on Friday afternoon. Barry worked all weekend re-interviewing
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witnesses and gearing up for his opening statement, and only on Monday
morning as they were waiting for the jury to come in did the attorneys for
the other side indicate a willingness to work out an acceptable compromise.
The judge called a recess, and by twelve-thirty they had the agreement in
principle.
Actually, it was only after he and the two junior partners were
stepping out into the bright sunshine on Montgomery Street around one
forty-five after lunch that Barry happened to pull out his appointment book
and saw the entry. The address over at Fisherman's Wharf caught his
attention.
"Gentlemen," he said, "I've just discovered I've got a doctor's
appointment."
"I don't believe you," said Tim.
"I really do. My wife made it for me a month ago. Here, have a
look."
He shoved the appointment book up in front of their faces, especially
Tim's.
"That's not her writing."
"It's my writing," said Barry.
He chose a cable car over a taxi, and as the car pulled itself up the
long hill, the cables underneath clicking and whirring, the people getting on
and off and the motorman clanking the bell, Barry tried to let go of the
tension of the trial. It was always like that. Somehow the trials that went all
the way weren't as bad, except, of course, waiting for the jury to come back
in. But the trials that got canceled, especially after the huge amount of
preparation which went into them, left him empty. He closed his eyes,
heard the whirring of the cables, opened his eyes, saw the building going
past, and remembered-that time as an undergraduate when he'd come out
from Harvard to San Francisco for the summer to follow a trial lawyer
around in order to see if that's what lie wanted to do the rest of his life. Of
course, then there'd been more time. He could take afternoons off if he
wanted to. Go see different places. At least, that was his memory. He
wasn't sure he had, though.
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"Well, Mr. Clausen," said the doctor, coming back into the
examining room as Bany finished putting on his clothes, "you're certainly
in good shape for a man of your age. What do you do for yourself?" The
doctor was a big man, somewhat overweight, with a shock of gray hair
which fell over his forehead
Barry told the doctor that he played a lot of squash. "And I work
hard. A busy life."
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"I work hard. I have a busy life. But I'm not in your kind of shape.
What's your age again?"
"Forty-five," said Barry.
"That's right. It says forty five, here. Well, Mr. Clausen, all I can say
is that you've got a better body than most men of thirty. My
congratulations."
"Then you didn't fmd anything?"
"Ah, well." Now the doctor assumed a more professional air and
leaned back in his chair. "No, certainly nothing I could find. But, you
know, studies have shown that all this poking around we doctors do in the
examination room doesn't mean that much. Sometimes we find a thing or
two that way, but mostly it's just to impress the patients. Give them a
reason for taking their money. Fortunately or unfortunately, we live in the
age of science, so the real answer, I'm afraid, will lie in the results of the
tests. We'll just wait for them to come in."
"But other than that, you didn't find anything?"
"Nothing. Well, one possible concern. Your prostate's a little
enlarged. We'll keep an eye on it. Certainly. But nothing unusual. The
prostate often enlarges in older men."
''I'm forty-five."
"Yes, it's a little unusual. But considering your physical shape, no
cause for concern, I think.
"And it's usual for older men?"
"Oh, yes, quite usual."
"And even with men my age, it happens?"
"Certainly. Oh, yes. It's not abnormal."
"That's good," said Barry.
"So," said the doctor, closing Barry's file and adopting a this-is-theend-of-the-interview tone, "shall we say that if the tests come in and
everything's okay, I'll simply write you a letter telling you that. And shall
we also say that if there's a little something that needs more talking about,
my secretary will call you and we'll get together again."
"And if everything's okay, when should I see you again?"
"Oh, in a year, I would think."
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Two days later as the alarm clock sounded and he moved towards
consciousness, Barry realized the nausea had returned. He lay in bed for
about five minutes, waiting, not wanting to put it to the test, not wanting his
wife to know. Going up the stairs he felt faint and had to bend over to get
the blood back in his head.
Just for a moment, a second, an instant, that flash: the earth, all those
stars, the universe, continuing on without him.
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Him, Bany Clausen.
He took a deep breath in an attempt to throw it off. So: he would call
the doctor over at Fisherman's Wharf, demand to see him, now, this
morning, right away, or not call him but just go over to his office and lie in
wait for him. Take a taxi, not a bus. He wasn't sure he could survive a bus
trip.
But after a half hour he felt better, not his normal self, but better.
And this notion, this flash, the universe proceeding on without him, well,
probably everyone had thoughts like that. From time to time. In any case,
he didn't call the doctor.
However, when he arrived at his office that morning one of the
messages spread across the front of his desk jumped out at him. It said, "Dr.
Shumaker's secretary called and requests that you call back." Lucy had
marked five after seven on the note.
Bany immediately dialed the number and got a woman's voice.
"This is Mr. Clausen speaking. I'm returning a call. I believe the
doctor wants to talk to me.
"Could you hold the line for just a moment, Mr. Clausen?"
In half a minute the doctor's voice came on.
"Good morning, Mr. Clausen, good morning," said the doctor in
quite a cheery voice. "And how are you this morning?"
"Fine," said Bany. "Not bad." The doctor had meant this as a
greeting,. He wasn't really asking Bany how he felt.
"Good. Mr. Clausen, thank you for returning my call right away.
Your blood tests came in late yesterday afternoon. I've had a chance to look
at them and there may be a little something here that we ought to talk about.
Could you come in sometime?"
"Why? Is there anything wrong?"
"Oh, all this is just preliminary."
"But is there anything wrong?"
"I just think it would be a good idea if we had a talk. Perhaps you
could come in sometime tomorrow, or perhaps even today?"
"What about right now?"
"You mean, this morning?"
"I could be there in an hour."
"In an hour? Just a moment, Mr. Clausen. Could you hang on,
please?"
When the doctor came back on he said, "Yes, that should be all
right. The office won't really be open. But just ring the bell at the front of
the building and my girl will buzz you in."
"In an hour, then," said Barry."
It took Bany only five minutes to give Tim instructions for an
upcoming deposition that morning, and not fifteen minutes after he had
talked to the doctor he was back down on the street walking to the corner
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where he would have a better chance of getting a taxi. Passing a travel
agency he saw pictures of the South Sea islands. A clerk, a young man, had
just opened the door of the agency and, looking up, seemed surprised to see
Barry.
"Yes?''
"I saw your pictures in the window," said Barry.
Barry came away with seven or eight brochures, and once in the taxi,
he quickly thumbed through them, glimpses of wide scapes of beaches,
palm trees, sailing ships, inlets, strings of hotels, shimmering pools, the
stunning sun. Yes, thought Barry, they could do it. Why not? He and his
wife. About time. They could just make up their minds and do it. The firm
couldn't fire him, after all. He was a partner. Never mind the trials jamming
up his appointment calendar.
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Barry found himself back in the same consulting room, antiseptic
and sterile, a small desk for the doctor, a single chair for himself, an
examining table with a pull-down continuous paper sheet, and a small line
of steel instruments laid out on another smaller table by a sink.
As soon as the doctor came in he shook hands with Barry.
"Very nice of you to get here so soon," said the doctor, now in a
more professional mode and not as cheery as he had been on the telephone
one hour ago. He carried Barry's file and placed it on the desk in front of
him. "And how are you feeling today?"
This was not a greeting but a serious question, and Barry told him
about the nausea and the dizziness. The doctor listened intently. Barry
wasn't sure he liked this because the doctor seemed to listen more intently
this time than the last time. Had he already found out something wrong?
"Yes, and didn't you say these symptoms happened before?"
Barry felt relieved to be able to explain it all again, how it first came
after a squash match, then in the courtroom, later at home.
"Yes, yes," the doctor nodded when Barry had finished, and he
wrote something in the file. "And you say that these symptoms recurred this
morning?"
"It was pretty bad."
"And it's still not completely gone?"
Barry waited as the doctor wrote something else down in his file.
"You said the result of the test are in," said Barry.
"So they are."
"And what do they show?"
"Ah, yes. Now, Mr. Clausen, I want you to understand that these
results by themselves indicate nothing. Nothing, at this point. They only act
as a marker, as it were, as a possible guide."
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"A marker?" said Barry.
"Without boring you with the scientific details, what we fmd here,"
the doctor tapped a sheet in Barry's file with his pencil, "is an indication of
a surplus of white blood cells and a deficiency of red blood cells, and
perhaps an inability of your blood to clot. There may be some pathology
here we should look at further."
"A pathology?" said Barry.
"But again I want to make it clear, Mr. Clausen, that these results are
only a vague indication. And I think, especially considering what you've
told me about your nausea and dizziness recently, that we ought to look
further."
"Certainly."
"A tap of the sternum would be in order."
"A tap?"
"Yes. Here." The doctor indicated the middle of his chest. "It's a
relatively painless procedure. Local anesthesia. In fact, I'll do it right here
in this room."
"A tap?"
"Yes, this way I'll be able to take a specimen from the marrow of the
bone. Or, I could go in over here." The doctor indicated the side of his body
down by his waist. "But typically the tap is done at the sternum, unless
otherwise indicated."
"The marrow of the bone?"
"That's where the blood's manufactured, Mr. Clausen. Inside the
bone. This way we'll have a much more accurate indication."
Barry realized that deep down inside himself he was beginning to
shake.
"Of what?"
"Of the make-up of your blood."
Suddenly the shaking erupted out onto the surface. He was sure the
doctor saw it. How could he not see it?
"The make-up of the blood?" Barry said, trying to frame it like an
ordinary question.
"Yes. This way, as it were, we're going right to the source."
Barry took a deep breath, which he knew the doctor also saw, but it
had the effect of calming his shaking.
"Dr. Shumaker, I want you . . .. Will you level with me?"
"Certainly."
"I want you to tell me what this might be."
The doctor leaned back in his chair and took off his glasses. "Yes, of
course. I've always followed the policy of leveling with my patients. I think
that's best for everyone concerned. But I want you to understand that at this
point it could be anything and nothing. We're still in the initial stages.
And"- here the doctor looked at Barry, and Barry could tell the doctor was
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making reference to his shaking-"we don't want to jump to any
conclusions."
"I understand," said Barry.
"It's important that you understand."
"Yes, I understand."
"Well, then, one possibility-and it happens, you'd be surprised-is
that these test results are wrong, simply wrong. But even assuming they're
accurate, they could point to something relatively unimportant, for example,
bleeding in your stomach. On the other hand-remember, you asked me to
level with you-these results could indicate, at the extreme, cancer of the
blood."
The shaking started again. And he knew the doctor saw it.
"The technical name would be leukaemias. Or, if you prefer,
leukemia. It's a disease of the reticuloendothelial system."
"I beg your pardon."
"Yes, having to do with the uncontrolled proliferation of leukocytes.
Or, to put it in more layman's terms, in the uncontrolled increase in white
blood cells."
"And suppose that if ... ?"
"Mr. Clausen, I think you're running ahead. Why don't we wait until
we know more."
"No. I want to know. What would my chances be?"
"What would your chances be? Assuming? Again, one never knows.
All patients differ. No doctor can ever really predict. Some patients who
seem quite sick, get better. I've seen that happen. But to the point. If the
result of the tap of the sternum indicates leukemia, well, then it could be
anywhere from curable to death in six months. The younger the man, the
better the chances."
"I'm forty-five," said Barry.
"Mr. Clausen, you've got to understand we don't know any of this
yet."
"So what would the treatment be?"
"If? Chemotherapy, mainly. That would be the main treatment."
"Isn't that where you lose your hair?"
"Yes, but people survive it. The hair grows back."
The shaking now was really out of control.
''I'm sorry, doctor, about. ..."
"Not at all, not at all, Mr. Clausen. I fully understand how upsetting
this sort of news can be. Believe me, you don't have to make excuses.
Believe me."
"I feel ashamed."
"No need to, Mr. Clausen."
"Still . . . ."
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"No problem at all. I'll tell you what, Mr. Clausen, why don't you
just stay here in this room as long as you like, and when you're good and
ready you can go out and arrange with my girl for an appointment
tomorrow for the tap."
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About twenty minutes later Barry stepped out into the bright
sunshine and shielded his eyes with his hand. Just people walking along the
streets. This way and that. Somehow, he thought, there should be a
welcoming
committee,
bands,
newspaper
reporters,
cameras,
telecommunication trucks, cameras, Klieg lights. "Man Struck With Cancer
Announces Brave Fight." Reporters thrusting microphones into his face.
But nothing. People just going about their business. Most of them locals,
people who lived in the area, on the way to stores or running errands. The
others, the tourists, on their way to Fisherman's Wharf. None of them
aware of what had happened.
And again, that flash: the earth, the stars, the nebuli, the universe,
going on without him!
Courage, he told himself. Courage. He wasn't the first person in the
world, after all, to face this. Lots and lots of other people. All the time. And
for many, no hope at all. He had hope. And you never knew in life. You
just never knew. Problems didn't come on schedule. They just came.
Still, those words kept coming back. Leukemia. Cancer of the blood.
Six months. The doctor pointing to the middle of his chest. The sternum.
Bone marrow.
And then the way he'd started shaking. Of course, the doctor had
seen it. He, Barry Clausen, shaking. No need to be ashamed, the doctor
said.
But, come on, thought Barry, the tloctor had also said the test results
might be inaccurate. Or, more likely, bleeding in the stomach. Life would
continue to go on as usual. Life had to go on as usual. It absolutely had to.
The getting up at five . The going across the bay on the bus. Squash.
Certainly he wasn't going to have to give up his squash. Perhaps move up
to the age forty category. Not so hard there. But not up to forty-five.
But one thing was for sure, Barry told himself, he wouldn't go back
to his office. Not on a morning like this. How often in a man's life, after all,
did he learn he had cancer? Might have cancer? Might possibly have
cancer? On a beautiful day like this? The bright sun? No fog? And how
long had it been since he' d seen Fisherman's Wharf? Just walked around it?
Looked at the boats? Five years? Ten years? Fifteen years? All the way
back to that summer when he was an undergraduate.
So he joined the other tourists walking towards the docks-none of
whom turned to stare at him-and walked with them down this block and
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another block until he stopped at a marina full of sailboats. He stood
looking at their curved hulls, the forest of masts, their stays clinking in the
breeze. The boats looked so beautiful.
Again, that flash : the earth, the universe.
Stop it, he told himself.
Up to his right he saw an outdoor cafe on a raised deck, and Barry
climbed the steps to it and took a table over by the railing where he still had
a really good view of the boats. After the waitress brought the menu he
studied the pictures on it, and when the waitress came back he ordered
coffee and the biggest sundae of them all, one with what looked like
pineapples flowing over the side of the high dish. He had never ordered
anything like that before in his life, not anything that looked so
outrageously sweet. But why not, on a day like this, a sunny day without
fog, next to the bright bay, a day when he'd learned he might have cancer?
A kind of celebration day.
The waitress brought the coffee first, and as he sipped it, he looked
out over the sailboats again. But his attention got pulled towards the side of
the marina, or actually just outside of it, where three or four of the working
boats, the real fishing boats, lay roped to one another, and in particular to a
fisherman laying out nets on the quay just beside his boat. He seemed not
quite American. What? Italian or Portuguese? An older man with very black
hair and sunburnt skin, with something of stooped and rounded shoulders,
wearing a white T -shirt, pulling at the nets and straightening them. Barry
found himself wondering how the man got here. Was he born in the United
States? Had his fisherman father come over from the old country? Or his
grandfather? What did the native village look like-the houses all white in
the sun?
The waitress interrupted these thoughts by setting down a huge bowl
of ice cream with the toppings piled high and flowing over the rim. As soon
as he tasted the luscious pineapples and felt them slide down his throat, he
also somehow thought, yes, but what about later, after the disease
advanced, when he could hardly swallow, when he had lost the sense of
taste?
My God! Barry told himself. Stop this! How shameful! And he had
to remember, it probably wasn't cancer! The doctor was only taking the
usual and necessary precautions. He had to. It was his duty. It was the same
in his own line of work. That's what made them professionals.
Suddenly Barry remembered the brochures of the South Sea islands.
He pulled them out of his briefcase and laid them on the table in front of
him and looked at the pictures of sparkling white beaches before the sunlit
sea. In particular he studied one picture of a young man and a young
woman, he in a multicolored pair of shorts, and she in a stark red one-piece
swimsuit, both brimming with youth and energy, running hand in hand
along the white sand, the curve of the bay behind them.
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He would do it!
"Excuse me, miss," he called out to the waitress passing on the
opposite side of the deck, "is there a telephone near here?"
"Yes, sir, just inside the door."
His wife answered almost at once.
"I've decided for us," he said, surprising himself at taking this tact,
"we're going to take a vacation to the south seas. In three weeks."
"What?" said his wife. "What are you talking about?"
"It's decided. In three weeks. Fly out there and stay for a month."
"Barry! To the South Pacific?"
"Sure!"
"You're crazy."
But she was laughing a bit.
"You said we ought to do it."
"But, Barry, I wasn't that serious. In three weeks?"
"Of course we can."
"Barry! What about your job?"
"I' 11 just tell them."
"Barry! Can you?"
"We're going to do it. It's decided."
Yes, yes, yes, yes, he thought walking back towards his table, if the
tests came in negative, if there wasn't anything there, if the doctor didn't
fmd something unusual in that tap tomorrow, he would do it. Might
certainly do it. For God's sake would do it.
Barry walked right past his table with the half fmished sundae and
over to the railing and looked out at the forest of masts, the warmth of the
sun, the shining beaches, the palm trees, and curve of the bay.
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Dianne de A valle-Arce a refugee from East Coast academe with a
doctorate in Spanish language and literature. She translates for a living,
reviews books to keep her teeth sharp, monitors Churnash archeological
sites deep in the Sierra Madre to pay her debt to society, and writes weird
fiction-about thirty stories and one novel published at last count. Her dog
is very fond of her, as is one of her cats.
Scott C. Benson is a Master's candidate at San Jose State University and
the president of the English Graduate Group. He plans on writing his thesis
on experiments in form in the writing of Kerouac, Burroughs, and
Ginsberg. In addition, Mr. Benson teaches English and coaches both
wrestling and football at Bellarmine College Preparatory in San Jose.
Mel Berry was finishing his Master's degree in English literature at San
Jose State University, where he also taught composition, when this
interview with Gary Snyder took place. As president of the English
Graduate Group, he was involved in promoting literary and scholarly events
that brought together the academic and civic communities of San Jose. His
interview with Ken Kesey appeared in the Fall 1994 issue of San Jose
Studies.
Mark Bussmann has been writing fiction (or reality, as he sees it) since he
moved to San Jose some twenty-two years ago. He writes to maintain his
sanity and create order in a world which often lacks both. When he is not
working at his 8-5 office job, he reads his favorite authors (Graham Greene,
Raymond Chandler, Philip K. Dick and Neil Gaiman) and is currently at
work on his seventh novel.
Wendy Counsil's stories have been published in Ploughshares and
elsewhere. Her poetry has most recently been in issues of The Cream City
Review and Western Humanities Review.
Catherine de Cuir's short stories and poetry have appeared in Louisiana
Literature, Seventeen, Phoebe, Bottomjish, and Sun Dog: The Southeast
Review. She has work forthcoming in Pacific Review, Zoiks, and The
Bellingham Review. She is a recent winner of the Jessamyn West Writing
Award and lives in the Bay Area with her husband and two sons.
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Gail Gilliland's stories have appeared in a number of publications,
including Colorado-North Review, Object Lesson, Sonora Review, and
Yankee Magazine. Her book, Being a Minor Writer, a critical memoir, was
published by the University of Iowa Press in 1994. She lives in Natick,
Massachusetts.
Tom Filer published his first fiction in The Atlantic in 1957. Since then, he
has had stories and novels appear both here and abroad, most recently in
Cream City Review and Kansas Quarterly, and he has just completed a new
novel, Finding Mahmoud. He lives in Santa Monica Canyon, California.
Karl Harshbarger lives and writes in Germany. His stories have appeared
in a number of magazines, including The Atlantic, and one of his stories
was nominated for the 1995 Pushcart Prize.
Benjamin Kline has been teaching history at San Jose State University
since 1985. He is the author of Genesis ofApartheid: British African Policy
in the Colony of Natal 1845-93 and numerous articles on South African
history. He is also co-author of "Societies and Identities" in the Cambridge
Illustrated History of the British Empire.
David Robertson is a photographer and professor of English at the
University of California, Davis. He is the author of West of Eden: A History
of the Art and Literature of Yosemite (1984). His most recent book, Real
Matter, is forthcoming from the University of Utah Press in spring, 1997.
James Spencer has published numerous short stories and has just
completed a novel, The Lujbery Circle, about fighter pilots in the South
Pacific. A chapter of this novel will appear in the Ontario Review.
Randolph Splitter teaches English at De Anza College in Cupertino. His
stories have been published in Real Fiction, Porter Gulch Review, and Viet
Nam Generation. He is currently working on a novel.
Robert Wexelblatt will be familiar to faithful readers of San Jose Studies.
Since 1983, he has published essays, poetry, and fiction in seven different
issues. Professor Wexelblatt teaches in the College of Basic Studies, Boston
University. His volume of short fiction, Life in the Temperate Zone and
Other Stories, was published by the Rutgers University Press.
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0. C. Williams served as chair of the Committee of Trustees of San Jose
Studies from the journal's inception until 1992, and for many years was
also the poetry editor of the journal; the Spring, 1992, issue carried a
special poetry section to mark his retirement from San Jose Studies. He is
Professor Emeritus of English and Humanities at San Jose State University,
where he taught from 1946 to 1974.
Kirby Wright received his M.F.A. in creative writing from San Francisco
State University. He was the first student in the history of SFSU to win the
Ann Fields Poetry Prize, the Academy of American Poets Award, and the
Browning Society Award for Dramatic Monologue in the same year. He
wishes to dedicate "The Hunters" to the memory of his grandmother, Julia
Gilman.
Ken Yeager has been teaching in the political science department at San
Jose State University since 1991. He received a B.A. in political science at
SJSU, then worked for such elected officials as Supervisor Susanne Wilson
and Congressman Don Edwards, before earning his M.A. in sociology and
Ph.D. in education from Stanford. In 1992, he was elected to the San
Jose/Evergreen Community College Board, making him the first openly gay
elected official in San Jose and Santa Clara County.
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For twenty-one years, this publication has been made possible only through the
support of The Friends of San Jose Studies and their Guarantor, Benefactor, and
Patron subscriptions. Now, one last time, the trustees and staff of SJS wish to
acknowledge these contributors, many of whom have supported the journal since
its inception. Thank you .
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